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60 Democrats File For May Primary.
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
When a conscientious golfer
drove a ball which dented a car
on the club parking lot, he wrote
a note on his business card and
stuck it under the windshield
wiper: "I'm sorry my ball hit
the top of the hood. Send me the
repair bill.'
A few days later, he received
a reply stating, 'Thanks for
your
The
consideration.
damage is so minor I'm not
going to bother you. However,
may I suggest that you use the
money I am saving you and take
a few golf lessons.
"Any man with a hook as bad
as yours needs no trouble from
me, he's got plenty of his own."

4

,

There was a restaurant with
a standing offer of $5,000 to
anyone who could order
something that they couldn't
waitress
serve. One day a
hurried to the Manager. "Get
the $5,000 ready. We can't serve
that man over there." "Why
not, what did he order?" asked
the Manager.
.5 hump sandwich,"
carnel'
said the waitress. Confidently,
the Manager said, "Just look on
the botton shelf of the cooler,
and you'll find some camel's
hump." "I know," said the
waitress, "But we're all out of
those big buns."

Two Independents,
Two-GOP Candidates
Also File For Posts

Red Cross To
Aid-Victims OfWickliffe Flood

Rev. R. J. Burpoe

Rev. R. J. Burpoe
To Be Evangelist
At Kirksey Revival
Revival service -will be held
at the Kirksey Baptist Church
starting Monday, April 9, and
continuing through Sunday-,
April 15.
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, pastor 01
the Grace Baptist Church,
Murray, will be the evangelist
for the services to be held each
evening at 7:30.
W. A. Erwin will be the song
leader with Mrs..Bill Edwards
of the Kirksey Church as
organist and Dwayne Jones of
Grace Church as guest pianist
for the revival services.

WICKLIFFE, Ky. (AP) —
The Red Cross has set up headquarters in the Ballard County
Courthouse to help Wickliffe
flood victims, as the swollen
Ohio River begins to drop slowly.
The Mississippi River, already at near-record stages,
had not crested in the vicinity
Wednesday, but the Ohio, which
empties Into the Mississippi
near Wickliffe, dropped three,
tenths of a foot.
A slow but steady tall is predicted, and the Kentucky Bureau of Highways was able to
reopen U.S. Si Wednesday between Wickliffe and Cairo, Ill.,
to regular traffic.
Ballard County authorities
said there can be no estimate
of the damage in Wickliffe until
fldodwaters leave the city,
where 35 to 40 south-side homes
remained inundated Wednesday.
Two major Western Kentucky
highway!remained blocked by
water — U.S. 51 on the south
edge of Wickliffe and KY 94 between Hickman and Cayce in
Fulton County.
Farmers face serious delays
in planting because of flooding
on more than 120,000 acres of
farmland in five Western Kentucky counties.

"It Is not what we read, but
what nigapionaher,lhet makes
us learditiclAt is not what we
intend, but what we do, that
makes us useful. It is not a few
faint wishes, but a lifelong
struggle, that makes us
valient"....Henry Ward
Beecher.
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' A man bought a grandfather
clock at an auction sale and
since it was only a short
distance to his home, was
transporting it on his back. But
on the way a drunk staggered
a tavern, bumped into
out of
the man and they went down in
a pile. Infuriated, the man with
the clock shouted, "Why don't
you look where -yvu're going ?"
To which the drunk replied,
"Well why don't you wear a
wrist watch like other men do?"

Prices Still High, Sales Down
Calloway Chapter of ,FTA Places In Meat Markets Across Nation
County
COLEEN CAVANAUGH, reporter for the Calloway
America, shows
of
Teachers
Future
the
of
Chapter
School
High
and plaque won
the chapter scrapbook and the first prize ribbon
at the state convention kid at Owensboro.

First, Scrapbook, at Convention
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Teachers of America won first
place for their scrapbook at the
state FTA convention held at
and
Owensboro _Friday
Saturday.

Coleen Cavanaugh, chapter
the
prepared
reporter,
There's one thing to be said
scrapbook. The chapter was
for children...they never pull _ also presented a certificate for
out pictures of their grandbeing an honor roll chapter.
parents.
Marion Outland, a junior at
Calloway County, was a retiring
state officer .
THREE CITED
Calloway County Sheriff
Clyde Steele reported that three
arrrests have been made by his
department. They are one for
failure to support infant
children, one for disorderly
coochict, and one for D.W.I. and
reckless driving.

While in Owensboro the
members, stayed at Gab's
Tower Inn and attended the
state meetings held on the
campus of Kentucky Wesleyan
College. They were accompf.mied by their chapter

sponsors, Mrs. Sue Adams and
Mrs. Jane Sisk.
Members who attended were
Stacy Adams, Dale Arnold,
Sherry Bucy, Vicki Humphrey's, Paulette Ross, Dariby
Futrell, Cindy Milles, Yune
Murdock, Zandra Morris,
Melanie Hutchens, Rickey
Bucy, Lynn Erwin, Marion
Outland, Juana Stockdide,
Jennfier Lovett, Tim Erwin,
Paula Foy, Earlene Cooper,
Jimmy
Terry
Sheridan,
Burkeen, Jim Davis, Alison
Wilford, Renee Sledd, Margaret
Greer, Pent_Robertson. Derma
Tucker,— -Rita Critteridon,
Marybeth Cavanaugh, Debbie
Garrett, Mary Beth Hays,
Peggy Rogers, Kathie Broach,
Diane Rhoades, and Sandy
Bibb.

The Weather
Frost Warning Tonight
Decreasing cloudiness and
continued cool today. Clear and
cold tonight, with scattered
frost likely. High,today in the
low 40s to-mid 54, low tonight
in the low to mid 30s. Partly
cloudy and warmer Friday,
with a high in the low 60s. Cooler Saturday:with a chance of
rain.

Brooks To Purchase
Local Bus Lines

Nashville Group -To
Appear In Concert
At Two Churches

Fellow says to keep your cat
litter smelling fresh and clean—
get rid of your cat.
without
"Education,
morality, breeds only clever
criminals"...Thomas Jefferson
Anderson.

Sheriff—Candidates for
By DAVID HILL
Ledger 8i Times Staff Writer county sheriff include Charles
Sixty-four candidates have D. Kemp, Maurice Wilson, T.G.
filed as candidates for election Alexander, John B. Watson,
with county court clerk, Marvin Earl T. Futrell, Raiford James
Harris. The number includes and Guy McCuiston.
County Court Clerk—Clark
two independent and two
candidates are incumbonk,
Republican candidates.
Six persons waited until the Marvin Harris and Dorothy
last day to file their papers for Phillips.
County Judge—Democratic
the May 29 Democratic
primary. Howard Koenen and candidates for county judge are
Melvin Henley filed Wednesday Robert 0. Miller, incumbent,
for city council from Ward B Hall McCuiston, George Weeks,
and James Pete Rutledge, Art and Roger Jones.
Jailer—Incumbent Huel
Lee, and Res Alexander filed
from Ward A. Guy McCuiston (Wimpy) Jones will be
added his name to the list of challenged for nomination by
candidates for county sheriff. J.D. Rogers, Rupert Maynard
Kenneth C. Imes has also filed and Garvin Phillips..
for re-election as state
Coroner—Max E. Morris will
representative. Imes filed his challenge incumbent Max
papers with the secretary of Churchill for the post of county
state in Frankfort, and is coroner.
for the
running unopposed
Mayor—The city office of
Democratic nomination.
Mayor is being sought by Joins -The independent candidates Ed Scott and Buel Stalls. Inare John C. Neubauer for cumbent Holmes Ellis is not
county judge and Jimmy. seeking re-election.
Pritchett for magistrate of
Property Valuation Addistrict one.
ministrator—Incumbent Char—iWis
Stephen L. Viirbroi
* age 14)
(See Election, P
running on the Republican
from
Council
City
for
ticket
Ward B, while Donald Keller is
the GOP candidate for
magistrate of district four.
These four candidates will not
run in the May Democratic
primary, and, according to
Brooks Bus line, Inc., of
Kentucky Revised Statutes, will Paducah has applied to the
of Interstate Commerce Comcertificates
receive
nomination and will be mission to purchase the
automatically included in the operating rights of Western
4
November ballot.
Kentucky Stages, Inc. of
Murray.
Three persons were injured In this one-ear accident between Stella and Kirksey Wednesday af;Western Kentucky Stages
on
ditch
a
into
went
and
drizzell,
light
the
in
road
the
left
ternoon. The car,driven by David Barkeen,
operates regular run routes
the east side of the road.Murray-Calloway County Hospital authorities said Burkeen. 19. of Alm°,
from Paducah to Benton,
Kenneth Edwards, 21 of Benton, and Gary Ford, 23, of Hardin, wfre all treated and released.
Murray, Hopkinsville,, Ft.
Another passenger was net injured, according to Guy Turner, state trooper who investigated the
Campbell, and Clarksville, and
Hill
David
by
Photo
Staff
accident.
also between Mayfield, Murray,
and Paris.
'lie Hallelujah Minstrels of
Brooks operates daily service
Nashville, Tenn., will appear in between Fulton and Detroit via
concert at two local churches on Paducah. Both carriers operate
Sunday, April 8.
charter bus service in their
At 2:30 p.m. Sunday the group respective areas.
will be at the Hardin PenThe changeover is expected to
tecostal Church of God. At 7:311 take place within the next few
Sunday the group Will months, if the
transfer is
ation of Retail Grocers, said his Robert Miller head.vi ihdon p.m.
By DUDLEY'LEHEW
•
a concert at the Calvary approved. Brooks operates 16,
present
Angeles,
Los
of
Co.
Packing
making
been
has
organization
Associated Press Writer
one of the nation's largest inde- Temple Pentecostal Church of busses and the local operation
The consumer and the meat spot checks since the boycott
pendent packers, said the biiy- God, U.S. Highway 641 South, has eight busses.
industry kept' their thumbs began and meat sales nationhas cut sales by as much near Murray.
cott
cent.
per
40
down
are
wide
jammed against opposite sides
The Minstrels are made up of
per cent.
70
as
this
"At
a the meat scales today arid He said, however,
TALK CANCELLED
husband and wife teams,
two
boycott
the
if
that
said
Miller
the impasse left retail prices time, the retail grocer has no
The talk by columnist and
really Ray and Kay Lewis and Claude
could
"it
continues,
the
because
alarm
for
cause
relatively unaffected by the naand Sheila Gregory. They were author, Joe Creston, scheduled
same amount of money is being knock down retail meat prices,
bonwide boycott.
organized in the fall oT 1967 and for Friday night at the Calloway
an
wreck
would
probably
but
Meat sales, however, contin- spent," He said total sales are
that time have traveled County Library, has been
since
entire industry.''A
ued to reflect a severe cut, about the same, but meat
extensively throughout the cancelled according to Mrs.
monlosing
are
already
"We
poultry
to
shifted
ranging from a 40 per cent spending has
appearing Margaret Trevathan, librarian.
ey on every head we kill," he South and Southwest
drop for some grocers to 70 per and fish.
Mrs. Trevathao reported about
churches.
various
at
The shift has been a boon to said.
cent at the packing house.
noon today that she had
midweek
usual
the
of
Some
busifish
the
in
"We butchers are keeping Wholesalers
The group records for Skylite received a phone call from
newspaper advertisements by
each other company out here," ness. And many fish retailers
Creason's wife who said that the
of Nashville, Tenn.
Records
eman
showed
grocers have
said J. Luther Hind,,s,..owner of are experimenting with selling
The public is invited to attend scheduled speaker was sick and
the
to
addition
In
shift.
phasis
to
addition
in
items
Hinds Meats in Los Angeles. speciality
area In bed and would not be able to
usual ads pushing this week's the concrets at both
"Over the counter business is fish usually marketed.
attend.
Sunday.
on
churches
14)
Page
(See Boycott,
The outlook is glum, howdown,30 or 40 per cent."
packers.
meat
the
for
ais—ever,
.
Cross-town" .collsegue
Whisenhut agreed with Hinds,
saying "Our market is like a
ghost town." '
Frank Register, the executive
dirtctor of the National Associ-

401.01M,

Kentucky's Extended Outlook
Saturday Through Monday
A chance for some rain in
northeast Kentucky Saturday,
re-registir
VOTER.RE—REGISTRATION--Mrs. Charlotte Chilcutt and Mrs. Grade Hopkins
otherwise pardy cloudy and-Aitieliou ay
James Coledian and lifts. Warding Galloway for the November general ekettow.is
_cool _throughout
County-voters ma-stye-register to be able to vote in the Nenomber election. Re-registration not.
Daily highs in the 40s and 50s
clerk.
court
county
Harris,
Marvin
to
according
primary
29
necessary for the May
and lows in the 30s.
Staff Photo by Di'id Hill

Prayer And Service
Breakfast Planned

The Fifth of the Prayer and
Service Breakfast- will be held
Monday, April 9, at 8:00 a.m.
with Rev. Martin Mattingly,
Phase III chairman leading the
discussion from I Corinthians
chapter 15.
Rev. Darrell Keith, is the
general chairman of Key '73.
The theme of Phase III is
"Calling our Continent to
Ftessurection" and in keeping
with that theme, Rev. Mattingly
covered the scriptures from
John's Gospel that referred to
resurrection at last Monday's
breakfast.

1,00006W0
0ftwimorad
11041000•000.00
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FIVE CITED
SPEAKING ON DAY-CARE CENTERS—Tom Snyder icenter, gave a talk on Day Care Centers to
Five persons were cited by
Club Tuesday evening. Snyder noted that there are about 2108 pre-school children in
theOptimist
Murray City Police Wednesday.
with only eight approved day care centers In the county. Discussing the program
Comity
Calloway
Two persons were cited for
.two Optimist members: Johnny Hine (left) lind-Optimist president Jimmy.
tlite
are
Snyder
—with
one
for
unnecessary
speeding,
Fain.
noise,one for public drunk, and
-i Photo by Wilson W0011.•
one for disorderly conduct
a.
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One:Man-ffnelote
Male chauvinists or not, the men of Liechtenstein
(between Switzerland and Austria) voted in a
national referendum to deny women the right to
vote So what's wrong with that? After all, it's the
doctrine of one-man-one-vote, isn't it?—Nashville
(Tenn.) Banner.

Today- --TenlfearsAgo
.
LEDGER

LE

Willie Thomas (Nat) Simpson, age 81, died
Yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
Solon Bucy of 408 South 11th Street was appointed
as director of civil defense of Murray and Calloway
County by Judge Robert Miller on April 1 to fill the
vacancy created by the resignation of James M.
Lassiter

a a
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Most Businessmen Support Drive
To Keep Budget Under $250 Billion
EDITOR'S NOTE: President too much power, but if Congress
Nixon has urged Congress to shirks its duty, which it does
Impose a $250-blllion ceiling on constantly, then I think the
Federal spending for the President should have the
current fiscal year,ending June power to put a ceiling on
30th. The original budget was Federal spending."
$245 billion, but actual spending
The National Federation of
would exceed $261 billion, with a Independent Business reports
consequently larger deficit, opposition to the $250 billion
unless cuts are made. Many In ceiling totalling 10 per cent of
Congress oppose cutback the respondents, with another 4
necessary to achieve a $254 per cent undecided.
independent
billion ceiling. The National
Kentucky
Federation of Independent owners responded with 84 per
Business poll of proprietors cent in favor of the ceiling, 11
shows 86 per cent in favor of the per cent against it, and 5 per
proposed ceiling, 10 per cent cent expressing no opinion.
opposed and 4 per cent unThe Admini.stratiod first tried
decided.
to get Congress to enact a $250In a nationwide poll of in- billion limit on fiscal '73
dependent business people, 86 spending, then began setting
per cent of them support the appropriated funds aside and
President's effort to keep curtailing programs to meet the
Federal spending from going $250-billion limit, instead of an
over $250 billion in the current anticipated $261 billion. Many in
fiscal year, ending June 30th. Congress have objected to
Apparently siding with the where the cuts are being made.
President in his continuing
"Backing the President in his
:
— program to control spending is
budget fight with Congres35
Independent business people a must, in order to control inmade comments like this from flation,"
an
Ohio
box
a small-town retailer: "I do not manufacturer asserts. "Giveapprove of the President having away programs have been a big

at-

According To Boyle .
Copley News flervloe

Blood Has More
Old-timers_resent Lives Than Cat

Ti-jiunr:rr?ra;mnoTethet"leifiStrarriVCIIs
and MrSapproaching
and4ra3isnn
engagement
daughter. Sandra;--to- Jerry Henry-, son of Mr. and_-____By JOHN P1NKERMAN
Next to -Hitler, he was -the
Mrs. Eunice Henry.
Copley News Service
greatest curse ever to mankind." Sixty-four-year-old
Mr. and Mrs. Don Alexander are the parents of a
ASHDOD, Israel — This
Yakir, however, finds Soviet
baby girl, Tonya Kay, born March 28 at the Murray
sun-drenched Mediterranean
Communist Chairman Leonid
Hospital.
city of 38,000 is one of several
Brezhnev fairly reasonable

20 Years
&Mari

/11,1

Arlie Scott has been named chairman of the Green
Pastures Programi for Calloway County. J.H.
Walston is-vice-chairman and Ray Brownfield is
secretary:--Mrs. Virginia Dixon, Calloway County Health
Nurse,spoke at the meeting of-the First,Second and
Thircl_Grades' Grotip of the_ Murray High School
PTA. Mrs. H.J. Bryan is group chairman.
Miss Venice Lovelady, home furnishings
specialist of the University of Kentucky Extension
Service, taught the lesson on "Selection and
Arrangement of Accessories For The Home" at the
training' trieetitt ohrte- leaders of the Calloway
Homemakers Clubs.
• Ben Crawford of Louisville is the guest of his

:parents, Kr.

:
ford.
'Wade craw

Bible Thoughtfor Today
For there is no difference between the Jew and the
Greek: for the same Lord over all is rich unto all
that call upon him.—Romans 10:12.
God is the Father of all mankind, regardless of"
race or color.

Tallest apartment
EUROPEAN SKYSCRAPER
house in Europe is Ibis structure at Cologne, Germany
It has 43 floors, is aboui 375 feet, houses 350 families

By HALISOTLIC .
sentrnent among those who
NEW YORK (AP) — For evhave been in Israel much
longer, some since its estab- erything a man does in this
lishment in 1548. Even immi- world there are a thousand
things he leaves undone or nevgration official Moshe Yakir
admits this, noting that dis- er gets around to trying.
and he makes a strange comcrimination against the newSo when you meet anyone
parison. ''Brezhnev is no Lincomers has been so severe in
who is bored because he feels
coln, riot even a Geroge
aome cases that they have dehe's seen everything, done evMcGovern,but he is far better
cided to return to their coun- -t-erything worth doing il met
than anybody the Russian
try ,of origin, even Russia.
everybody worth knowing, you
Communists have had up to
know he's awfully ignorant —
"Yes, it is true — there is
now"
or he's an awful liar.
some friction regarding the
Yakir obviously still is upIf a fellow feels a bit jaded or
old-timers here," he said.
tight — and that is what the
"But, the immigrants must fed up with what he does and
absorption center is for, to
have some breaks. This counhow he spends his time, he
calm him down before he
try was established by immimight make a list of things he
makes his way into Israeli sogration and these people, parhasn't got around to doing. It
ciety as a professional writer.
ticularly from Russia, come
might get him to try to do
inof
help
And, he will get lots
here in relative poverty. It is
something new.
cluding financial assistance
their right and we must help
Here — right off the top of
that mgpy Israelis consider
them get started."
his head — are a few things
too generous. He will be able
one man hasn't got around to
to buy appliances without
doing, for one reason or anothimposed
taxes
paying the high
MENTAL
er:
here, including almost 100 per
I
HEALTH
Put out the fire In sitirigon's
cent taxation on automobiles.
boiler.
MATTERS
He will get preferred treatPlayed the "Moonlight Soment in finding an apartment.
nata" on a harmonica.
He will pay no taxes his first
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
__Written an anonymous letter.
.---year here, one-third tams his
Director
Begged the issue. second year, two-thirds the
National Institute
Tried to make a living as a
third year and full taxes be-- &Mental Health
;lying towel salesman in
ginning his fourth year.

places where Jewish immigrants from Itu.ssia and
around the world get their
starti as Israeli cititerit.
,The start here is one of relative comfort and of relaxation
for man like Yakove Yakir,
newly arrived from Russia
Where he spent six years in
prison mostly because the late
Soviet Red boss Joseph Stalin
disliked his work as a Hebrew
author. But, the future for Yakir and the 55,000 other immigrants who entered Israel in
1972 under the humanitarian
"law of return" can -.become
much rougher as old-time residents of this fledgling nation
of 25 years resent increasingly the government advantages afforded new arrivals.
It is a practical and an emotional problem. Immigration
is one of the two pillars ( the
other is security) On which Ili;•rael is built and this tough.
Mideast nation of "three m11Non has declared its Aerie
- 145104,
open to Jewish refugeeelthe
These benefits for elleMIDHidden behind a woman's
world over. It is a policy of
Helping Patients
ers are causing increased reslacks.
"alyah," a Hebrew word with
Finding ways to lower the
Raised or lowered the Federa meaning far beyond simple
rehospitalization rate of former
immigration.
mental patients and prevent, al Reserve Bank's discount
rate.
"The real, translation,"
their shuttling hack to the hosMoshe Yakir, director of imRescued a horse from a
pital after 'being discharged is
migration and absorption for
a goal of a research project
the Jewish Agency, said in
being aided by the National institute of Mental Health, of
an interview, "means to 'go
HEW's Health Services and:—
up,' to 'ascend.' It is not just
March 31, 1973
Mental Health Administration.
leaving the refugee's nation of
ADULTS 101
nearly
a
Why
do
third
of
origin for material reasons,
NURSERY 3
all mental patients return to
FRANKFORT,
Ky.—Is
your
twi'More- in spiritual motive.
the hospital within a year of
DISMISSALS
• tion to join his brethren. The group or organization in need of their discharge?
Mrs. Donna Kay Thurmond
where
to
speaker,
but
not
sure
a
Russian Jews fight for,,their
What can be done to assist
and Baby Girl, Hales Tn. Ct.,
them to readjust successfully to . Murray, Mrs. Jackie
..,freedom to leave the .Soi*t find one?
Sue
The Office of Youth Affairs community life?
Union because they *ant to be
Trimble and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
These are questions the re• with their Jewish brothers." (OYA) is ready to help,
Hardin, William Don Cooper,
'
Interviews at the Ashdod Originally crested to serve the searchers will- ice to answer.'—
interthe
103 N. 14th St., Murray, Millaern
study
plan
to
They
Absorption Center, where new needs of Kentucky's young
actions between recently disFranklin Henson, 206 Elm SLa
arrivals spend from a few people the office has become charged patients and their famMurray, Mrs. Bonnie Mae
weeks to several months sort of an ombudsman. Any ilies, working with a group of
Butler, Rt. 1, Hardin, Miss
learning the Hebrew language citizen, regardless of age who is 200 schizophrenic patients and
Rogenna Ann Ray, 202 Willow
and being prepared for their having trouble that can be their spouses or parents.
Dr., Mayfield, James Lee Gray,
new life in Israel, bear out alleviated by some area of state
Using interview forntats deRt. 1, Kirksey, James Lee
veloped cubes, the scientists
Moshe Yakik-s view, and, government, will fled,
Will attempt to measure the -fss"" Cahoon, 516 S. Ilith St., Murray,
add several new dimensions receptive ear in OYA. :
and the, families' tolerMrs. Elsie Wallis Parker, Rt. 7,
to the immigration problem, a
One special service of OYA is tients'
Box 9, Murray, Mrs Mildred
problem that -is becoming their current list of speakers for ance for sympiers of mental
more serious daily.
Lynn Anderson, 500 N. 6th St.,
any number of topics. Any
They will also( seek to deYakove Yakir (no relation organization can contact OYA
Murray, Mrs, Cora Myree
termine personal attitudes conto Moshe) might be said to be and tell them the topic they cerning the acceniability and
Schroader, Rt. 1, Dexter, Dr.
a fairly typical arrival from would like discussed along with usefulness of hospitalization in
Ralph Hicks Woods, 1318 Main
Russia. Sitting nervously in a
St., Murray,Mrs. Vernie Wyatt,
the date and time. OYA then the treatment of mental illness.
recreation facility of an abThe major significance of the
Rt. 1, Kirksey.
compiles a list of several
sorption center that, with its
study lies in its "ecological.
' April I, 1973
speakers
leaving
the
selected
approach. The investigators
attractive landscaping, modADULTS 113
example,
ern multistoried orange and final decision to the original will learn, for
NURSERY 5
group.
family
whether
members
exsilver-colored buildings totalNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
"Speaker requests cover a isect the household routine to
ing 90 apartment's and close
Mrs. Toni Sproles Worley and
proximity to the blue Mediter- variety of topics," said Bob be changed by a patient's reBaby Boy, New Concord, Mrs.
ranean, make it appear more Arnold, co-director. "It migh turn.
Also, they will measure the
David Coker and Baby Girl, 744
like a middle-income condo- be drug abuse, yavel, en- level of general stresentmerating
Nash Dr., Murray.
vironmental
problems,
just
Minium complex or wealthy
within a family at the time of
DISMISSALS
senior citizen center, he about anything."
a pat'ient's discharge. Such inMrs. Laura L. Jennings, 1706
Arnold stressed the fact that formation will, indicate whether
chain-smoked, shuffled about
Calloway, Murray, Mrs. Res
in his slippers and cast suspi- they secure speakers not only factors operating within the
Earl Sinclair, Rt. 8, Murray,
cious eyes, deeply shadowed, from state government but family have an effect on the
Mrs. Margaret V. Koertner,
in several directions when an- from outside sources as well. process leading to rehospitali1631, College Farm, Rd.,
swering questions.
"We try to get experts in zation. belief of the
scientists
The
Murray, Miss Goenda Jean
"Why was I in prison? No whatever subject is requested,"
is that only when the patient's
Kelly, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs
real, reason, really (his Yid- said Arnold.
reactidfis are so bizarre as to
dish translated into English
Evelyn Marie Johnston, Rt. 1,
Since OYA has taken over the require rehospitalization is it
by Mrs. Catalina Berliner, an Speakers Bureau, requests possible to neglect the largo
Kirksey, Danny Kay Miller, Rt.
ihunigrant from Chile). First, have been slow to come in, family system and treat only
1, Dexler, Master Ronald K.
was Jewish.
Redden, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
probably because the public the patient When the system
is,at fault, alternatives, such
liaron V. Citildress, Ivan
• !
7•Setorsth I was a Jewish isn't asetirre-of the service.
living in a foster home, ot
as
Place, Alexandria, Va., Mrs.
writer. Third, I wrote of my
Groups cen request speakers
period of' time spent worklove for my people. Stalin
Thelma Hebl, Rt. 5, Panorama
by writing to the Office of Youth ing in the community but recouldn't stand that
Shores', Murray, Mrs. Annie
Affairs, Box 123, Frankfort, Ky
turning to the hospital nightly,
"Stalin acted like a god. 40601.
Prances, 832 Hurt Dr.. Murray.
may be helpful to the patient.

Speakers
By. Group
Offered

PAGE THB

banker's runaway daughter.
Made love in a helicopter.
Salted an abandoned gold
mine.
Woke up dewy-eyed.
Been able to tell the vintage
of a bottle of French wine — or
cola, for that matter — with
eyes closed.
Sold anything under the
counter,
Cast a pearl before swine.
Barked up the wrong tree.
Traded recipes with a cannibal.
Decided a national election
with a last-minute vote.
Taken Dracula to lunch during National Brotherhood Week.
Made much mileage by dating long-distance telephone operators.
Combed a porcupine.
So don't just lie there complaining about your lot, sluggard. The world is singing with
the summons of a host of things
undone.

flop, helping only to raise local
taxes in order to take advantage
of Federal money, Let's attempt to at least come close to
balancing the budget"
The owner of an Illinois
laboratory said it is "regrettable that Nixon has had to
withhold funds voted by a
Congress that will not discipline
itself."
"The President should
receive the support of Congress
in this difficult and unpopular
task. Anyone can spend money,
but it takes wise men to spend it
properly," a Florida citrus
grower wrote on his ballot.
A harsher comment came
from a Burbank, California,
"Congresss
businessman:
should have its hands tied. They
have foregone fiscal responsibility for political expediency.
personal
and
greed
ambition. Congress alone is
responsible for our inflation,
and balance of payments deficit
because of its over-taxing, overspending and...allowing and
encouraging labor to demand
and get wage increases far in
excess of productiy,ity increases."
Many Capitol Hill observers
seethe White House tussle with
Congress
over
spending
curtailments as a political
football, or stratagem by which
the President is laying the
blame for exceeding the 1973
budget on the Congress. But the
independents seem to look past
political motives to the realities
of deficit spending and unmanageable program expenditures. •.
'This was the richest country
in the world until the theory of
deficit financing was put in
operation," a
New Jersey
lamented ,
"Somebody has to call a halt
before we go completely down
the drain."
A Vermont fuel company
owner observed: "I believe that
the Congress being so insistent
about having our future
generations receive our country
so ecologically clean should
have more concern about
leaving it bankrupt."
In a followhp poll, the
Federation is asking independents whether they
support the President's impoundment of funds appropriated by Congress, by
which he hopes to achieve the
$250 billion ceiling.
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MSU Choir To Tour Seven European Cities
local
A

'S
lose to

VIP Dinner Scheduled

Illinois
regret: to
by a
- pline

•

On Saturday evening, April
At 8:00 p.m. the Murray State 3
14, a "very special" dinner and University Choir will present
concert will be given to those their European Tour music to ,4
"Very Important People" who those in attendance.
want to help the M.S.U. choir on
Tickets for this dinner are
this European Tour.
$10.00 for each plate.
The "VIP Evening" will
If you would like to attend this
begin at 6:30 pin.- with hors "VIP" dinner you may order
•
d'ouvres and punch served in ticket by contacting Robert the lobby of the Waterfield Bear at 762-4151 at the, Student Building on the campus University, or his home 753of Murray State University. At
or fill out the form on the
p.m. a dinner will be served - bottom of this page and rettulat
to the guests during which tirutt.._ la Prof. Bear by the liltit_of„
there will be dinner music.
April. You are all invited.
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The 1972-73-Murray-Stat• Univorsiti Choir

Final Local Concert
Of Season Is April 21

ex-

The MSU Choir will present
their final concert of the season
for the Murray area on April 21.
The farewell concert will begin
at 8 p.m. and be presented in the
Auditorium on the Campus of
Murray State UniverSitY."

country
• iry of
put in
Jersey
ented.
I a halt
• ly down

The concert will begin with a
group of double chorus numbers
which will be performed
surrounding the audience.
Following this, there will be
presented "The Edge of
Shadow" by Ross Lee Finney, a

• pany
ieve that
insistent
future
country
should
about

work which was presented at
the Southeastern Choral Conductors Conference in Memphis, during which time Mr.
Finney was the principle
composer and speaker.
Mr. Finney said after the
concert, In almost every
respect it was a flawless performance,for it had not only the
command of the technical
requirements, but went way
beyond that to a deeply
motivated and
therefore

genuinely moving emotional
statement. Such a performance
can only result from careful
rehearsal, and controlled
conducting and from real
musical understanding."
The third group of songs will
be contemporary choral music
from several countries. Folk
songs and spirituals will make
up the final portion.
niere will be an opportunity
at the close of the concert for
those who wish to inaket gift to
the choir.
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MSU Choir being welcfirned by the "Burgermeister" of Rothenburg Germany OT965.
Beck4cHogancarnp

1965 MSU Choir Also
Made Tour of Europe

wagalik7

;
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Mary Winter
Pat Jacks

•

t.

Wayne Collins
Wayne and Carol Collins,
students at Murray State
University mapring in music,
are excited abott the University
Choir trip to Europe in May.
Both students, who expect to
teach
perform
and
professionally when they
graduate from Murray, feel
that this trip with
choir with
concerts in major
. cities in
Germany,Switzerland, Austria,
and Czechoslovakia, will be an
educational and musical experience they will never forget.

An opportunity to visit
where famous
To meet people and learn all I countries
can, are the intentions of Pat composers lived and performed
Jacks who will tour Europe with their music is an event Mary
the Murray State University Winter, daughter of Mr. and
Choir this May. As a language._ Mrs. John C. Winter of Murray,
major and history minor, Mr., is looking forward to when she
Jacks feels that he will now _ -tours Europe with the Murray
have an opportunity to visit State University Choir this
places he has only been able to _ May.
•
read about up until now.
Mary loves music and loves to
After returning from Europe,
Mr. Jacks plans a career in the travel. As a member of the 70Marines, hopefully in military voice University Choir, she will
have an opportunity to sing in
intelligence.
I'm majoring in the Russian concert halls and churches in
language with a History minor. Germany,Switzerland, Austria,
This concert tour will give me a and Czechoslovakia.
one in a lifetime chance to see
countries I've heard and read
about all of my life. I enjoy
meeting people. This trip gives
me a chance to meet even
more people and perhaps even
learn a little wisdom from
them. Nine days after we return
home, I report to Camp Pendleton, Calif.,-for bootcamp. I
plan to career in the Marines:
hopefully
„
in military intelligence.

tozoontwomoodatiammoriiiisomaimorawomPlit
-,-tg,;
--- :
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In 1965 the MSU Choir made remarkable and most admirable, was how the choir and
their first European tour
Singing in such cities as Its director learned to relive the
Nuremburg, Berlin, Cologne music scars style of many
and Trier. The choir received different lands and epocs..,".7-•
Berlin, Germaty.
reviews in many newspapers
"We heard blemishless- enThe following are excerps
from some of those reviews:
trances, unbelievable certaint
"For plainly in an unexcelled of intonation, homogeneousness
way, harmony, uniformity of of wound, pearl like clearness of
rhythm and dynamics, were diction, climaxing the encircumstance it was due, and tusiastic musicianship of this
probably also to very strict elite choir from the state of
study that the choir was a Kentucky," - Lucern, Switmatch, without variation, equal -_-_aerla nd
tothe highest demands of the - "High impressive was the
magnificent and vigorous music skill with which a mixed choir
of Palestrina as well as that of could create on the one hand the
the 19th century and of modern flowery tenderness of thematic
times, which latter places the intricacies of the old masters
highest demands on a choirs and on the other hand, the
technical abilities." - Trier, choral idiomatic intensity of its
own kind, in works of conGermany.
"..There seemed to be no temporary compositions and
problems of intonation for it at spirituals," -- Nuremburg,
all, and what seemed the most Germany.

"I am looking forward to
singing in the beautiful churches and cathedrals in Europe,
seeing the spectacular beauty of
the Swiss Alps, and visiting
many beautiful buildings of
historic interest when I make
my first trip to Europe with the
Murray State University Choir
In May," says Becky Hogancamp,daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Thomas Hogancamp of Murray,
and a freshman at the
University.

As•of April 5, the following
persons have aided financially
to the MSU Choir tour. Prof.
Bear aaid "I have been over
whelined at the response of the
Friends of MSU. Without their
help our 60 students would
never have made it."
William G. Read, Ruby
Smith, W. H. Smock, Faye
Wells, Robert Rowan, James
Allison, Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
Lowry, John Baker, Betty
Lowry, Sandra Gallimore; L. P.
Hendon.
Nat Ryan Hughes, Thurman
Furniture, Mr. and Mrs. James
Lassiter, Ronald. Churchill,
John QuertermouS, James
Overby, Kenneth Gibson, R. H.
Woods, Hol Wright, Joseph
Hendon, Stanford Hendrickson.
The Wesley class of the
Mayfield Methodist Church,
Wilson Gantt, Guy Billington,
liobt Sigfried, Wm Gardner,
Mofield, Kenneth Owen, R.
-IF-Farrell, Max Hurt, Robt.
'Hendon, Eula McCain, Ken
Harrell, Josiah
Darnall,
Charles Hinds.
.Cal Luther, Glenn Doran,
.Mrs. Whitfield, Mrs. Jack
Person, Mr. and Mrs. Harlan
Hodges, Marie Taylor, Dwain
Taylor, James Byrn, Karl
Hussung, Bank of Murray,
Peoples Bank.
Gary Rudolph, McCracken
County Choirs, Choir of Henderson County, Larry Clark,
Mr. and Mrs. John Sala, Gene

and Anna Long, Barbara*
Sullivan, Mr. and Mrs. Jock
Gardner, Rudolph Howard,
Dennis Goodwin, Beverly
McCollock, Tom Tate, William
McElrath
Gary Harper.
Melanie
Robert
Sheeks,
•
Moeller,
Mike O'Neal, Howard Brown,
LeRoy Offerman, Roger Reichmuth, Ginny Barnhardt, Arnold
Wirtala, Jody Gibson, Mrs.
Johnsonius, Mr. Richard Perry,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Harrell.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Shepherd,
Mtr. and Mrs. Kris Crane, Marty
Johnson, Karen Wlldinson, Mrs.
Lucy Wallace, Mr. Terry i
Trenthan, Shirty Vineyard,
Vicki Edwards, Beverly Yancy.
Wm. Boone, Shirley Sullivan„
Jackie Boswell, Marge Whitmer, H. K. Inglis, Eryl Byassee,
Larry Wyatt, Don Condon,
Roger Cos, Harry Sparks.

Concert
Schedule

The Murray State University
Choir will present seven concerts in seven cities on the
continent of Europe. Leaving on
May 10, the choirs first concert
will be in Rothenburg, Germany, on May 12 in a concert
hall built in 1250 and located on
Dr. 'Kenneth
Harrell, the town square.
Professor of history at Murray
State University will acMay 14, a concert will be
company the MSU choir ot4their presented la the,,Memorlat
tour of Europe for the purpose Church in Berlin. During the
of giving the choir members an stay in Berlin, one afternoon
insight into the historical will be spent in East Berlin, so
background of those areas the students can gain an insight_
w here the choir will visit. Into what life is like behind the
Beire the choir- leaves Prof, wall.
Harrell will present several - May 16 will [hid the choir In
lectures to the choir and during Prague, Czechoslovakia. In a
the trip there will be 'materials large Baroque church in
given to those who have Vienna, a concert will be
registered for„history credit.
presented on May 18, with
another concert in Salzburg,
Austria on Mai 19
The cqncert in Salzburg will
be presented in the "Mozartheum", a famous concert hall
in the city where Mozart was
born.
Innsbrtirh, Switzerland will
hear a concert on the 21st of
May and on May 23 the final
concert will be presented in
lucerne, Switzerland. In
Heidelburg, a farewell banquet
will be enjoyed before boomingthe plane for Murray.

Doris Durnevont

Harrell To Go

YES
I would like tO attend the baguet (VIP Dinner) for the ehnir; the evening of April 14, in
the Waterfield Student Union Building. ,
_
'$10.4)0 per plate.

David Thuievant
Doris and David Dunevant feel
that their first trip to Europe
with the 70-voice Murray State
University choir will be a. _
memorable one".
Both senior music majors feel-.
that. this thrilling, once-in-alifetime experience to sing in
Berlin, Frankfurt, Nuremberg,
Rothenberg, and Heidelberg.
Germany; Salzburg, Innsbruck,
and Vienna, Austria; Prague,
Czecholovakia; and Lucellie Switzerland, will Smain vivid
in their memories after they
begin their teaching careers-- .
next year.

YES
I will help the MSU.Choir Tour To'Europe
Enclosed find my check in the amount of$

•

•

Name
Streel

N ame
Street
Pbovae resoxya- • •tiCketA

$4440-Per pate.
Sava Hail, Reeky Hogoacany, Libby Whitfield, Pam Rudd and Doris Dunevant, part of the soprano seciion
— Wirse
Murray State University Choir.

enclosed.
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Mrs. Newel Doores
Hostess For Meet
Of Coldwater Club

Carpenter-Grogan Vows To Be Read
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The Coldwater Homemakers
Club held its regular meeting on
Tuesday; March 29, at twelvethirty o'clock in the afternoon in
the home of Mrs. Newel Dooms.
Mrs. Jerry Hanel' opened the
meeting with prayer. Mrs.
Noble Fuqua was in charge of
the business session. Lessons
and leaders were selected for
1973-74.
The lesson on "Housecleaning
the Modern Way" was
presented by Mrs. Doores. She
also showed two small antique
trunks she had refinished.
Other crafts shown included a
pillow, the "Granny Square" by
Mrs. Ralph Bennett. Mrs. Dan
Harrell had her little daughter,
Nickole, to model a crochet
cape she had made since the
last meeting.
Mrs. Vada Smith brought the
first toy for the handicapped
children's Christmas box and
gave each person present the
pattern of a beautiful little
stuffed duck.
The recreational period was
spent in making Easter tithes
from colored egg cartons furrushed by Mrs. Hill Adams.
Those participating In the
lesson not previously mentioned
were Mesdames Hugh Adams,
Delbert - Newsome, Frelan
Youngblood, Edgar Smith,
Sharon Tremblay, Rachel
Copeland, and Vivian Baldwin.
Get well cards were signed by
each one . present and sent to
sick members, Mrs. Earl A
Adams and Mrs. Homer Etazzell, along with a bouquet of
tithes. The club is indebted to
Mrs. Richard Adams for the
pattern and instructions of the
y.
! Children present were Shawn
..Tremblay, Tracy Adams, Kelly
Adams, Kelly Newsome, Mark
Hamel, and Nickole Hanel.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess.
The next meeting will be held
. Tuesday, April 17, at 12:30 p.m.
in the home of Mrs. Jerry
Bazzell.

41‘18.

Miss Dana Lynn Carpenter
Mrs. Vivian F. Carpenter of Benton announces the engag
and approaching marriage of her stepdaughter, Miss Dana Lynn
Carpenter. to Robert Allan Grogan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Grogan of Murray. Miss Carpenter is the daughter of the late Dr.
Harry L. Carpenter and the late Mrs. Aleene Carpenter.
The bride-elect is attending the University of Kentucky where
she is majoring in dental hygiene. She previously attended
Murray State University whre she was a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi social sornrity.
Mr. Grogan is a senior at Murray State University where he Is
majoring in physical education. He is a member of Sigma Chi
social fraternity.
The wedding will take place on Friday, May 11, at seven o'clock
in the evening at the First Missionary Baptist Church, flenton.
The reception following the ceremony will be held at the Benton
.a Golf and Country Club.
-All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend the
wedding and the reception.
J B. Barbee
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Mrs. Wrather Will
Speak At Meeting
ah DAR
00:1

Mrs. Barletta Wrather of
Murray will be the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Paducah--Ckepter
the
Deughtesit-Of the iimerTaiii.
Revolution to be held Friday,
April 6 at three o'clock in the
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Thomas Ward, Paducah.
Mrs. Wrather is a native 01
Pulaski County, Ky. She
received her degree from
Murray State University. She
also attended Asbury College
Wilmore.
She is a former home
economics teacher at Kirksey
High School and is now home
extension agent in Calloway
County. She is the cultural art
extension agent for the Purchase Area Mrs. Doris Nance,
First
District publicity
chairman, WEI alinke

Methodist Women
Of Good Shepherd
1

90 Day Golden Passbook
3125 per cent
Effecliive
•
'
s
Annual Yield'

Blue Chip Savings

-

4.06 per cent
Effective
Annual Yield*

* Interest compounded daily and
paid annually to receive highest
effective yield.

The'Extrnordiular) Bank

EOPLESIBANK
MURRAY,

Ky.
North Branch

12th & Chestnut Streets

South Branch
12th & Story Streets

DEAR ABBY: You peiNiela letter from woman who
• felt guilty because she hadp her senile, inmost:Went fa_Aber in a nursing home. Her guilt was reinforced when she
was reminded how her father had diapered her and put up
with her childish babbling. To compare a child with an
elderly person is ridiculous.
A child can be diapered in public in a stroller. An
elderly person cannot. A child can be loft in a playpen. An
elderly person cannot. A child learns and matures in time.
An older person becomes worse. The old person who can
get around thinks he is capable of "cooking" and using
matches and has to be watched every moment.
It's easy to get a baby sitter. Try to get someone to sit
with an old person. Relatives won't even help.
So, after eight years when I couldn't take it anymore, I
found the nicest, cleanest nursing home I could afford and I
took my elderly father there. I said goody with team in my
eyes to someone who didn't even know me.
Then I went home and started to be a wife and mother
again. I looked at my husband with grateful eyes for his
willingness to pay for the care of my father in a nursing
.lexne. lit isn't cheap.]
Then the letters started to come from -fey brothers and
• sisters who had never offered to keep Dad for one day.
They said, "YOU put Dad in a nursing home. How could
you?"
I'll sign myself what my father always called me.
"PRINC "

Church Holds Meet
The United Methodist Women
of the Good Shepherd Church
held their regular meeting on
Tuesday, March 20, at two
o'clock in the afternoon at the
church with Mrs. Maggie Woods
presiding.
Mrs. Katherine Wilson was in
charge of the program on
"Living and Acting In Love"
and was assisted by Mrs.
Dorothy Dunn, Mrs. Mildred
Smith, and Mrs. Libby Mahan.
The scripture and prayer
were by Mrs. Esther Sigmon
following the closing song,'"The
Church's One Foundation," by
the group.
The meeting was opened with
a prayer by Mrs. Woods and the
group sang "Love, Mercy, and
Grace.- The minutes were read
by Mrs. Emma Knight and the
treasurer's report was given by
Mrs. Libby Mahan.
Plans were made for the
auction grid rummage sale to be
held May 5. Mrs. Jim Marsh
•was welcomed as a new
member.
Refreshments were senate' by
the hostesses, Mrs. Mildred
Smith and Mrs. Dorothy Dunn

•

f
ALMO 4-H Club members are shown with some of their projects displayed at the Almo PT(
meeting on Monday. They are, left to right, front row, Darlene Walker, Gina Hoke, Sheri Walter.
Donna Walker, Lisha Bucy,Sharon Walker, back row, Janet Rowland, Lisa Hoke, Kim Starks, Karen
Walker, Penny Lockhart, and Melissa Thorn.

acte
Ni#

DEAR MOTHER: Drop the whole thing. That's what
77IEY'RE doing.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 15 and have wonderful parents, or
so I thought until about a week ago
My mother and father both leave for work before I go
to school and while I was looking thru my motVr's drawer
for some nylons I noticed her liar), hidden •••' be corner.
Abby, I know I shouldn't have tithe this, but I was curious
and I began to read.
Now I wish I had never seen it becile11-1-4sked out my
mom is having an affair with another man. This has
caused me to lime all respect for her, ,and now I am
wondering whether-II akeelidtry-fether.---Please heigLipe ae Irk
ilmbarraming to talk Over
with my friends.
HIP1r10015.174 MYRTLE CREEK
DEAR BAFFLED: Don't tell your father. MS let this
be a louse to yen. The price one assay pays for violating the privacy of another is learning that which he was
happier est knowing.
-
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DEAR ABBY: Tell me if I sin out of order. I Mita asked our two daughters, ages 18 and 20 to kindly wear
bras when they are home. They both say they don't like to
wear them and they refuse to do so Their 15-year-old sister
[who lives at home] has picked up the no-bra style from
the older girls and she sneaks out of the house without one
even the I have told her time and time again that I did not
want her going to school without a bra
This no-bra business has practically ruined our home.
All my daughters need bras. and I think they look terrible
without them. Should I insist, or drop the whole thing?
MOTHER

Plisse 114-1111 sr 753-4947

There are idgerreiltiotT ffisiiii—oriining when you
open up one of our extraordinary saiings accounts. That
high percentage sign we.mt on every ow of our savings leans will-turn into higeloiler signs Tor you.
- When you're savinciribt*--to have a lot more
-Money—come into the Extraordinary Bank. We'll help
save the money that'll let the good times roll. It
&nary what we can do for you if you let us.
•
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By Abigail Van Buren
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She feels nursing home
best place fo'r father
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Belva White of Hazel has been
dismissed from the Henry
County General
Hospital,
t Paris, Tenn.
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MEMBERS OF the Almo 4-H Club appearing on the program at the Aline PTC meeting Mondav
were, left to right, front row, Mina Todd, Lisha Racy. Terry Robertson, and Sharon Walker, back
row,Tina Bucy, David Thorn, Lisa Conner and Peony Lockhart.

Almo 4-H Club Members Present Program
At Meeting Of the Parent-Teacher Club
Ribbons arid awards were
presented to members of the
Almo 4-H Club after they gave
the program and displayed
their projects at the meeting of
-the Ahno Parent-Teacher .Clutt
held Monday.. evening at the
school.
The ribbons and awards were
made by Fred Gillum, county
agent in youth, and Mrs.
Barletta Wrather, county agent
in home economics. Mrs. Terry
Walter is the Almo 4-H community leader.

presented to each teacher In
observance of Teacher Appreciation Day.
The club voted to use what
money was in the treasury to
buy supplies for the classrooms.
Mrs. Celia Grogan's room won
the room count.
A potluck supper was served
preceding the meeting.

Leaders are Ruth Turner,
Betty Turner, Alene Pritchett,
Peggy
Brenda Starks,
Observe National FHA Week Jane Hoke,
Lockhart, Juanette
- Walker, Jane Thorn, Rachael
two hundred and thirteen Schultz,
saiiiaid vice; Aim Jackson, Virginia Bolen and
tiers of the two local high Erwin,secretary: Rachel Baari- Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Bucy.
school chapters of the Future treasurer; Amanda Buice;
Four-H members participatHomemakers of America have reporter; Cathy Geurin, ing were Lisha
Bucy, Terry
been observing National Future historian; Donna Hurnphrel
,- Robertson, Sharon Walker,
Homemakers of America Week parliamentarian; Krista -- - David Thorn, Lisa Conner,
by special activities this week. Kennedy, recreational leader; Penny
Lockhart,
One hundred and one Beverly Parker, song leader; Darlene Walker, Gina
Hoke,
members of the Murray High Vickie Roberts,
devotional Sheri Walter, Donna Walker,
School Chapter with Mrs. Lucy leader.
Janet Rowland, Lisa Hoke, Kim
tally and Mrs. Sally Crass as
Starks.
Karen Walker. Melissa
Calloway High chapter ofadvisors made special plans for
Thorn, and Mina Todd
Rudolph,
Theresa
are
ficers
the week.
Mrs.
Howard
Bucy,
, S. Bess Kerlick and Miss _president; Melinda Taylor,first
Lucy Forrest, advisors for the vice; Suzette Hughes, second president, presided. Mrs. Bobby
Paschall, Fike was elected as viceAlene
Calloway County High School vice;
Chapter, have directed their secretary; Mary Beth Hays, president due to the resignation
*surer; Patsy Burkeen, Of Mrs. Terry Walter. Mrs.
one hundred and t
Norita -Cassity, Larry Woodall read the minutes
reporter;
members also in apec(a ac-AnitaChaney.
tits gave
histor
tivities. the financial'report$ta,
Activities by the Murray parliamentarian; Margaret and
Junior Cleaver gave the
group include posters, bulletin Greer, recreational leader;
boards, proclamation, an- Janet Byerly,song leader; June devotion followed by prayer.by
Terry Walter. Cakes
nouncements on marques Murdock, devotional leader.
newspaper articles, radio announcements, display in school •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•fle
lobby, and furnishing material
•
for a display at Murray State
•
University.
The Calloway activities include observance of Teacher •
Corner of 4th & Elm
Appreciation day, posters,•
•
Murray, Ky.
bulletin boards, proclamation,•
•
school intercom announcement.
•
STORE HOURS
talks before eighth grade girls
•
•
at
elementary
centers,
: 26 p rn •
Weekdays 59 p m Saturday
newspaper articles, radio an- •
•
nouncements,and dress up day.
Big Shipment of Fish
• --the them, for thfs year's •
•
JUST ARRIVED!
National FHA Week is "Explore
•
•
Roles—Extend Goals," which is
Specials
•
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
to focus attention on what over •
•
half-a-million young men and •
Reg, 39`------4/$ 1 °° •
women in FHA and in HERO
(home economics related oc- •
•
cupations courses) chapters
69`.--2/51"
throughout the country are
doing to explore the multiple
79'--2/s 1 00•
toles individuals play in family,
eartnnuntry and earyer fife.
: Many More Specials!!
Murray High chapter officers
are Paula Lyais,, president,
S•••••••••••••••••••0
Patsy Mathis, first vice: Selwyn

The Ba

DIPLOMA DECORATION
Make sweet diplomas to
decorate a frosted graduation
cake. Use hard stick candy —
The round kind. Place as many
as you want on wire cake rack.
Spread with -thin powdered
sugar frosting. When set, and
dripping has stopped, arrange
on cake Then with slightly
thicker frosting make the tiny.
tie-ribbons. Tint frosting for
cake and diplomas with' font1.
coloring in contrasting Or
varying shades

0,14\tw PrksoA/44-
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Sla

the
seRglIOUS,

She
Two Tone Beige,

1

Red, White, Blue
6
\,

Personality,.
All curves and come hither and bare to the
breezes .. . the light;
stepping clog in shining
crinkle patent. Such a
nice-way-to-be-just & bit- above it all!
•

•ZEBRAS
•CHERRY BARBS---'Reg.
•
•
•
*MARBLE HATCHETS—R

Family Shoe Store
510 Main

Murray
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May Wedding Planned

tIL 5, 1873

The home of Mrs. Mettler)
Parker on South Ninth Street
was the scene of the meeting of
the Faith Doran Circle of the
United Methodist Women of the
First Church held on Tuesday,
March 19, at two-thirty o'clock
in the afternoon.
"Peace and Justice" was the
theme of the program presented
with Miss Meadow Huie as the
leader. The timely program
was written by Mrs. Hazel
Decker of Bernau College,
friend of Myra Bagwell, formerly of Murray.
Mrs. Mattie Parker, spiritual
life leader, gave the devotion on
the "Easter Story."
Announcements were made ot
the Dtstrict Day Apart at
Martin's Chapel Church on
April 8 at 2:30 p.m. and the
Quadrennial general conference at Cincinnati next
October. A card'of thanks was
read from Loretta Reeder, MSU
student who made the circle
yearbooks, for the gift from the
circle.
Mrs. Bun Swann,chairman of
the circle, presided. The grup
voted to donate ten dollars to
the new Reelfoot Mission.
During the social hour
refreshments were served by
the hostess to the eleven
members and three visitors,
Mrs. Humphrey Key, Mrs.
Mrs.
Burman Parker, and
Albert Parker.

Mrs. Mary Jane Timmerman Speaks At The
Meeting Of Chapter M of PEO Sisterhood

Almo PTt
beri Walter.
larks, Karen

35" te

mg Monday
Felker, back

ORATION
iplomas to
I graduation
tck candy —
ace as many
:e cake rack
powdered
hien set, and
)ed, arrange
vith slightly
ake the tiny
frosting for
is with'food
drasting or

Mrs. Mary Jane Timmerman styles—from Epoxed fabrics
presented a most interesting and free-standing kiln dried
and informative program on wood sculptures to beaded
"Current Trends in American schilpture, colorful luminescent
Art" at the April 2 meeting of boxes and ceramic burlap
Chapter M, PEO Sisterhood, bags—exemplifying "Art is the
held in the home of Mrs. Hugh demonstration that the ordinary
is extraordinary."
Oakley.
The business session was
Timmerman, an
Mrs.
assistant professor in the presided over by Mrs. John
Murray State University Art Quertermous, president. The
Department, was introduced by devotion was given by Mrs. A.
Mrs. Olga Freeman as a former H. Titsworth, and Mrs. Harry
graphic designer in Chicago Sparks read the minutes of the
She is presently teaching Art last meeting. The treasurer's
History. She received both her report was given by Mrs.
BEA degree in indsutrial design Morgan Sisk.
FIVE GENERATIONS—Mrs. Ella Morris who recently celebrated her 96th birthday holds her
Mrs. Olga Freeman reported
and her Masters degree from
great great grandson, Beniamin Jay
Wright, born on January 28 of this year. On Mrs. Morris'
the University of Illinios and is that Cottey Junior College for
right is her son, Odle Morris. Seated right is Mr. Morris' daughter, Mrs. Ralph ,Sue) Darnell, and
currently working on her PhD Women, owned and supported
by PEO, had recently received
next to her is her daughter, Mrs. Ronald ;Linda 1 Wright.
in Art History.
The speaker showed slides of a $600 grant from Sears. The
the state organizer, Mrs. Henry
at
exhibits
Units, will meet at 6:30 p.m. at recent
Whitney Art McKenzie, read a selection,
and
Guggenheim
the Woodmen Building.
Museums. Some artists whose "Old Advice for a New
Eva President" taken from an 1801
A talent show, featuring works were shown included
Miss Sharon Louise Venable
Rauschenberg, issue of the PEO Record.
Robert
Hesse,
three
in
Grades
Spring Creek Church will meet students
A "snowball" dessert was
Thursday, April 5
Jack
Smith,
Ann
Cheryl
and approaching marriage of Miss Sharon
engagement
The
through eight, will be held at
Cancer and Venereal Disease at seven p.m.
Goldstein and Lucas Samaras. served by the hostess during the
Louise Venable, daughter of Mrs. Ernestine Venable and the late
a
School
Hazel
7:30
p.m.,
Clinic continues from six to nine
Their works encompassed a social hour.
J. M. Venable of Murray Route One, to Paul David Boardman,
Women of Murray Moose sponsored by the Hazel FTC.
Other than the above- son of Edward L. Boardman and Ruby P. Boardman of Sikeston,
p.m. in the MSU infirmary,
wide range of materials and
p.m. at
eight
at
meet
will
Lodge
mentioned members, the
Wells Hall.
Mo has been announced by her mother.
the lodge hall.
Senior Citizens will meet at
present:
were
following
Miss Venable, a graduate of Calloway County High School,
Leon Harp of Murray will be
the Ellis Center for quilting
P. received her Bachelor's degree from Murray State University.
Maurice
Mesdames
the
at
recital
a
in
presented
The WMCF of the Assembly from ten a.m. to three p.m.
Christopher, George S. Hart, She is now an elementary teacher in the Sikeston Public School
ATTEND MEET
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle of God Church is scheduled to Lynn Whayne will demonstrate
Charles F. Hinds, L.J. Hortin, System, Sikeston, Mo.
Dr. Charles Hinds and Dr.
Fine Ar" Building, MSU, at meet at seven p.m.
Easter decorations from 1:30 to
A. C. LaFollette, Edward M.
The groom-elect is the associate manager of Britts Department Hugh Oakley of Murray were
eight p.m.
three p.m.
Nunnelee and W. J. Pitman.
guests at the meeting of the
Store, Kingsway Plaza Mall, Sikeston, Mo.
of
Department
Garden
The
The next meeting will be held
Night Owl Homemakers Club
Mayfield Rotary Club held
for a wedding at the First United
opened her
being
completed
are
Young
Plans
Clete
Mrs.
6
April
will
Fridey,
Club
the Murray Woman's
on April 28 at 11 a.m. at the Methodist Church; Sikeston, Mo on Saturday, May 26.
evening.
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Monday
the
of
meeting
the
for
home
'will
Club
The Golden Age
meet at the club house at 1:30
Terry Delker, 1716 Keeneland,
Club home of Mrs. Edward M.
p.m. with the program by Mrs. meet at 12 noon at the social hall Wadesboro Homemakers
at seven p.m.
held on March 21 at one- Nunnelee,
Lenvel Yates and Mrs. J.W. of the First United Methodist
o'clock in the afternoon. Mayfield. Charles F. Hinds,
thirty
be
the
Church. In charge of
Young. Hostesses will
main lesson on "Easy director of libraries at Murray
The
The Murray Jaycettes will Mesdames E.S. Ferguson, arrangements will be Mr. and
will present
Housekeeping" was presented State University,
meet at the home of Mrs. June Morrison Gallovtay, A.W. Mrs. Jack Attkisson,
"the program, "Foreign Policy
Hardie.
Wayne
Mrs.
by
Ruby
Wesley
Simmons, Sr., C.
Agnes Maier, Mrs.
Yurcus at 7:30 p.m.
this
Mrs. Gary Key, president, of the United States in
Waldrop, and John R. Thomp- Barnes, Mrs. Lillian Hicks, and
Century."
The Baptist Women of
devotion
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Roberts. presided and gave the
son.
Kirksey Church will mast at
reading from the thirteenth
VOLUME
seven p.m.
Woodmen of World Ranger
Corinthians.
Joe Creation, columnist and chapter of I
hour
social
the
Boys, ages 8 through 14, of Kentucky author, will be at the
During
Pinhole &when
Count F,o1
served by
The Baptist Young Women of Hazel, Kirksey, and Murray
karotaray To Yiw
Calloway Public Library at refreshments were
NOW
hostess.
the
public
p.m. The
eight
SOul
Otter Tat
SunodOri
not
present,
Others
Metroura. Aaron
is invited to attend.
Tito Sea
previously mentioned, were
JOh4rIV
Oali fa A Via*
JO*
An enthuasiastic group of
La Grand Couers will have a Mrs. Gusta Conner, Mrs. Jim
Stop in and see us at our NEW LOCATION
........
aTie
Tallt
the
attended
game night at the Douglas Washer, Mrs. Baron Palmer, women
ASV*
Cillry at ere
Within.
Safeboating for First Mates"
Community Center at 7:09 p.m. Mrs. Ernest Futrell, Mrs.
Maws A Mom&
RooTnmatat
the
at
29
March
Temagat Cape
Lowell Palmer, Mrs. Clarence Thursday,
Phew Len Ma
few.,
Cat*,,, Joon
A tabC3e.
Saturday, April 7
Culver, Mrs. Dennis Cobb, 44 Calloway County Library.
To on
J,m,nv Charge,
Tj nwm
The initial endeavor sponPlenty of Parking in Rear
A spring rummage sale will Mrs. Clinton Burcbett, mem12th-at Poplar Street
•
be held at Gleason,Hall, 401 N. bers and Mrs. Barlettal. sored by the women of Flotilla
27-5, U.S. Coast Guard
12th Street sponsored by Wrather, guest.
We now have more modern facilities and more
Mrs. Wayne Hardie will be Auxiliary featured information
parishioners of St. Leo's Church
April 18th concerning safety equipment,
from seven am. until three hostess for the
room to better serve our customers.
naigational aids, rules of the
--esiin--.--Miscellaneous articles of tneetkig at one p.m.
road as well as Federal and
baby
elephants,
,.toys, white
We Hate
state requirements for pleasure
items in addition to clothing,
boats. The Courtesy Motorboat
will be on sale.
FOR EASTER
Examination program was also
explained.
-Car Wash, sponsored by
an outstanding offer to enjoy --who..„
auxillarists
Women
WORK
at
FUNERAL
be
will
Psi,
Kappa
&
Alpha
WE DO WEDDING
-those goldePtunes at yesteryear..
participated were Mrs. Richard
Del's Gulf Station, Five Points,
at yesteryears prices..
Last Thursday the Senior Farrell, Mrs. Thomas Hopkins,
starting at eight a.m. The
Citizens made little yarn Mrs. Neale Mason, Mrs. James
charge will be $1.25 par car.
bunnies to use at their Easter Schempp, withMrs. Robert E.
A chicken supper will be pot luck luncheon on April 19th. Johnson as group moderator.
The following Auxiliary
The lesson was conducted by
served at Chestnut Grove
12th at IP111)1.il
for April are as follows:
tivities
students
economics
starting
Hazel,
home
three
A.M.E. Church,
753,610o
Three Lesson Safeboating.
fe 3G pan,The-tharge-witt-ba from Murray State University
Anita Course, April 17, 24 and May 1McNatt,
Jeannie
;1.30 each,
Beshear, and Peggy Johnson. call 753-2234 or 753-2277 for
The lathes gathered at the additional information;
Sunday, April 8
Motorboat
Courtesy
"Day Apart" for all women of Ellis Community Center to
the United Methodist Churches make the de:orations. Present Examinations for boats up to 26
of the Paris District will beheld were: Olive Hagen, Otie ft. can be performed at your
home on a boat trailer - call 753at Martin's Chapel Church here Trevathan, Bulah
Alma Cooper, Gussice Adams, E457 or 753-2277.
at 2:30 p.m.
be
Larger boats can
Amy Wilson, Eurah Phillips,
Meda Jackson, Sewell Parks, examined where the beat is
The Murray-Calloway County Ruby Harris, Lola Hale, F.ssie located on the water.
Further information conShrine Club will have its Hale, Thyra Crawford, Olive
monthly fellowship breakfast at Riley, trin- -Whayrne, Mary cerning boating safety can be
Restaurant, Lamb, and director Verona obtained from any of the above
Trenholm's
telephone numbers.
Grogan.
Chestnut Street, at nine a.m.
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Senate Opposes Move For Aid
To Vietnam Without Approval

Senate Has No Power To
Arrest White House Aides
Attorney General Says
By LAWRENCE I.. KNU1110n1
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON TAPE— Atty.
Gen. Richard 0. Kleindienst
. says the Senate has no power
to arrest White Howe aides
. who refuse subpoenas to testify
en the Watergate case.
But Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr.,
tairman of the Watergate inlestig.ating _Cemln)tWeSa...ri the
ittorney. _general ..ia..,clearly
Tong."
The dispute came Wedzw.aqy
• four men convicted. in the
dreak-in and bugging of the
mocratic national headquarCtrs in the Watergate building
agreed to talk to a federal
*and jury.
1 Earlier, Ervin and the cornraittee's vice chairman. Sen
Howard H. Baker, R-Term., isiued a statement declaring the
cionunittee "as of this time has
received no evidence of any nature" linking White House chief
of staff H. R. Haldeman to illegal political espionage and
sabotage during the 1972 presidential campaign.
Sen. Lowell Weicker. RConn., one of three GOP members on the seven-member panel. on Tuesday had called on
Haldeman to resign. Weicker
said he concurred with the
'committee statement. "But he
did not retract his previous
statements that Haldeman
knew of the "personnel and policies" behind the Watergate
bugging
At a news conference later,
Ervin was told Weicker said his
fellow senators were trying to
"zing" him with their statement on Haldeman.
Ervin denied the statement
was a slap at Weicker but re-

,is

fused to comment further
.Kleindienst, meanwhile, told
newsmen Ervin was p(f base in
saking the Senate can hold the
threat of arrest and jail terms
over Wpite House aides refusing to cooperate with its investigation.
Ervin said he can point to at
least 15 Supreme Court decisions backing his viewpoint.
In disputing this. Kleindienst
had said: "When you _are
talking about the close confidential advisers of the president of the United States, without whom a president cannot
function. then I think
you
could not arrest and put in jail
that person because you would,
in effect, be putting in jail the
president of the United States

-MEMBERS AND Sponsors of the Callossay County High School Chapter of the Future Teachers of
America board their chartered bus for their trip to Owensboro to attend the State IFTA Convention,

John Y. Brown Files Wednesday
As Candidate For Legislature

"I think what you really have
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
to say is could Sen. Ervin arJohn Y. Brown Sr., a long-time
rest
president
the
Kleindienst said. "I think we political figure when he lived in
would all say, no he could not." Lexington, was a late entry
"I don't intend to make the Wednesday night as candidate
arrest," Ervin replied at his for state legislator again, this
news conference. "The ser- time from Louisville.
Brown, 73, who already has
geant of arms and his posse
served in the Kentucky House
will do that."
Kleindienst refused to say if six terms and once in Congress,
or when White House aides will filed for the Democratic nomibe sent before the Watergate nation for state representative
grand jury, a step the Presi- from the 39th District, in downdent has said he will allow town Louisville. Brown has run
unsuccessfully for U.S. senator
them to take.
Convicted Watergate defend- seven times and once for goverants Bernard 1,. Barker and nor.
Former State Rep. Tom Ray
_Eugenio Martinez appeared before the grand jury Wednesday also filed - for the Democratic
afternoon after U.S. District nomination for the same House
Court Judge .John .1. Sirica seat.
The incumbent, whom both
granted them immunity from
,
Brown
and Ray will be opposfuture prosecution. Their attorney said they answered all ing, is Lawrence Ray Manard.
questions put to them. Barker Only one candidate, David Stuwas before the jury about 2's cker, filed for the Republican
hours: Martinez about an hour. nomination for that district.
The Wednesday midnight
deadline for filing as candidates for the May 29 primary
found 20 incumbent state legislators assured of re-election,
with no opponents entered for
either the primary or general
election.
Four incumbent senators, all
Democrats„ thus assured of reelection were: Torn Garrett,
Paducah; William Sullivan,
Henderson; Delbert Murphy,
Owensboro,and William Gentry
Jr., Bardstown.

Buy any IH Lawn & Garden Tractor and we'll
include the mower at no extra cos,t,
Or, buy any IH Riding Mower and we'll include
the trailer at no extra cost!
But hurry. This must be a limited time offer.

-IN Riding Mower with cart $52500
GI Lawn & Garden Trader, Mower
12 h,a, Tractor 1195°°
*1195"

NEW YORK ( AP) — Dramatic gesture though it may
be, leading economists see little
chance the nationwide meat
boycott can have much lasting
effect on prices.
The week-long protest would
have to continue in some extended form to carry much
weight among the major supply
and demand forces at work
around the world, many economic observers agree.
It may make a lot of people
feel better because ,they're

White China
A-Grade
Reverse Trap

Reg.

sg"

For
— Less Trim —

Also Available in Avacado and Harvest Gold at slightly higher prices

753-3361

208 Ellairi Street-

In the House, 14 incumbent
Democrats, two incumbent Republicans and one former
Democratic member — Dr.
Mitchel Denham, Maysville
—were assured election because no opponents filed.
Those
Democratic
incumbents were: Ralph Ed
Graves,Bardwell; Lloyd Clapp,
Wingc ; Kenneth Imes, Murray; , Richard Lewis, Benton;
Gross Lindsay, Henderson;
Charles Wible, Owensboro;
Donald Blandford, Philpot;
Bobby Richardson, Glasgow:,
Forest "Aggie" Sale, Harrodsburg; Victor Hellard Jr., Versailles; William McBee, "Ffiiklington; John Isler, Covington;
William Donnermeyer, Bellevue, and Terry McBrayer„
Greenup.
The two Republicans assured
of re-election were Arthur
Schmidt, Cold Spring, and
James Davis, Grayson.
Three incumbent Republican
senators were assured of renomination, not having any opposition in the primary. They
were Luther Plummer, Vanceburg; Clyde Middleton, Fort
Mitchell, and Walter "Stu" Reichert, Louisville.
Ten Democrats were likewise
assured of renomination as
state representatives: James
Bruce, Hoplunsville; Sam B
Thomas, Lebanon; Thomas
Burch, Louisville; George Sie-

doing something," says Dr. A.
James Miegs, economist at
New York's Argus Research
Ccirp.
"But to have a significant impact on the price of beef, you
would have to bring about a
pretty fundamental change in
American buying habits — and
I don't believe that's likely to
happen."
"This thing is like a prairie
fire," observes Walter Heller,
University of Minnesota professor and former chairman of the
President's Council of Economic Advisers.
—The spontaneity of it is as
impressive as its magnitude.
One reason why I like it is that
I think the consumer should
rattle his saber occasionally,
"But I don't think the longrun effect on demand will be
very tangible. I believeepeople
are going to go back eventually
to their basic eating habits."
"Prices went up in the first
place
because
of
the
tremendous demand for beef in
this country," noted Leif Olsen,
chief economist at First National City Bank of New York, the
nation's second largest bank.
• Olsen said massive consumer-responses to economic problems are not new in the United
States. "Normally these things
are rather temporary," he said.
However, he also pointed to
the possibility that the boycott
"may represent a peaking of
demand. The whole purpose of
prices is to balance supply and
demand. This boycott snesests
that we could have a levelling
off of demand for, say, the rest
of the year."
"It. the consumer buys less
this week and then makes
lor-It next week, it all washes
out," said Paul Samuelson,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology professor who won
the 197Aobel Prize in economics.

WASHINGTON (A?) — The
administration leadership in the
Senate today opposed a move
to bar any aid to North Vietnam without specific approval
of Congress.
Sen. John Tower, R-Texas,
chairman of the Republican
Policy Committee in the Senate, argued that the proposal of
Sen. Harry F. Byrd Jr., IndVa., is premature since no aid
plan has yet been presented by
the administration.
Byrd modified his amendment to a pending dollar devaluation bill to make it clear that
the spending ban would apply
only to funds heretofore appropriated by the Congress to the
Defense Department and other
agencies for other purposes.
It would not stop President
Nixon from submitting a North
Vietnam aid plan later nor its
consideration by the Congress,
Byrd emphasized.
Supporting Byrd,, Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., said
that administration spokesman
have said "they're going to provide this aid regardless of what
Congress does."

mens, Shively; James Yates,
Louisville; Robert Hughes,
Louisville; W. J. Louden, Carrollton; Carl Mershon, Ludlow;
William Kenton, Lexington; David Van Horn, Lexington.
Seven Republican incumbent
representatives were assured of
In two lopsided votes Wednesrenomination as well: J. 0. day,
the Senate attached to the
"Oz" Johnson, Louisville;
same bill provisions aimed at
Bruce Blythe, Louisville; Dexcurbing presidential impoundter Wright, Louisville; Edward ment
of money and holding fedHolloway, Louisville; William eral
spending to $268 billion in
Schmaedecke, Fort Mitchell; the fiscal year
starting July 1.
Larry Hopkins, Lexington; and
"This provides that Congress
Charles Holbrook III, Ashland.
will retain Itte power of the
Another former representa- purse," Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr.
tive assured of nomination for said in defending
the Demoa new term, with no opposition
:
- cratic package that was rushed
in the primary, was R. K. to the floor at the
urging of MaKeith, a Republican from Hod- jority Leader Mike Mansfield.
genville.
President Nixon has asked a
Only three third-party candi- budget ceiling of $268.7 billion
dates were nominated, all for but he opposes restrictions on
House seats. They were: E. M. impoundment. That is the pracMcElroy, Crestwood, for the tice of presidential refusal to
American Party; Will H. Ross, spend money appropriated by
Lexington, for • the People's Congress. This year, Nixon is
Party, and Wayne Sears, Some- refusing to spend $12 billion
rset, Independent Party.
earmarked for such domestic
McElroy will be the only op- programs as highways, health
ponent in November for in- • care and hospital construction.
=bent W. J. Louden, Carroll-- aquae Republicans argued
n, and Ross will be the only Ervin's amendments would
foe then for incumbent William take away the president's chief
Kenton, Lexington.
inflation-fighting tools without

offering anything to replace
them.
The effect, said Sen. John
Tower, R-Tex., would be to
make "the chief executive the
chief clerk.... It's a mandate to
spend, without regard to efficiency, common sense or economy."
The anti-impoundment provision was adopted on a 70-24
vote; the spendtng ceiling by
an 88-6 margin. Ervin hailed
the votes as evidence that Congress "is just as anxious as the
President or anyone else for
the government to set its financial house in order."
The bill- to which the impoundment and spending-ceiling
amendments were attached—
and to which Byrd hopes to tie
his' provision barring U.S. aid
to the Hanoi government—

would formally devalue the dol
tar as a result of an international monetary crisis in
February.
The dollar actually has been
devalued already in world
trading.
The Senate wrote into the
bills a provision that would a)
low U.S. citizens to own and
trade in gold, a privilege taken
away 40 years ago.
Meanwhile, the !louse
claimed a victory over the Nixon administration in passing
rural-electrification bill, 317 hi...
"
92. The measure creates a cone_
plea new lending program for
rural electric and phoneAsLie
!
--,
tems.
That battle was forced 'by
Nixon's decision killing a Rural -•
Electrification Administration
system of direct loans at 2 per
cent interest.

The new Navy wants the kind of men it pays off to
train. So now the Navy par-off mith more money.
If you think you've got What it takes to make it in
today's Navy. see Daryle Root Bel Air Center,
12th Street, Murray, or call him at 753-6439.
Find out how you can make
the Navy pay off for -,"-

Expecting a refund from Uncle Sam? Bravo' It's almost like found
money. Bid don't let it slip through your fingers
Deposit your check in a sayings account with us and wat01 it grow
with compound interest So itgrows faster and faster all the time.
And remember. no one has ever lost a penny in an account insuired
by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation_
So if you've had troLible saving, your tax refund could give you the
running start you need
Bring it in and open an account It's a gogd way to show some interest
in your future

Federal Savings and Loan
Main at
-Murray Branch
7th
r!„
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CAMDEN,N.J. —Have you
ever seen and heard the television announcer say, "We
will be back in one minute —
after this important announcement?" Then, as you
sit on the edge of your chair
awaiting some ridiculous
commercial, you face a blank
screen, many seconds of silence and, finally, the voice
from the wilderness saying,
"Please stand by; do not adjust your set.._
That minute of silence or
snafu, if you prefer, can cost
the network $58,000. That is
the value of a "one-minute
"station break" commercial
in the fall (most expensive
season), during what is called
prune time 7:30 to 9 p.m.).
The network may have to
refund the advertiser's money
or it may have to repeat the
ad at another time.
In any event, a foul-up in
what have been manual methods of coordinating video,
aadio, tapes, reels and various other means of making
spot announcements,is a very
expensive proposition. And,
as most TV viewers know, it
has been fairly frequent.
• Now,as TV gets more automated, there- is a foolproof
system to avoid "dead time"
embarrassment. It is a videotape cartridge machine for
automatic hands-off programming of the commercial
station break. It was developed by RCA here and is
called the TCR-100. It markets for $150,000, has been sold
in just a few months to about
125 TV stations and anybody's
computer shows that the prevention of only three network
snafus pays for the fancy machine and all the cartridges
concerned.
"The TCR-100 eliminates
the 'panic period' in programming," Neil R. Vander Dussen said in an interview here.
Vander Dussen is RCA vice
president for broadcast systems and he is proud of the

WALL
PAPER
Over a hundred
patterns in stock.
REASONABLY
PRICED!!

Clampett
Pant Store
Home of
Red Spot Paints
On the Square
Mayfield, Ky.
Saturdat—at

FRANKFORT,
Ky.—Anne
Claus's job is a matter of life
and death., yours and every
other Kentuckian's.
As a principal research
breakthrough to the new gadanalyst and director of the State
are fed into the proper time
get that will save the economDepartment of Health's Office
frame automatically, with the
ic life of many small TV staof Biostatistics, Mrs. Claus
help of a computer. Each tape
tions where staffs are light
supervises a crew of six in
covers a single "event," so it
and duties are many.
producing Kentucky Vital
can be reused in a different
combination.
"The old manual system reStatistics. For 60 years the
J. L. Greyer, top engineer
stilted in frequent mistakes,"
publication has served as the
and manager of the TCR-100
he said, "because lots of peostate's official public record of
ple or too few people for too
program, directed a demonselected information on deaths,
many coordinations were instration of a typical error-free
births, stillbirths, marriages,
"station break" program. He
volved. In that case the stadivorces and cases of reporsaid that while three minutes
tion had to repeat the ad or retable diseases occurring in the
is the maximum time availfund the money. The TCR-100,
state or to Kentucky residents.
able in a single cartridge,
in my opinion, is something
For more than 10 of those
lot
longit
will
be
a
"someday
the smaller station cannot afyears, Mrs. Claus has been one
er; perhaps for the smaller,
ford to pass up."
-.t-those checking and doubleA demonstration of the--- lightly staffed stations even- - checking and triple-checking,
be
all-day
autually
there
will
TCR-100 system showed that
tomatic programming - then checking again, to be sure
each cartridge contains tape
the reports produced are acthrough a system like the
for up to three minutes for a
curate and complete.
TCR-100."
commercial, promotion, idenSince starting her work at the
Greyer
proud
makes
What
lification, billboard, program
Department of Health, Mrs.
cusone
of
the
fact
that
is
the
opening or closing, news it
Claus has seen some changes.
tomers for the system is Coor other short feature. The
System, For example, data processing
Broadcasting
lumbia
machine handling the cartthe top rival of RCA's Nation- equipment has helped ease
ridge holds 22 of the "carts"
some of the work of preparing
al Broadcasting Co. "It is a
and its electronic memory
reliable system," he said. "It vital statistics reports. "Work
handles up to 72 events in nine
will save networks and indi- that used to take a week can
sequences of up to eight
vidual stations hundreds of
now be done in a day or so," she
events each. While one tape is
thousands of dollars — by
says.
playing, another, with the
eliminating 'finger trouble,'
When information comes to
next ad, is moving into place
the mistakes that come with the Office of Biostatistics from
for the next program event.
pushing."
button
manual
the Office of Vital Records, the
The tapes are pre-cut and
data is coded, then sent to the
Department of Health's data
processors, who produce the
statistics in tabulated form.
"When we first transferred
over to the machines in 1966, we
found that they wouldn't make
By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
mistakes, but the programmers
Assoeia50 Professor of Journalism
iirray State University

Public Relations
Notebook

would," Mrs. Claus says. "The
programmers are great now,"
she adds.
Besides the year-long work of
compiling the report,
Mrs.
Claus daily answers requests
for statistical information.
From a look at the requests
received, nearly everyone
wants to know something about
vital statistics.
Inisurance companies need
death and disease rate information. Businessmen want
to know population trends.
Students from first grade to
college ask for information
about ''everything."
"Our clientele is varied,"
Mrs. Claus says. "In the past
few years, we've been receiving
more and more requests for
information from
health
planners. And we're beginning
to get many requests for
statistics concerning the
number of abortions. We do not
have records of abortion here
that we could call accurate
because Kentucky State Board
of Health regulations do not
require
registration
of
stillbirths of less than 20 weeks'
gestation."
Providing statistical information, sometimes more
specific than that which appears in the annual report, is
"one of the most rewarding
parts of my job," Mrs. Claus
says.
For example, a California
mother whose son drowned in
an unattended apartment
swimming
pool
wanted
statistics from every state so

she could learn the frequency of
March 29, 1973
Robert Clendenon, 1111 Poplar
such accidents. The Office of
ADULTS 98
St., Murray, Mrs. Carolyn Pearl1
Biostatistics was able to supply
NURSERY 3
Thorpe and Baby Boy, Rt. 9,
the information from Kentucky.
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Benton, Master James Daniel
"The last I heard the mother
DISMISSALS
Hicks, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.
had taken the statistics she'd
Mrs. Martha Ann Phillips, Rt
Des Damona Allbritten, New
gathered to federal officials in
Lynn
Tracie
8, Benton. Miss
Concord, Mrs Rose Ada Pat- I
Washington," Mrs. Claus says.
Humphrey, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
terson, Box 153, Hazel, Miss
"She wanted to encourage
Ruby Laveen Parrish, Rt. 3,
Bernadine Adams, 612-Ellis,
government officials to make
Murray, Master Tracy Lee
Murray, Burnett Grover
laws, if necessary, to prevent
Renfroe, Rt. 5, Murray, Miss
Warterfield, 100 N. 12th. St.,
such deaths by requiring life
Cindy Marie Renfroe, Rt. 5,
Murray,
Isaac
Mason
guards at such swimming pools.
Lee
Orr,
Murray, Mrs. Robbie
Smotherrnan, Rt. 5, Murray,
When you help this way, you
1660 Calloway, Murray, Mrs_
Mrs. Era Farmer, 509 Elm St.,
feel you've done something for
Kittie Dillard, 213 Spruce,
Murray, Burnie Lovene Farris
someone."
Catherine
Jones,
Murray, Mrs.
(expired), Box 128, Murray.
Such statistical services are
402 12N. 1st St.. Murray, John
available at all times to county
health departments and other
allied health organizations,
safety groups, schools, civic
organizations and private individuals upon request. "If we
don't know the answers, we
refer our callers to someone
who does," the Frankfort native
says.
Mrs. Claus majored in art at
Christian College, Columbia,
Mo.,and home economics at the
University
of
Kentucky. •
Training for the job she holds
now came from 15 years of
working
with
insurance
statistics. "Math was my worst
subject, but it's proved to be
the most interesting," she says.
With nine children, five of
them at home, Mrs. Claus is
putting her home economics
background to good use. Her art
activity has lapsed a little since
a recent move from Frankfort's
Third Street to 28 Graham
Avenue. 'There just hasn't
been time for much artwork,"
lik1WWWIIIMMILIDNIMIBMIMWILWIIMIL
she says.
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generally are well aware and
Practically every business
quite conscious of their image
establishment and for that
within a particular commatter nearly every person is
munity.
continuously concerned with
Policemen are a greater
their image as reflected to the
stabilizer in our society. Even
various publics With which
when there is little or no
they deal. Law enforcement
crime in communities, we all
agencies and the people who
feel safer just to know that
make them function has
someone is on the job just inperhaps, more than any other
case they are needed.
type business, just such a conPolicemen and other la
tinuous public relations image
enforcement officers perform
to maintain. There is hardly a
many other functions in comtune during the day or night
munities besides solving
when officers and officials of
crimes. Law enforcement
law enforcement agencies are
not under the scrutinizing eye
agencies are really public serof the public.
vice agencies and many have
Police departments and
significant and very useful
other law enforcement agenpublic service programs. They
cies of cities, comnties, and
help in t.ung o disaster or
states, sometimes have a very during community stress.
difficult task in maintaining
They direct traffic and help
"good public relations" tourists and lead parades and
throughout the area over search for lost children and
which they have jurisdiction. perhaps a lost puppy or kit—
Many factors are involved
ten. And they perform many,,
enforcement age
.nciea_...,many other functions and sermaintaining good relations vices within particular corn
with the public.
munities.
The main factor in this area
Police departments are
concerns selection of proper
agencies of government They
personnel • to do the job. In
cases where the officiarTa are a monopoly. But thanks to
elected, such as mayor, our system of government
which is vested in the people,
sheriff, police chief, or some
it cannot become a dictatorial
other official, voters should
agency. Most monopolies in
examine the candidate
the United States feel that
carefully prior to election and
because of their monopoly
try to elect the best candidate
position, they should do
for the position. This, of
everything in their power and
COUTO.%
Mt illefleid cry. In
any case, average city and.. use every means at their comsmall city police departments mand to win and maintain
the good will of the people for
whom they serve. Most law
enforcement agencies follow
this pattern.

by Roger W. Barbour, Clell T. Peterson,
Delbert Rust, Herbert E. Shadowen, & A. L. Whitt, Jr.
This elegant yet remarkably inexpensive guide to Kentucky
birds contains 239 striking futcolor photographs and a
description of every species reliably recorded in the state.
Unique in this book is a guide to selected localities which
offer good opportunities for bird finding. Foi-each4ocality the
authors have provided directions for access, a description of
the habitat, the kinds of birds likely to be found there, and
accommodations available to the traveler.
Each bird found in Kentucky is described in concise,
nontechnical terms. Thlimautiful color photographs which
complement the descriptions hove been chosen to show
features of recognition and represent a broad range of
Kentucity species, both rare and common.
The newest of tl* Kentucky Nature Studies, this colorful
and draMatic book will be valued by anyone interested in
Kentucky birds and by students of wildlife generally.
Clothbound $9.75
Available at your bookstore.
Dr. Peterson will autograph copies of Kentucky Birds at the
7
MSU Bookstore on Friday, April 6 from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. 4

THE UNIVERSITY PRESS OF KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON 40506

linage within a community,
Law enforcement agencies are
highly dependent upon the
press including newspapers,
radio and television. The
relationship existing between
law officers and the press
should always 'remain at the
very highest level. Each is
dependent on the other. The
press .has a social responsibility to report to the people
and
law
enforcement
•agenicies have the responsibility to keep the public informed. Normally the two
work together very well.
Of course, a free press is the
greater equalizer in our
society. And, perhaps in no
area does the press have a
greater responsibility than to
evaluate law enforcement
agencies and to keep thepublic informed and to report'
shortcomings
and
inconsistencies
in
their
operation.

ALL OF THE EXPENSIVE VHF/UHF/FM MODEL FEATURES:
• 24 Elements...80" Boom For Increased VHF/UHF
Picture Clearnime...Zeroes in 0A14•44O-filet GimillueMs • High -Selectivity Design For Groat FM Stereo Sound
Separation,.. Even From Far-Away Stations
• Pre-Assembled For Quick, Easy Installation.
Do It Yourself And Save Money
• Durable Gold Vinyl Finish For Weather Reel5tedfle4.

ITCHING
nal nek ,t-iI sill h
Sufferers qt
nneerrtrai itch. lash. scale.. ecremi
t eport a creme -formillation called
111COZENE checks itching agony fasi
This widely used medication fights
Intuiting bacteria: relieves stinging
and burning Ishii° It rently soothes
tender. Inflanied tissue. Qutels nerve
ends so III acratehlaff_ dons
healing starts.Don't suffer medieval..
Get BICOZENEtodayalyourdrusozist.
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MAKE US YOUR ONE-STOP-ANTENNA HEADQUARTERS
GET FULL ANTENNA USE
WITH 4-SET COUPLER

ALL-PURPOSE

ROTOR

399=

r
j
7
7

'
4
1/11.
29
95
antennas.
Fits all standard
Most of our customers find
model
durable
that this
anteneasily handles their
affordna needs at a very
able price. 15-1221

•Ilamintient.....

........

ROTOR CABLE
4-CONDUCTOR20 gauge
ft
349
Use this 100-Purpose
rotor
csble with All
1152
(151221). .15

Assemble this mobile
antenna kitI
in seconds and
get superb UHF/
VHF/FM reception.
Folds
compactly for storage
and travel..
Weather restStant.
15.1613

Ideal for strong signal areas, coupler gives you
full reception for every set using your antenna
. up to 4 sets. /5 1136

Attaches to even the larger
Has lubricated
bearings for quiet, dynamic•

antennas.

For THAT Awful

-

Radio Shack offers you a way to end TV interference and
"ghosts." We are the antenna experts and we plan tostay
experts by meeting your antenna needs. Act now at our
easy-to-take price, while Special Purchase lasts. 154703

WfTH
PINPOINT EVERY STATION
ROTOR
ANTENNA
ARCHER
AN

action alignment. Heavy
duty brake prevents poy
tion overshoot. 15.1220
ROTOR CABLE
6-CONDUCTOR..ihle for is
100 feet of sturdy
rot& Lei
use with Heavy-nt
15_1./
(15-1220) .

49

LEAD-IN
SOCKETS

Use As line tar
terminal socket. $01derless. 15-1192

PRIVATE
LISTENER
Eliminates "snow",
- ghosts
Easy in
stallation 15 582

Enioy late mgees/
radio without disturbing others.

15 586

North 12th Extended
753-710t-

0
0
0

INDOOR
SPLITTER
End all night playing
of TV/stereo Plug
in for 10to60 min
15.5a8

Split UHF/VHF/PM
Signals into separate
outputs 15 1138

AUTHORIZED SALES CENTER
SIGHT it SOUND SALES 8
SERMICE

Store Open Daily 10 to 1 P.M.
Except Friday 10 to 9 P.M.
Closed Sundays
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Gullett To Start On Mound
For Reds Today In Opener
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By The Associated Press
By HAL BOCK
TENNIS
Associated Press Sports Writer
MUNICH, Germany - WimCincinnati's Don Gullett was
bledon champ Stan Smith,
scheduled to deliver the 'first
Pasadena, Calif., ousted Cliff
pitch of the 1973 baseball seaDrysdale, South Africa, 6-4, 6-3
Rain has claimed two days of baseball at Murray State. Furaue
son today, giving the major
the
Group
A
World
in
Chamis in town today and will join Brown. The Ivy League school will
leagues a two-week jump on
pionship Tennis Tournament.
not 4ie leaving until Saturday while Purdue will also leave
last year.
Top-seeded
HOUSTON
Saturday.
•
You remember last year,
Marty Riessen, Evanston, Ill.,
Sunday the Thoroughbreds have an important doubleheader
when opening day was a little
overpowered Australia's Ross
with Western Kentucky. You can just about bet that Russell
late-15 days late to be exactCRAP 7-5, 6-0 in the second
Peach will be on the mound for one of the games.
because of the first player
39th
Annual
round
River
of
the
After Sunday"' the Thoroughbreds have only nine more
strike in history.
Oaks-American General Tennis
scheduled games remaining. Presently the 'Breds have won 19
The only strikes this opening
Tournament.
and lost seven while tying once
day were to be thrown by GulPHILADELPHIA - Austral-----------lett of.the Reds and San Frania's Margafel.Court scored a 6Remember the sports survey that ran six weeks'ago? All the
cisco's Juan Marichal, the opfellow
2,
6-1
Ausvictory
over
complete.
now
results are
posing pitchers in today's only
Vahan Karen Krantzcke in the
Approximately 92 per cent of those responding favored a
scheduled game.
opening round of the $50,000
regular sports column by one of the Ledger & Times sportThe American League and its
Max-Pax Coffee Tennis Classic.
:writers. Only eight per cent Were against the idea.
revolutionary
designated player
.
BASEBALL
.
•
I will be graduating from MSU next month so if! decide to stay
rule gets going Friday with five
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. around. then Brandon's Bits will appear three times a week.
games scheduled. The remainThe Montreal Expos sold inIt would seem that a regular weekly feature on a Murray State
ing
five NI, openers, following
fielder
MINNESOTA
Torres
Hector
to
the
TWINS
SHORTSTOP
Jerry
Terrell
goes
head
athlete would be a good idea since almost 85 per cent were in
Houston Astros for an un- first into third base in the first inning as Houston Astros' pitcher Cincinnati's traditional early
favor.
Day e Roberts waits for the late throw Terrell stretched Out a hit start, are also set for Friday
disclosed amount.
Photography was liked the best as it polled 41.7 per cent while
BASKETBALL
into
right into a double and on a bad throw into second, went to and the final AI. opener will be
.
local sports rated 21.4 per cent.
EVANSTON, Ill. - Tex Win- third. Umpire Paul Runge looks o% er the play in the exhibition played Saturday. One of the questions asked what sports would the reader like to
Gullett, Cincinnati's babyter, former Houston Rockets game won hy Minnesota, 3-0.
see more coverage on. Baseball and basketball each polled 25.9
faced
left-hander and Marichal,
coach,
was
named
head
basketTennis
cent.
with
24.3
per
strong
third
was
a
while
track
per cent
the grizzled act of the San
ball coach at Northwestern Unwas next with 12.2 per cent while football and golf had 6.6 per cent
Francisco staff, had the startiversity.
and 6.1 per cent respectively. •
ing jobs for today's opener beSWIMMING .
I
One of the more interesting results was question 17 which asked
tween the Reds and Giants. But
CINCINNATI, Ohio - Kenna
the reader if he would like to see the Ledger & Times sports
gloomy weather threatened the
Rothhammer, 16, Santa Clara,
coverage expanded to include other high schools in the area.
game with cloudy skies and
Calif. defeated Shane Gould,
In favor of the move was 60.2 per cent while 39.8 per cent wanted
Australia, in the -500-yard
to see things kept the way that they are.
One of the reasons perhaps for the high percentage of disap- freestyle in 4:52.547, a national
LOS ANGELES rAP1 - hard to figure" the string of
proval was that people felt that the two local high schools might record.
GOLF . .
"We're gonna be tough. I guar- front-running efforts that failed
receive less coverage. However, if the department is expanded in
ST. ANDREWS, Scotland - antee you that," grins Parnelli to produce a victory last seathe future, the schools in the area will receive the same amount of
Oral Roberts University took .Jones as his "super team" of son, along with his lack of a
coverage they are now-atetting.
the lead by one stroke over defending USAC champion Joe USAC oval course win since
Pro Basketball At A Glance
Missouri after two rounds of I eonard and former
The Ohio Valley Conference track meet is six weeks away and it
In-By The Associated Press
would appear that Western Kentucky is again the team to beat. the International Collegiate dianapolis 500 winners Al Unser
"It's all tough to explain
Playoffs
But there are some events that ot4ier schools are going to Team Golf Championship.
and Mario Andretti prepares Looking back there's nothing
All Times
capture. One df those just could be in the pole vault.
for the new season with cars we'd do differently "
All Series Best-of-7
Bill Hudnall of Morehead is one of the hopefuls as he has a 14-6
The Italian-born Andretti
that are already easily passing
ABA
to his credit.'But Murray States freeman Craig Segerlin could
200 miles an hour
wouldn't call it a slump or
•
Division Semifinals
be the favorite as he has gone 15-0 this season.
.lones, who runs the team luck
Wednesday's Games
Freshman Anthony • Carter is rewriting the books at Austin
"It
with his partner Vel Miletich,
-It just seems like a cycle,
West Division
Peay. Carter has broken records in 'the 100 with a-9.6, in the 220
said, "These cars are quite a up and down, and it's bound to
Utah 103, San Diego 92, Utah
vritlrii 21.6 and in the long jump with a 25-7%.
come out some time.'•
bit faster than last year
The
Murray
Softball
leads 2-0
in addition to all of that, he is the anchor man for the 440 yard
Andretti. who blasted Texas
Association held its first
Thursday's Games
relay team_
World Speedway in his- Viceroy
meeting of the year Monday
East Division
The tennis team at Austin Peay is expected to be in the running
Special at an unofficial record
Carolina at New York, 7:35
for the OVC title. In their first two matches of the year. they came night at the Woodman of the 211.76 miles an hour, was quick
World building. The following
p.m., Carolina leads 2-1
out on the short end.
to agree.
West Division
Alabama beat the Governors 8-1 while Memphis State won 6-3. officers were elected for the
"Right out of the box they
coming year Happy Bynum,
WASHINGTON
I AP) Indiana at Denver, 9:35
showed more potential than last
president; Shirley Wilfred, vice
year's did at the end of the sea- UCLA's- - national collegiate •bidiana leads 2-I
president; and John Emerson,
Friday's Games
son." said Andretti who led a champion basketball team has
Sec. tresi
'East Division
fistful/ of USAC races winding been invited to tour the Peoples
A representative group from
New York vs.,. Carolina at
t.up last-year but still went with- Republic of China sometime in
iach league was'elected to actMay, the Washington Post said Greensboro, 8 p.m:out a'victory.
as an advisory body to the ofKenCcky vs. Virginia at
"We're all a lot more con- Thersday.
ficers. Representing the
In Los Angeles, UCLA Athlet- Hampton, 8 p.m., Kentucky
fident this year," said Maurice
womens league are Cynthia
Phillippe, designer of the Par- ic Director J.D. Morgan said,-f-leads 2-1
Hart, Pearly Mae Perry, Jennie nelli
"There will be no comment at
racing cars.
oduced the T-2000 stainOne of the most discussed •
-tyke and Steve Grogan. Those-- Last season the team won this time."-- —°
NBA . .
steel
racket
over
less
six
tennis controversies today is
representing the rnens league
The Post said it understood
Conference Semifinals
years ago.
the wood racket vs. the metal.
four USAC championship races
are; B613by Pritchett, Jrm
Wednesday's Games
Since then, there have been
But why the argument? It's with Leonard capturing his sec- school officials were pohing the `
Green and Larry Janes.
over 40 metal ( steel and
Eastern Conference
simply which is best for
ond straight driving title along players on the matter arid a decision would be forthcoming
aluminum) entries on the
Boston 126, Atlanta 113, Boswhom. Everyone, of course,
The dead line for entering a with three race victories.
market. Some firms already
ton leads 2-0
has his own preference, likes
team in the softball leagues are
But Phillippe. who designed "biter this week."
The Post said the javitation
have gone by the boards, but
and dislikes, but it's altoNew York 103, 13altinin N.
as follows: Mens league April Formula I and other racing
most of the remaining are exgether possible some players
15, and The Womens league machines for 1.otus before join- was extended by theif3.--State New York leads 3-0
periencing record sales
are not deriving ultimate perThursday's Gait*:
April 23.
ing Jones, conceded although Department and quoted Paul
What the average player
Phillips, public affairs adviser
formance from their selecWestern Conference
Those who wish to enfir a his cars wound up doing well at for the Cultural Affairs Bureau,
has to weigh is the industry's
tion. •.*- -Milwaukee at Golden State,
the end of last year after some
team
in
the
above
leagues
may
rule of thumb: wood for conas saying the tour would be in 11:05 p.m., tied 1-1
Consequently,in an effort to
do so by contacting the city park early problems "they were "the area of two or three
trol and touch, metal for
help everyone enjoy our faFriday's Games
more
suited
to
circuit
i
road
office at 753-7640.
_speed and power. Obviously,
vorite game even more, we
weeks."
Eastern Conference
Any team who desires to join'
in the hands of certain people,
. course I racing than the'oval."
went directly to the source for
Atlanta at Boston, 7:30 p.m.
"We took one or two calcuthe.. American Softball
the above is not necessarily
some answers, questions and
New
York at Baltimore, 8:15
lated
risks
that
didn't
prove
to
true, but at least it may give
Association may do so by
general discussion about all
p.m.
some beginners help in the serackets and _makes.
contacting
Shirley Wilfred practical last time," said PhilWestern Conference
lippe, citing the canted "V" air
lection of a racket.
Our source was John X.
after 5 p.m. at 753-3043.
Los
Angeles
At Chicago, 8:30
fins
on
the
.
sides
of
the
1972
enough,
in
Interestingly
the
Tsirimokos, project engineerp.m., Los Angeles leads 2-0
that were rerecent March Of Dimes tennis
tennis, Wilson Sporting
moved because they caused
tournament, all of the college
Goods. Mr. T. began by exPro Hockey At a Glance
more problems than they
kids were still using wood.
plaining the need for developBy The Associated Press
while in the junior veterans'
ing rackets other than those of
LOS ANGELF-S ( AP )- For- solved.
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) division, with few exceptions,
NHL .
.
The 1973 car features a shoconventional wood.
ward Keith Erickson suffered
Elwin and Phyllis Gibson of
everyone was using some
Stanley Cup Playoffs
The higher-grade wooden
vel-snout
nose
and
is
lower
an ankle spain in practice but
Kent, Wash., won 816,518.90 on
trand of metal.
rackets are made primarily of
All Best-of-7 Series
should be able to play against than the. 1972 racer- '
4
7113
bet 'at-Porttand Meadows
The youngsters were strong
North American ash and this
Quarter-finals
Andretti
said
it
was
000,e
the Chicago Bulls in Friday
Wednesday night.
enough to generate their own
supply rapidly is dwindling.
,
All Times EST
night's National Basketball Aspower; the vets as tacticians
The couple hit the track's Big
In an effort not to be outdisWednesday's Games
sociation playoff game, the Los
will use more metal.
"
Perfects, picking the win and
tanced by the new and bigger
Start of Series
Angeles I,akers say.
Tsirimokos says tennis eldemands and still maintain
Montreal 2, Buffalo], Buffalo place horses in two consecutive
"The injury does not appear
bow sufferers are indeed
the need for quality, Wilson
races.
leads 1-0
aided by the metal racket sys- serious," a Laker spokesman
New York 6, Boston 2, New
said Wednesday.
tem. His definition of "sysSCOTTSDALE, Ariz. ( AP)
York leads 1-0
Los Angeles leads the best-oftem- is the frame, strings,
National Football League Com- --Chicago 7, St. Louis 1, Chi7 series 2-0.
string suspension and the
missioner Pete Rozelle says he cago leads 1-0
player himself. A proper
will meet soon with Sen.-John
Minnesota 3, Philadelphia 0,
"system" will preclude the
Pastore, D-R.I., to preknt new Minnesota leads 1-0
ball-hitting shock being transevidence
Thursday, April 5
supporting
the
mitted to the elbow.
league's policy of not televising
Buffalo at Montreal, 8 p.m.
We then spent some time
CHICAGO (AP)--- The Chi- games played locally..
New York at Boston, 7:30
discussing the misconceptions
Rozelle said Wednesday hi. p.m.
aboutstringing your choice of cago Bears of the National
St,Louis at Chicago, 9 p..m.
racket with gut or nylon and Football League announced would meet with Pastore short.
today the signing of two more ly after the completion of the
Minnesota at Philadelphia, 8
to what tensions.
draft choices-wide receiver annual NFL meetings here this
Many feel gut is preferable
Bill Barry from the University week.
in all cases. Not true, says the
Friday's Games
tennis engineer. A more flex- of Mississippi and soccer style
Pastore's subcommittee on
No games scheduled
ible racket, for example, kicker Eddie Seigler from communications is considering
might well be better with ny- Clemson.
a proposatwhich would require
.
WHA
lon strings. The nylon will
Barry was the Bears' 10th- local telecasting of all home
Wednesday'd Gam!
give more compatible stretch. round choice and Seigler was games if no tickets remain tr
Minnesota 4, Alberta 2, MinGut probably will give a
an 11th-round pick.
be sold 48 hours prior to kick- nesota wins West Division
player more feel as converseoff.
fourth-place playoff.
it stretches less and teleThe NFL owners were khed.
World Trophy Playoffs
graphs to the frame more disuled. to take up several rule.
All Best-of-7 Series
tinctly. changes during meetings today,
Quarter-finals
At this point we might try to
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - among them proposals te
Wednesday's Game
inexplain why a metal racket
Rookie third baseman Mike stall a sudden-death playoff
East Division
t,
hits the ball harder than a
Schmidt has been sent to Flori- break ties.
Cleveland 3, Philadelphia
wooden one when propelled by
training
spring
da to resume
Rozelle said Wednesday hf. OT, Cleveland leads 1-0
the same force..
for the Phillies following the re- thought the sudden death
Thursday's Games
proThe flex in most metal
moval-of a harness from his in- posal would - probably
West Division
rackets is greater than wood,
stand
ShoUtder.
.
jured
—
lelt
better chance of passage than
IDS Angeles at Houston, 8:30
but as recovery time is the
Schmidt dislocated the shoul- proposal which would
same in both, the rackets get
p.m.
allow
der while diving for a ground two-point conversion.
Friday's Games
to the ball in4he same time. In
He' said
an
exhibition
ball
_game
in
only one of the propoSals prob.
lay terms, more flex would be
Minnesota at Winnipeg,
against Cincinnati last week.
ably Would pass.
akin to a larger slingshot.
9.p.m. '

'Super Team' Of Drivers
Parnell')ones Praises

Bruins Are Invited
To Tour Of Russia

showers predicted, possibly
mixed with light snow.
Along with today's opener,
the Texas Rangers and Cleveland Indians close out the exhibition season with a game at
San Antonio.. Tex.
In Wednesday night's exhibition action, the Indians stopped
the Rangers 4-3 as Walt Williams collected four hits and
Leo Cardenas knocked in two
runs.
Elsewhere, the Los Angeles
Dodgers stopped the Oakland
A's 6-3: the Chicago Cubs beat
the San Diego Padres 5-0; the
California Angels nipped the
Milwaukee Brewers 2-1: ' the
New York Yankees clipped the
New York Mets 3-2 and the
Minnesota Twins topped the
Houston Astros 6-4.
Rain washed out games between Baltimore and Atlanta,
Montreal and Boston, St. Louis
and Kansas City and the Chicago White Sox vs. the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Home runs by Steve Garvey
and Willie Davis carried Los
Angeles over Oakland. The consecutive shots off reliever Rollie Fingers in the' sixth inning
wiped out a 2-1 A's lead and the
Dodgers later scored two more
runs over Oakland's No. 1 fireman.
Bill Bonham, Bob Locker and
Rick Reuschel combined for a

Conservation Club
Sponsors Trap Shoot
A trap shoot will be held
Sunday at the old Ernest Bailey
farm starting at 1 p.m.
The shoot is sponsored by the
Calloway County Conservation
Club.
All members of the club and
the public are invited to attend
the event.

five-hit shutout as the Cubs
beat the Padres. Bonham
allowed no hits in three innings,
Locker one hit in four and
Reuschel four hits in four.
Eighth-inning throwing errors
by outfielder 011ie Brown and
pitcher Bill Parsons enabled
California to score two unMilearned runs
waukee.'
Reliever Fred Beene pitched
out of a one-out, bases-loaded
lam in the ninth inning to help
the Yankees trim the Mets.
Gerry Moses knocked in two
runs for the Yankees,including
one with a ninth-inning homer.
Bob Darwin drilled a threerun homer in the fifth inning to
power Minnesota over Houston.
In off-the-field action, Montreal sold infielder Hector
Torres to Houston and Boston
sent relief pitchers Ken Tatum
and Don Newhauser

Durocher Sends Fine
To League President
HOUSTON (AP) - Houston
Astros' Manager Leo Durocher
says he has mailed a $250
check to the office of Charles S.
Feeney, president of the National League.
That is the amount of a fine
slapped on Durocher by Feeney
for breaking up a March 11
meeting at pompano Beach,
Fla., of Astro players and Marvin Miller, executive director of
the Major League Baseball
Players Association.
Durocher said Tuesday, "I've
mailed my check and requested
a hearing. Any further comment will have to come from
Mr. Feeney."
At the time the fine was levied, Durocher stated he would
resign before paying it.

BATTERY SALE
Guaranteed 36 Months
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High Voltage measta•traight•through-thepartitiep cell connectors deliver more ini•
tial starting pqwer
than an otherwise
identical hatterv with
up-and-over reil connectors.

GUARANTEE
Free replacement within ttn
days of purchase if Lottery
provea defect ice. After 90 days
fl woll replace it with a new
battery if defective. charging
only fo
nrAve period of °wriership.
monthly charge.
for ow
p itilt be computed
by dividing the current wiling
price tem trade-in at the time
of return, by the number of
months of guarantee.

Priced Installed In Your, Car

Soars Hos a Credit Plan
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asS W'1.64

Southside Shopping
Center
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753- 7310
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five times he's run, but never
raced more than % mile, half a
mile short of the Derby distance.
"He's at Keeneland (in Lexington, Ky.) now and we plan
to start now to lengthen his
races somewhat," Hockensmith
said. "At Florida Downs, we
could get anything more than
61-2 furlongs."
Then there's William Jacobs'
Cy's Last Sigh, a winner last
month at Latonia, but a loser
2 lengths at
last weekend by 24,
the same racetrack.
"The longest race we could
get at Latonia was six furlongs
ARNOLD PALMER hits his ball from a sandtrap on the seventh hole at ‘ugusta National Golf Club
and his best suit is a distance.
a practice round for the 1973 Masters. Palmer expressed eonfidem e that he would win this
during
We'll run him at 1 1-16 miles at
tournament.
vear's
show
he's
to
got
and
Keeneland
something there to get a shot,"
Jacobs said.
"I'd like to run him in the
Derby if for no other reason
than that his old man deserves
it," Jacobs said. His colt is a
By WILL GRIMSLEY .
Slam talk, young Crenshaw strong amateur threats this
son of the late Citation, the last
may be the player who sends year in a tournament with
AP Special Correspondent
Triple Crown winner in 1949.
AUGUSTA, Ga. API — A galleries busting through re- Nicklaus heavily favored at 4-1
Your other choices are Mid- cluster
girls straining ropes and going into odds. The other is Vinnie Giles,
of giggling
night Tattoo, second in his last strained against the ropes wild hysterics.
a 30-year-old lawyer, inouting last Monday; Skarn- around the Augusta National
That's what they're saying' vestment banker and managebeelee, whose best effort this practice putting green and here at the 37th Masters ment representative from Richyear is a third place finish thrust pencils, tickets and Tournament, starting today. mond, Va., who is the current
March 12, and Copper Cove, scraps of paper at the harried Crenshaw, an amateur, may National Amateur champion.
who was ninth Wednesday at golfer on the other side.
The select, hand-picked field
find out quickly. He's paired at
Turf Paradise in Arizona, beat11 :06 a.m. EST with the old consists of 59 American pros, 15
"Please sign here."
en 18 lengths in his first start
"May I have your auto- king himself, Arnold Palmer, foreign pros, six U.S. and two
this year.
four times winner and the man foreign amateurs.
graph?"
Copper Cove, by the way,
of another
Those ye
"Just make it 'Love to Su- whose personal magnetism sent
raced only once last year, a san,' would you please?"
and Fred
the game on a dizzying spiral age, Jock
losing effort on a half-mile
rade as
ad the
....1Stl,eod
The target of the onslaught in the 1960s.
track at Phoenix that was wasn't Arnold raiiriet
hell of a player," honorary starters at 8:45 a.m.
prompted by a spill that forced wasn't golden-haired Jack said Palmer.
EST and the game's great and
him to have to jump over a Nicklaus, slim and modish
"I rate him one of the 10 best near-great follow in pairs over
fallen jockey, his owner said.
Johnny Miller nor the chat-. players in the world, pro or the 6,980-yard, par-72 layout,
HOUSTON (AP) — Marty
Midnight Tates,-ewned by Dr. terbox Lee Trevino.
amateur," said Australia's Da- starting at 9 a.m.
Riessen, the top-seeded player D.E. •Breshears and Dr. S.F.
Single rounds are played
Crenshaw, 20, vid Graham. "You can tell he's
Ben
was
It
riin the 30th River Oaks-Ame
Cheesman, has raced only from Austin, Tex., and don't destined to be a great cham- daily through Sunday, with Cocan General Invitational Tennis twice in his life. His first effort
take his name in vain. He's pion by the way he grips a lumbia Broadcasting System
Tournament, is a man who was a 10-length defeat.
televising the final two rounds.
golfs new Mr. Personality, the club.
going.
knows where he's
Skambeelee, purchased for Charisma Kid, the fun-faced
The
gate is a sellout, no more
strong,
a
men
possess
"Few
"I'm playing more with a $13,000 at Keeneland as a
collegian who many are pre- almost infallible grip. 3.im tickets available. The prize
plan now," Riessen said Wed- yearling, went 0-11 last year for
dicting is the game's super star Snead does. Ben Hogan did. money, modest by tour standnesday after his 7-5, 6-0 victory Orpheus J. Askounis and hasn't
of the future.
And of course, Palmer and ards, is fixed by the Masters
over Australia's Ross Case to gotten closer than 3/
2 lengths
1
When Palmer is tired of Nicklaus. So does Crenshaw. sponsors. The champion can
advance to the quarterfinals.
this seams.,
missing three-foot putts and He could win here—make no co4 on about $25,000.
"The last couple of weeks,
No To Time, flying the colors Nicklaus has become bored mistake about it."
I've just been floating around of Lawrence P. LuVisi, has finwith 850,000 checks and Grand
Crenshaw is one of two
out there, not knowing what ished eighth and ninth in the
player
tennis
Every
I'm doing.
filly's last two starts at Santa
goes through stages like that. Anita.
But now I'm trying to be a
Nothing of the classic caliber,
little more aggressive with my that's for sure. But at 1,000-1?
serve."
"You know what? I mightRiessen, the leader among just bet on him," Hockensmith
the 32 pras_ in Group tk of the said of his horse.
World Championship Tennis
tour, finally cracked Case's
game
the

By BOB COOPER .
Associated Press Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP( —
Every gambler's dream is a
bet at 1,000 to one odds and,
right now, you can get it—with
a half a dozen choices on where
to put your money.
The Reno Turf Club's future
book on the May 5 Kentucky
Derby this week lists six horses
at 1,000-1: Copper Cove, Cy's
Last Sign, Midnight Tattoo, No
To Time, Red Slugger and
Skambeelee.
And if you really want a flyer, you can get 3,000-1 on
Moapa Ute, an unraced colt
owned by Mike Hines, a lawyer
in Las Vegas. But maybe that's
just too much to hope for.
In a future book, you get the
odds prevailing at the time you
bet, but if your selection drops
dead, gets sick, or for any reason fails to start in the derby
here at Churchill Downs, you
lose,
In fact, you lose unless you
pick the winner from among
the 218 nominated for the $125,000-added classic. And you have
to be in the state of Nevada to
do the betting. Otherwise, it's
illegal.
. r.
What are your choices at 1,000-17'.
There's Freeman Hockensmith's Red Slugger, who has
been in.the money four of the
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Crenshaw Winning The Women

Top-Seeded Riessen
Wins At River Oaks
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

By ALEX SACIIARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Knicks had balanced
scoring and their trademark,
team defense; Baltimore had
Elvin Hayes, but little else.
As a result, New York is one
game away from sweeping its
first-round National Basketball
Association playoff series with
Baltimore, and Knicks Coach
Red Holzman, a master of
moderation, is saying things
like, "We're in a good spot
now ,,
Each of the five Knick starters scored 16 points or better,
more than offsetting a brilliant
36-point performance by Hayes,
as New York grabbed a 3-0
lead in the playoff series by
beating the Bullets in Baltimore 103-96 Wednesday night.
Bill Bradley was high scorer
for New York with 23 points,
followed by Dave DeBusschere,
19; Earl Monroe, 18, and Willis
Reed and Walt Frazier, 16
apiece. Hayes, meanwhile, was
a one-man gang, hitting 16 of 26
shots from the field and also
.
grabbing 14 rebounds.
The key to the victory, in addition to New York's balanced
scoring, was the team defense
played by the Knicks—and not
by the Bullets. Time and again
Knick players would elude their
defenders and break free for
clear shots, while at the other
end of the court the Knicks'
switching tactics blanketed the
Bullets.
In other playoff games, the
Boston Celtics took a 2-0 lead in
their first-round NBA series
with Atlanta by beating the
Hawks 126-113 in Atlanta, while
in the American Basketball 'Association, Utah beat San Diego
103-92 to take a 2-0 lead. All
series are best-of-seven.
John Havlicek, who scored 54
points in the series opener, led
Boston with 29 points. Jo Jo
White added 24 points, Dave

Cowens had 20 points and 25
rebounds and Paul Silas added
17 rebounds.
Boston led 29-13 after the first
quarter, then shook off an Atlanta comeback with a 10-0
spurt in the second period.
Boston Coach Toni Heinsohn,
emulating Holzman, also was
not ready to claim victory in
the series, depite his team's
second costeecutive impressi
. triumph"It's not over yet," he warned. "They1re capable of playing better than they have. We
just played real good defense."
Atlanta was led by Pete Maravich with 30 points and Lou
Hudson with 27. Coach Cotton
Fitzsimmons observed, "We're
better than we have looked. We
know we have to slow them
down to win, but when you're
behind you can't play a slow-

By The Associated Press
(Last year's records In parentheses)
(All Times Eastern Statwiard
Thursday April 5
National League
San Francisco ( Marichal 616) at Cincinnati (Gullett 9-101,
2:30 p.m., 52,000.
Only game scheduled.
Friday, April 6
National League
Philadelphia ( Carlton 27-10)
at New York (Seaver 21-12)t
2:05 p.m., 30,000.
Montreal ( Torrez 16-12) at
Chicago (Jenkins 20-12),
p.m., 40,000.
St. Louis (Gibson 19-11) at
Pittsburgh (Blass 19-8 or Briles
14-11), 1:35 p.m., 50,230.
Houston (Roberts 12-7) at Atlanta (Gentry 7-10), 8:05 p.m.,
30,003.
Los Angeles (Sutton 19-9) at

AIR FLOAT DELUXE POLYESTER
Price

F78x14
G78x14
G78x15
H78x15

acer iolf Team
To Defend Title

21.23
23.95
24.16
25.22

2.39
2.56
2.63
'2.81

THE TEENAGE DESIRE!
COLLEGIATE SPECIAL
Size

F70x14

$2495ea.
Plus 2.60 fET
AIR FLOAT CUSTOM
1D 4-PLY
POLYESTER .00XT RENEGADE 70
RAISED WHITE
LETTERS

c

In playoff action tonight, Milwaukee meets Golden State at
Oakland in the NBA and Carolina plays the New York Nets
at Uniondale, N.Y. and Indiana
is at Denver in the ABA.

Major League Schedule

Jacques Plante's.,Fountain Ofitse
youth
lEly Range's

h
ofher
a4erltan°t
1h
_
game in the match.
-1—
The highlight match of Wadawed_
nesday's second round was
fourth-seeded Arthur Ashe's
air-tight 6-7, 7-6, 7-6 victory
over llth seeded Roscoe
By FRED ROTHENBERG
Dryden, boasting the league's feated St. Louis.Tanner of Lookout Mountain,
Veteran center Pit Martin
Associated Press Sports Writer best goals-against average,
Tenn.
Since joining the Bruins, while Buffalo countered with also scored three goals for the
Three-seeded Brian Fairlie of
New Zealand easily defeated goaltender Jacques Plante has Dave Dryden, a sunrise starter Hawks. Goalie Tony Esposito
lost his shutout bid when Phil
tom Gorman of Seattle 6-1, 6-3 found Boston a veritable foun- over Roger Crozier.
In the end, though, it was Roberto scored with just 53 secand sixth-seeded Tom Dicker of tain of youth.
Wednesday night, however, younger Ken with the victory onds to play.
the Netherlands won a hotly
Nothing got in the way of
fought 6-7, 7-6, 6-2 decision over the New York Rangers made on the strength of Yvan
him feel his years—all 44 of Cournoyer's power play goal at Minnesota goalie Cesare MaRussia's Alex Metreveli.
niago's shutout as he got in the
them.
3:51 of the third period.
The Rangers took 31 shots at
In Chicago, Dick Redmond way of all 33 Philadelphia
Plante, who was appearing in celebrated his first Stanley Cup shots.
Father Of Rocky Dies
The Minnesota goals were
his 111th Stanley Cup game, game with the first three-goal
BROCKTON, Mass. (API — and scored on six as tbey hat-trick of his NHL career as scored by Dennis Heiden, DenPierino Marchegiano, the fa- erased Boston's home•loe,.ad- the Black Hawks easily de- nis O'Brien and Jude Droain.
ther of the late heavyweight vantage witiL_K___&-2 open.
Philadelphia's other hockey
boxing champion -Ricky Mar- round victory.
team, the WHA Blazers, Asa
ciano, died Wednesday at -In Wednesday's other Nationtook it on the chin, losing to
Brockton Hospital. He was 78.
Cleveland in overtime. Ron Bual Hockey League Stanley Cup
Marchegiano was born in games, Montreal edged Buffalo
chanan scored the winner at
Italy, served with the U.S. Ma- 2-1, Minnesota blanked the
10:16 of the extra session.
rines in World War I and wor- Philadelphia Flyers 3-0 and
The Alberta Oilers, by losing
The Murray State University to Minnesota Wednesday night,
ked most of his life in shoe fac- Chicago stopped St. Louis 7-1 to
the
playing
golf team, idle since
tories here.
also lost the playoff spot they
all take 1-0 leads in their bestthe West Florida-Alabama supposedly had earned on the
He retired when his son de- of-7 playoffs.
Intercollegiate Tournament two final day of the regular season.
feated *former heavyweight
While over in the WHA,
champion Joe Louis en route to Cleveland gained a 1-0 advan- weeks ago, will play in the
After finishing in a tie with
the heavyweight crown he took tage in its best-of-7 series by Kentucky Intercollegiate Minnesota, the Oilers were desfrom Jersey Joe Walcott in defeating the Philadelphia Blaz- Tournament at Lexington, ignated the West's final playoff
Monday,and in the Shrevesport teamAy virtue of more diviSeptember, 1952.
ers 3-2 in overtime while MinApril 12-13
Invitational,
sional victories. However, a
nesota won-its one-game playthe Kentucky protest by the Saints to the
in
playing
While
Tonight
4-2.
Alberta
off with
will WHA trustees was upheld forcHouston is at home against the Invitational, the Racers
also be defending their Ken- ing the one-game playoff.
Los Angeles Sharks.
chamSince coming to Boston from tucky Intercollegiate
tour- Bass Challenge Extended
two
the
as
pionship
Toronto, Plante had compiled a
con7-1 record with two shutouts. naments will be run
The first round of the Murra
for
But Plante admits the years currently. Others playing
Bass
Club Challenge will l••
have taken their toll. "I can't the Kentucky Intercollegiate extended one week.
of
University
the
be
will
title
use my reflexes to stop the
It will continue through April
shots now," he says. "I've got Kentucky, Louisville, 18.
Morehead, Eastern Kentucky,
to play the angles."
The Rangers' game plan in- Western Kentucky, Bellarmine,
Catcher Lust For Season
dicated that they weren't too and Transylvania.
colleges
Kentucky
the
Joining
elthe
WINTER HAVEN, Fla.(API
concerned about aid for
in a try for the invitational — A promising young catcher
derly.
"We wanted to take as many championship will be Middle in the Boston Red Sox organ"He works for the Inshots as possible," said Tennessee, Tennessee Tech, ization may be lost for the seasurance company"
Rangers' Coach Emile Francis, Austin Peay, Tennessee, son because of back trouble.
Tom Maggard, 23, who was
who had isolated his team since Vanderbilt, Miami of Ohio,
Building contractors can
Sunday night in Fitchburg. Bowling Green, purdue, and sent to'Pawtucket of the Inte:secure Builders Risk,
national League last week,'was
Mass.; to prepare for the game. Ohio State.
Surety Bonding and Public
tournaments will ordered to Boston Wednesday
36-hole
The
up
them
take
couldn't
we
"If
Liability coverage from
close, then we took them far begin at 8 a.m. and will be for further examinations.
Murray Insurance Agog*
completed in one day.
The 6-foot-6 receiver was the
away."
Playing for Murray in the Red Sox number one draft
As se•Offas the first puck was
dropped in Montreal, NHL tournament will be Paul Celano; choice in 1968. He hit .245 with
AGENCY
playoff history was made as Johnny Quertermous, Wally 14 home runs last season with
INSURANCE
team had a Dryden in the Young, Mike Hoyle, Mike Pawtucket, which was then in
each
Ft AIR CENTER /53-475(
the Eastern, I eague
nets. The C,anadiens had Ken Perpich, and Kevin Arnold.

down. But Boston played with
confidence they were awesome."
Willie Wiue scored 29 points
to lead Utah past the expansion
Conquistadors. Utah led most
of the first half, San Diego
grabbed a brief lead in the
third period, then Wise and Ron
Boone moved Utah out to a 99lead with four minutes to
pWy.
Boone finished with 33 points,
while Chuck Williams and Stew
Johnson topped San Diego with
23 and 21, respectively. In addition to his points, Wise grabbed
10 rebounds and had five assists.

.
We Now Have
GATES STEEL RADIAL
I TIRES- Made In Germany,.
.I
COME SEE US

TODAY!!
753-6779

San Diego Kirby 12-14), 10 30
p.m., 30,000.
Only games scheduled.
American League
Minnesota Blyleven 17-17) at
Oakland ( Hunter 21-7), 11 p.m.,
30,000.
Kansas City Busby 3-1) at
California ( Ryan 19-16), 11 .
p.m., 20,000.
Chicago 'Wood 24-171
Texas I Bosnian 8-10), II:30
p.m., 25,000
Milwaukee ( Bell 5-11 at Baltimore Palmer 21-10), 2:15 p.m.,
25,000.
New York Stottlemyre 14-18)
at Boston (Tiant 15-61, 1:30
p.m., 30,000.
Only games scheduled.
Saturday, April 7
American League
Detroit ( Lolich 22-14) at
Cleveland (Perry 24-16), 2 p.m.,
30,000.
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Report Points Out Regional Variations In Mortality From Cancer Throughout U.S.
NEW YORK, N.Y.—Where
we live just might make a
difference in how long we live.
That's the conclusion of, a
recent report pointing out
regional variations in mortality
from cancer, the secondranking cause of death in the
United States. The report is
particularly significant since
the American Cancer Society
has designated April as Cancer
Crusade month.
Cancer currently accounts for
about a sixth of all deaths in the
and, say
the
country
statisticians, approximately
_two-thirds of the total number
of deaths front this disease
• occur .in the 35-74 age group.
Among whites males in this
category, there were 329
recorded deaths per 100,000 in
1968, as compared with 245 per
100,000 among white females.
The highest death rate foimen from cancer of all sites
(367 per 100,000) was registered
in the Middle Atlantic States,
followed by the New England
States )352 per 100,000). The
District of Columbia reported
the highest death rates,
followed by New York, Florida
and Maine.
The lowest mortality from
cancer among men at ages 35-74
was reported in the Mountain
region
257 per 100,000),
followed by the Pacific, East
South Central and West North
Central areas. Alaska had the

lowest death rate, followed by
Utah and Hawaii. Taking into
consideration the lower overall
mortality from cancer among
women, regional patterns were
much the same as for men.
Statistical breakdowns into
10-year age groups, however,
reveal differences both in
comparative male-female
mortality arid in regional differences, the Metropolitan Life
report notes.
In 1968, for example, death
rates from cancer were
somewhat higher for females
than for males at ages 35-54 but
it ages 55-74, males exaerienced considerably higher
ieath rates than did females.
"or both men and women,
nortality rates from cancer of
ill sites combined rose sharply
with age.
At ages- 35-44, tlie- highest
mortality from cancer among
women occurred in the Middle
Atlantic area, followed by the
East North Central and East
South Central regions. The
lowest mortality was registered
in the Mountain States.
Death rates for men in this
age bracket were somewhat
lower, with the highest mortality recorded in the East
Middle
South Central and
Atlantic regions, and lowest in
the Mountain and New England
areas.
----The statisticians report that
cancer death rates at ages 45-54

Your Individual 110r0SCOPe\
Frances Drake

were also slightly higher among
women than men, with the
highest mortality for women
occurring in the Middle Atlantic
and New England regions,
and the lowest in the West South
Central and Mountain States.
For men in this age group, the
highest death rates were
registered in the East South
Central and West South Central
areas, and the lowest in the
Mountain and West North
Central regions.
At ages 55-64, however, the

ea
m = • I.
iuso is s

death rate from cancer was
nearly 50 per cent higher for
men than for women, with the
highest mortality among males
registered in the Middle
Atlantic and New England
regions. At these ages, the
lowest rates were experienced
in the Mountain and West North
Central areas. Among women
at these ages, the highest rates
occurred in the Middle Atlantic
and New England regions, and
the lowest in the West South
Central area.
,

Cancer death rates continued
higher for men at ages 65-74,
says the report. At these ages,
the highest mortality among
males was recorded in the
Middle Atlantic region, closely
followed by that in the New
England area. The lowest death
rate was registered in the
Mountain region. Among
women at these ages, mortality
from cancer was particularly
high in the Middle AtIntic area,
and lowest in the West South
Central, South Atlantic and

Mountain regions.
stantial part of the high morNoting that the steady rise in tality among men may be atcancer deaths arnimg men in tributed to their history- of
recent years has been largely earlier and heavier smoking.
attributed to cancer of the However, say the statisticians,
respiratory system—primarily the effects of increased smoking
cancer of the lung—the report among women in the past 25
states that in 1968 this site of years are now apparently
cancer accounted for 30 per cent beginning to be reflected in the
of all cancer deaths among men more rapid rise in respiratory
aged 35-74, and for 8 per cent of cancer mortality among women
such deaths among women.
and to a narrowing of the
Since cigarette smoking is mortality differences between
generally considered a casual the sexes. In general, mortality
factor in lung cancer, a sub- from
respiratory' cancer
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v Light Action
v 2-pc. Fiberglass ROD
v Hard Chromed Line Guides & Tip
v -Tapered Select $
Cork Grip

You know the value of a dollar and you know it isn't
always easy to make thoit dollars stretch to cover all the
things you'd like to have.

Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
CALL NOW

753-1916
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You know what you want outliif life . . -: not only for
ourself, but for others as well.

Placing your Classified is easy and the cost is low. Just
dial 753-1916. A friendly voice will help you put your
message in print.
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Usertnell Batteries
Na 4546 Sealed Beam Bulb
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....IL, Designed for Hunters, Fishermen,
Outdoorsmen, Police, Fishermen & Marine
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TRIMMER
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Compact, Sturdy, Amazingly
Powerful!
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Ledger & Times Classified Ads let you sell for rash the
items you possess but no longer need and use. And II offers
values for sale each day.
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That's ,why we'd like to invite you to read and use the -Classified columns of this newspaper.
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Wet. 24 to Nov'
M/
your lirtlay comes and f'
Fine advances indicated in
what your outlook is, a
job and business matters — IF
to the stars.
l
they are well planned and
ARIES
carried through in detail with a E
Mar. 21 to Apr. 28) gr
1
Bottle of 3001Concentrate on substantial keen eye to the future.
%
and pertinent matters. Do not SAGITTARIUS
240.
become witlessly involved in (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Embark upon a new project
complications, but do not
sidestep problems which MUST that is really purposeful,
be handled. You can accomplish stimulates your mind. A
much now.
complex situation could contain
TAURUS
the seed of an excellent harvest.
Apr. 21 to May 21)
CAPRICORN
Bonuses indicated from past (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
efforts. These should give you
The position of Saturn
THE
fresh incentive, perhaps a suggests some halt on actions
FAMILY
wholly different approach in !inch could get out of the realm
places. Long-range pleas now of- common sense. But atSHAMPOO
- favored.
tainment IS possible through
- of Lemon or Balsam
Choice
GEMINT
earnest, consistent endeavor.
kMay 22 to June 21)
AQUARIUS
14-oz. Bottle
•
Don't be misled by -outside '(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
distractions, the ostentation*
Don't trust to guesswork nor
others. You could be be lax in situations that require
aot_ alert.
_ is010111—
security treatment. A
CANCER
day than you may anticipate IF
•
e 22 to July 23) you are in there pitching.o
Clear away the debris of the PISCES
N
past and organize your talents (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
a
to cope with this day's activities
You may be well ahead of m
and expectations. Be consistent those about you, but the discreet
1,‘
LEO
thing will be to play it down,
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 46
achieve without asking for
Do not hesitate to ask for plaudits. Be careful about
assistance or information. The giving confidences.
•
more heads, the more knowhow to be passed around. You
YOU BORN TODAY are ••
will face competition, but you endowed with great versatility,
•
i, Heddon v Shakespeare
CAN meet it.
a delightful personality and a •
VIRGO
strong emotional nature. Not as
WriN
•
,, Zebco v Johnson
( Aug. 24 to Sept. Z3)
aggressive as most Arien.s, you U
There will be more to this day might not do as well in the
a
than may be obvious at first, so business world or other fields •
•
dig deep for hidden treasures, requiring strong qualities of
and have faith that you will leadership as others, but this us
E
—.....succeed.. Don't overshoot
lack may bring you greater
N
marks, however.
happiness than your more selfV
' LIBRA
sufficient and self-assertive •
BLOWN GLASS
FOR THE BEGINNER!
(Sept.- 24-t0 TYCL-23)brothers and sisters. You are a
In
communications, true romantic and will find
DECORATIVE PIECES
No. 1245
discussions, agreements, be great pleasure in your love life
•
mindful of "minor" details that as well as in such pursuits as •
Found In Gift Shops for
could cause delays, difficulties. music, poetry and art. You are
a
day
in
ZEBCO
'7.00 8 18.00
This is
which the well- a delightful hostess and are
202
balanced Libran can shine.
much sought after, socially.
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CLOTHING

followed much the same
regional pattern as that for
cancer of all sites. However,
departing somewhat from the
pattern observed among men,
the highest mortality rates for
women were recorded in the
Pacific States.
The geographic variations in
cancer mortality reflect a
variety of factors, says the
report, such as different modes
of living, degree of inurdustrialization
and
banization, accuracy in the
reporting of deaths, standards
of medical 'care, and hospital
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PAGE ELEVEN

proportion. If this is permitted
to happen, there will be no
second and third plantings and,
of course, no continuous supply
of fresh vegetables from early
spring until late autumn.
While it may be best to go a
bit slow with the planting of
tomatoes and peppers, there
are some summer vegetables
that can be planted in April with
a good deal of safety.
These are beaus, beets,
carrots, and sweet corn. The
specialists
UK
garden
recommend April 20 as a good
bean planting date. They also
recommend bean plantings at
internals from April
Also, frosts can still come in two-week
20 until August 1.
.
the
have
to
effort
an
in
So
April.
tradition,
garden
old
the
In
first fresh vegetables in your
Good Friday was regarded as
neighborhood, don't get too
one of the best bean planting
hasty about setting out certain.
of the year. Many old time
days
allid
plants, especially tomatoes
sweet peppers. Delay setting gardeneres observed this
out these plants until about May custom religiously in the firm
the
5; this is the recommendation of belief that on Good Friday
Extension garden specialists at Devil had no power for evil over
the University of Kentucky the soil.
Beets and carrots can be
College of Agriculture.
Another bit of caution to planted in early April, but wait
exercise in April is this: Don't until about April 15 to plant
let the gardening fever get the sweet corn. To assure a conroasting ears
best of you. At the onset of this tinuous supply of
"kseAse" there is usually a all summer and later into the
great outburst of energy and fall, the specialists suggest
enthusiasm, symptoms that planting early, mid-season and
unless treated with large doses late varieties, so all the corn
of planning and determination, will not mature at the same
will last only until one planting time, and then planting more
of each vegetable is made. Then sweet corn seed at about twoas time flows on and spring and week intervals until about July
summer temperatures in- 25.
And if any gardener failed to
crease, this energy and enthusiaarn diminishes in direct. get his strawberry patch set out
during March, there is still time
4.,.. April to do this job.
•
j
A N1614T-N.7.3NCE 401./ GET
Some garden flowers that can
CliCIMPF-I, flt! A
be sown outdoors in April are
r.,06“-r 5NAKE,
Snapdragons, Asters, Alyssum,
IIIXPIE HAD IT!
Calendula, Mignonette,
Dianthus, Poppy, Cosmos,
Nasturtium, Annual Phlox,
Verbena, and Ageratum.
Marigolds can be planted late in
the month and sowing of Sweet
Alyssum can be made twice a
month until July. However,
most gardeners probably will
have more success with these
sem's LeAviNits ALL
-rue mutts
flowers if they buy bedding
it)"NE
plants from their horticultural
LAST
slipply store instead of sowing
the seeds themsleves.
While working the garden is
April, keep on the lookout- for
big earthworms. Save a few of
Jhese in a can filled wit,h soil.
Then when the opportunity
arises during the month, grab a
hook, Line, pole, and the can of
worms and hie away to the pond
or river. MO neglect the
garden but remember the
words of Old Izaak Walton, the
patron saint of anglers: "Allah
SIR - - WHAT'5 ALL TN*- does not detract from the
GoT TO DO WITH ME-allotted span of man those hours
THE PATROL
he _spends at fishing."
EVERYTHING.

LEXINGTON,KY. — April is
more than a month of "sun add
showers and pretty wildwood
flowers." It is also the month
when gardening fever reaches
epidemic proportions and there
is a great hustle and bustle to
get the plowing done and see in
the ground.
On this last point there is
some need for caution. In the
haste to get the land prepared,
don't plow or dig it up too wet.
Working the grodnd when it is
two wet often puddles the soil
and destroys its crumb structure, leaving clods that will
hinder cultivation later on.
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THESE ARE NOT TOYS --- Hundreds of new cars produced in Japan appear as to s
when viewed from the air They're parked on huge storage lot on Annacis Island, near
Vancouver, B C. Cars.are earmarked for delivery to Canadian dealers.
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Minimum Wage Increase May Force
Reduction Of Employes By Business

The shadow of a severe business today.
In smaller firms with sales
financial blight hangs over the
heads of many thousands of volume ranging from $25,000 to
American families, especially $49,000 annually, 49 percent
those where the wife is at- employ working wives. In all
tempting to help with living independent firms up to $750,000
costs by working in unskilled annual sales volume, the percentage runs 40 per cent,
jobs.
This grave portent is con- dropping to 18 per cent in firms
tained in a just completed over this size.
survey by a team of wonomists
Heaviest concentration of
University of teenagers working at the
from the
California and Stanford on the present minimum wage is in
impact Congressional action operations with annual sales
will have if it increases the volume of under $200,000, while
Federal minimum wage. The the highest percentage of ethnic
study was sponsored by the minority workers in this
National Federation of In- category are in the enterprises
dependent Business.
with $208,000 or more in annual
The survey shows that among volume.
business
independent
The vast majority of the lower
operations, which account for 60
unskilled jobs are in the
paid,
,'
non-farm
the
all
of
cent
per
where 47 per cent of
areas
rural
non-government jobs, passage
firms report
of the legislation now on the the independent
category. In
Congressional burner will cause employees in this
only 30 per
areas
suburban
the
37 per cent of these operations
cent report using this type of
to reduce employment.
the
in
and
While it bee - been argued employee
21 per cent
centers
metropolitan
inthat
-before the Ding:rine
employees at this
creases in the minimum wage report using
wage level, vrith 2 per cent
on
affect
for the heaviest
for on a _geogrethnic unaccounted
and
teenagers
pahical basis.
minorities, this study conducted
The survey was conducted for
for the Federation reveals that
the major losers would be the National Federation of
women, including working Independent Business by
wives.
While the data shows that 22
per cent of the job attrition
under such a law will hit the
teenagers, it also shows that 27
per cent will reduce their
employment of women and 21
per cent say the job attrition
will hit heads of families.
About 1,500 students from 16
Working 'Wives, usually employed to splice out the family -high schools and six junior high
income will be affected in II per and middle schools in the
cent of the operations.
westernmost counties of
popular
a
Hinman Ferry,
Kentucky were on the campus
only
Perhaps
surprisingly,
family campground in Land
one per cent say that this of Murray State University
Between the Lakes temporarily legislation would reduce em- March 30-31 for the Regional
water
levels,
due
high
to
closed
ployment for ethnic minorities, Music Festival for bands and
is scheduled to reopen the
and an identical percentage vocal solos and ensembles.
weekend of April 7. In addition,
Richard W. Farrell, chairrepoet this slight impact on the
many of the lake access areas
man of the Murray State music
handicapped.
located along the quiet emfestival
The role of the working wife in department and
bayments on the shores;of-both
the contemporary economy is manager, listed the following
Lae Barkley and Kentucky
quite clearly shown in the bands as earning superior
Lake which were inaccessible
survey date,and they hold down marks in the competition
during the past two weeks will
a heavy percentage of the lower sponsored by the Kentucky
be open this weekend. Reserpaid jobs in independent Music Educators Association:
vations are now being accepted
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
for Camp Energy, a year-round
camp, which has also been
5 A state (abbr
ACROSS
1.
closed due to high water.
ROOM= DOMMIEM
hme
6 Chinese
Hillman Ferry is the largest 1 Drink k,wIy
MO MOMMO 00M0
7 Group of
=0 ODOM OM
of three family campgrounds 4 Hurry
9 Kind
M0000UM MOO
located along the Kentucky 12 Through
8 Organs of
OMMM OM
0000
Lake shoreline. Facilities at the 13 Having
9 Probe
MO MO MOM Mel
wings
001M
lakeside camp, located about 3 14 Born
10 Hawaiian
MM OMOM
wreath
000009M
000
miles south of the Lake Barkley 15 Exist
Zealand
11 New
Fiber plant
MM MOMM 0,5
Canal, include electrical 16
parrot
17 By way of
MOM OMOMM MM
19 Indefinite
outlests, dumping station, pinic 18 Large to,.
MMOMOM MOM=
Out of a..ie
tables and grills, central ser• 20
2231 Appear
2
=MOO 00 MOO
22 Bridge
22
vice buildings, boat launching 24 Cushion
being
Actual
43 Kind of
ramps, and a supervised 25
33 Inlet
band
28 Rocky hill
cheese
24 Footlike part 34 Preposition
recreational program during 29 Chicken
44 Confederate i
Reply
--315Surgical 26
Measuring
30
general
Symbol
the summer season. Similar
thread
device
45 Sea eagle
ifor
37 tellurium
27 Teutonic
facilities can be found at 31 locations
47 Printer's
rf
Aucrosrc.t.aiherg
43 F
4,9
deity
Forgive
measure (0)
Rushing Creek Campground, 33
29 Pronoun
34 ,Hollywood
49 Native metal
'
)
(abbr
,
Encountered
30
prize
located on the KentuckyMan's nickname
50
32 Biblical weed 42 Barracuda
Tennessee line across from 35 River
island
Blood River, and Piney, three 36 Obtained
Approach
miles north of Paris Landing 38
39 Nahcior shgep
and U.S. Highway 79 in Ten- 40 Rational
41 Trials
nessee. Piney is open year- 43
Flying.
mammal
round and Rushing Creek will
44 Sign of
open on May 24.
zodiac
In addition to the family 46 Strength
'campgrounds, 72 lake access 48 Electrified
particle
areas offer more limited 51 Be mistaken
camping facilities. Each of 52 Fragrant
oientesth
these is equipped with tables 53 Anglo Saxon
money
and grills, chemical toilets, and
Abstract
boat launching ram. Camp • 54 being
Energy will accommodate 55 Bret
56 Openwork
groups of tent campers ranging
fabric
in size from 4 to 400. Located on
DOWN
subima
Energy Lake,
1 Resort
poundment of Lake Barkley, it
2. Comparative
ending
is available by reservation only
3 Liars
to interested group and
4 Male deer
*tr. by United Feature Syedlcilta.
organizations.
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a
Associates,
Faculty
management and research
organization heavily staffed
from the University of
Stanford
and
California
University.
Heading the team on this
Richard
project was Dr.
economics
U.C.
Bailey,
professor and former staff
of
member of the Council
Economic Advisors and Dr.
William Dunkelberg of the
Stanford School of Business
Administration.
An extensive survey conducted by the NM following
the last increase in the
minimum wage found that it
resulted in the wholesale firings
of teenagers, and the handicapped, predominantly in the
rural
sub-metropolitan
areas.
At that time, job attrition
among working wives did not
show up as it does in the current
survey. Apparently, it is
presumed that due to the
steadily increasing cost of
living, especially in foods, more
wives have taken the lower
paid jobs in order to supplement
the family income, and these
are the jobs that will be heavily
eliminated if the minimum
wage rate is further increased.

Regional Music Festival
Held Last Weekend, MN

Hillman Ferry
To Be ReoDel
P401 HATES, SHE JUST AcTED
sTRAAGE ABOUT IT--

Class D (junior high school
level)—Murray Middle School,
two bands, and Reidland Middle
School.
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INDUSTRIAL ART CONFERENCE—Dan Ryan (second from left) and Dr. Harold Davis (seated).
both from the College of Engineering at the University of Nebraska, Omaha, held a seminar on
automatic drafting and computer design recently at Murray State University. Here they demonstrate equipment to deft to right): Dr. Dale Lemons, Chairman of the department of industrial
education at Murray State; Eugene Schanbacher, associate professor of industrial education; and
Carl Arflack, graduate student in industrial education from Tolu, Ky.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley (

Class BB —Reidland High
School.
Class A—Murray High School
and Mayfield High School.
Class AA—Paducah Tilghman High School.
Classifications for bands,
besides Class D for the junior
high school level, are determined by the difficulty of music
selected for presentation.
Rated superior for vocal solos
and ensembles were:
Boys low voice (senior)—Don
Jones, Murray
voice
medium
Boyd
(junior 1—Mike Kangas, North
Marshall; and Brad Ray,
Ballard Memorial. (Senior 14
Dennis Reynolds, Benton)
Brent Young, Lone Oak; and
Tony Steele, Billard Memorial.
Girls high voice (Junior)—
Martha Kyle, Caldwell County.
(Senior)—Mary Jane McGuire,
Benton) Cathy Creason, Benton) Martha Gordon, North
Marshall; and Nancy Spann,
Murray.
voice
medium
1 Girls
(senior)—Patty Latit, Benton)
Marilyn Sullivan and Patti
Scott, both of Caldwell County;
Teresa Croft, Livingston
Central; Linda Casey and Patti
Boyd, both of Lone Oak; and
Margaret Womack, Mayfield
I junior)duet
Girls
Farmington.
Miscellaneous ensembles
tjunior)--Caldwell County and
Livingston Central. (Senior)-Caldwell County and Mayfield
Madrigals (senior )—Benton.
South Marshall and Murray.

•
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

2-RAY CLEANUP SHOP 30' x 60') located on a 100' x 250' Commercially Zoned lot. The
$17,000 price includes numerous tools and equipment.
TWO-STORY COMMERCIAL BUILDING, located on US-641 Highway. Has natural gas
furnace, city water, sewerage. Bargain priced.
I„ARGE RESIDENCE SUITABLE FOR multi-family or fraternity usage. Located within
one block of the University. Has 3 levels of living space,2 working fireplaces, VI baths, wall
to wall carpeting, central heat and air, kitchen built-ins, 160' x 300' lot.
YEAR AROUND LAKE COTTAGE. Located near Shamrock Resort (Tennessee), air& 2W x 200' wooded lot with a small brook flowing through the backyard. Can be bought with all
the furniture, if desired. Priced at $12,000 without the furniture.
TWO BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE with a 96' x 284' lot. Located on US-641, approximately 5
miles South of Murray.
ALMOST COMPLETED 3-bedroom brick home, with central heat and air, wall to wall
carpeting, 1'7 ceramic baths, patio, kitchen-family foom with built-ins, large lot and a
central water system.
GOOD STURDY TWO-STORY FRAME house near cictritown Murray. Has 7 rooms and
bath, natural gas heat, new rue throughout. Price reduced to $8,500.
VERY ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM BRICK home on a 100' x 260' lot near the HenryCalloway Golf Course, near Puryear. Owner has been transferred and can give immediate
possession.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

tr************3•************Ag

B.F.
FENCE SALE-Chain link BICYCLE,20", three speed,
fencing now on sale at Sears. Call Goodrich. In excellent condition
Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free and sharp. Has accessories.
MC
estimate. Expert installation also Phone 753-8216.
BULLS or HEIFERS
April 23C
available.
REBEL camper,
ITTLE
AVON TO buy or sell. Call 753- completely equipped, sleeps four.
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
8708 or 443-3366. Write Glenda Fits long wheel base truck. Phone
A6P
4:00p.m.
Duke; P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah, 753-4427 after
* For Further Information . .
Kentucky,42001.
April 26C
ELECTRIC STOVE, 36", white,
REAL NICE spring and summer push button. Refrigetator, white,
2, 22.00
/
2and 161
1
dresses,sizes 14/
G.E., and air conditioner. Phone
each. Good dresses, some two
A6C
753-8186.
_
piece and some three piece, $3.00
10,
to
8
size
dresses,
TWO SEEBUttli stereo cabinets.
each. Girl's
SEALY BOX springs, mattress, 18 H.P. Evinrude motor, $350.00.
One 15" high efficiency horn. Two
$2.00 each. Phone 753-3948. A5C
$20.00. Odd box spring, $5.00. All Phone 753-6918 after 5:00
A6C 15" high efficiency speakers in
condition. Two nearly new p.m.
good
KOBE JAP seed. Phone 753each cabinet, Po years old. In
tires, $30.00. One
MC W.A. F78-14
4966.
perfect condition, $650.00. Can be
wheel trailer, carpeted for TWO MATCHING platform
Payne Street,
included. Ex- rockers, brown nylon tweed seen at 1300
hitch
luggage,
4:00 p.m. A6NC
SEAR'S TRASH compactor, like
after
1
Apartment
Also
each.
$10.130
upholstery,
Phone
cellent condition, $75.00.
new, $165.00. Phone 753-8257 after
A6P relaxer - lounger - excerciser.
A5C 753-7620.
6:00p.m.
2 H.P.
/
New-415.00. Phone 753-6568. A6C GARDEN TILLER, 31
Gilson. Just like new. Phone 753dwelling in
A6C
4600.
BABY BED, high chair. Also GROCERY WITH
361- BICYCLE, 20", three speed,
antiqued maple full size bed. South Graves County. Phone
Orange
black
Eliminator.
with
A6C
•
2479.
, Phone 753-2988 after 5:00
seat. Good condition Phone 753- USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos,
A5C
p.m.
A6C Used Baldwin organs. Used
UTII1TY TRAILER-two wheel. 5120.
Baldwin grand pianos. honardo
753Good condition. Phone
ELEVEN PIGS.Phone 752.
and Piano Company, across from
motor
boat,
FISHING
14'
Aid
MC 8109.
'
9064.
trailer, with lots of extras. Post Office, Paris, TenA6C
2, with extras.
1
HONDA 350, 1972/
AlOC nessee,
$350.00. Phone 489-2169.
$700.00 or will consider someone 16' BOAT, Mastercraft and
LIGHTENING SAILBOAT, two
taking over payments. Phone 435- trailer. Good condition. Phone
Maker,
A6P MOBILE HOME, Pace
sets of sails and Spinnaker. Also
A9P 489-Lm.
4585.
fur10'156', 1964. Completely
Nichols and Holeman trailer.
nished, air conditioned, carpeted, Excellent condition. 12500.00. Can
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE
washer, underpenning, porch, be seen at 107 Hickory Drive or
A9C
steps. Phone 753-9941.
phone 753-4644.
MC

it HOLSTEIN CALVES
*-

Phone 489-2161-After 5:00 pam . it

FOR SALE
ARMSTRONG'S best tine ot 1 ply
nylon whitewall tires.
775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11
825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27
855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
Armstrong Custom supreme 4
ply polyester 78 series whitewall
tires.
F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 + $2.42
G78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27 + $2.60
H78 x 14 or 15'' $19.51 + $2.80
J78 x 14 or 15" - $19.70 + 22.69
L78 x 14 or 15" - $22.70 + $3.13
Armstrong's best line of
polyester glass belted whitewall
tires.
F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 + $2.54
G78 a 14 or 15" - $20.89 + $2.73
H78 x 14 or 15" - $21.98 + $2.96

Chain Link Fence
FREE ESTIMATE
901-642-1338)

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Yourigirealty,

Phone 753-7331-

Home..Phones:
" Fulton E. Young, 753-4946,
Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

WANT
ADS

RABBITS
breeding s.
bitry. Phon

iPORT 0
cranberry,
Phone 753-I
p.m.

COMPLEI
station. Ph
p.m.

SEARS 14
Sears mob
See at 16
phone 753-1

ESTATE AUCTION

SAVE $$$$

_ 4th & Maple Streets

FOI

J78 a 14 or 15" - $22.43 + $3.02
L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73 + $3.13 :
Armstrong's best line of
polyester steel belted whitewall
tires.
F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13 + $2.68

MX 14 or 15" - 224.T7 -1- $287
$3.10
H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58
Armstrong Polyester glass
FRAORDINARLY NICE 12' x 60' Mobile Home on a 131' x 184' corner lot. This 1972
belted wide 70 series with raised S.
model has central heat and air, storm windows, hurricane straps, concrete sidewalks,
*.
white letters.
double driveway, concrete patio, 350 11 field tile. Priced to sell.
G70 x 14 or 15" - 823.01 +$2.86
H70 x 14 or 15"- $23.81 + $3.09
REMODELED 4-ROOM FRAME home with aluminum siding and wall to wall carpeting.
Armstrong nylon glass belted
Has a good well, plenty of garden space. Make us a reasonable offer.
wide 60 series with raised white
letters.
$4.500 IS THE FULL PRICE for a 3-bedroom frame home, on city water, sewers, and
060 x .14 or-WL -$75.52--+ $3.18
naturtil gaTT,ocatElfttfill7 center of Hate;Immidiate possession.
L60 x 14 or 15" - $28.44 + $3.66
Armstrong's best highway
$20,000 is the asking price for a rental complex that will pay for itself completely in less than
MOBILE HOME, 1972 Atlantic, THREE WHITE Toy Poodles. tread truck tire, tube type.
4 years. Has 8 rental units and space for the construction of additional ones.
12'x50' still for sale. Completely Very tiny. One is bred. One
1.,ARGE -ESTATE AUCTION, Modern household furniture,
bedroom
furnished, with air conditioner, female Wire Hair Terrier. All 650 x 16 -6 ply, $20.93 + $2.58
THREE ACRE TRACT of land on a good blacktop road, plus a newly remodeled 2appliances and antiques. Selling on the premises, located 7
washer and dryer, underpenning AKC registered. If interested Call 670 it 15 - 6 ply, $20.69
shingled house. Located in the Cherry Corner Community.
± $2.40
mile east of Benton, Kentucky on Highway 68, Five miles
and 500 gallon gas tank. Phone 753-6488.
A7C 700 l'15_- 6 ply, 821.67 + $2.80
1'7 miles west of Jonathan Creek Bridge. 25
Aurora.
of
west
"
A9P
489-2570.
x 34' barn, city water and natural
FIVE ACRE TRACT,fenced, sowed down,stock pond,
750 x 16 -8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
miles southeast of Paducah. 25 miles northeast of Mayfield.
gas available. Full price only $6,500.
FENWICK LUNKER stick, 825 x 20-10 ply, $54.16 + $6.14
20 miles east of Murray, Kentucky on Highway 68. Saturday,
FRIGIDAIRE
LARGE
special purpose rod. Will sell for 900 x 20- 10 ply, $65.43 + 87.33
April 7, 1973. Sale time 10:00 a.m. Lunch available.
reivigerator, quiet running, $15.013. Phone 753-6602 or 753-3570 1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10
SIX ACRE TRACT of land with 900 ft frontage on US-64I. Located at the intersection of
Estate of the late Miss Allie Travis. The following is a very
clean. Also apartment size after 5:00p.m.
Green Plains Road.
A7NC 1000 x 22- 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98
confined partial listing of a large interesting i all day sale).
•
Frigidaire stove, cooks good. Can
Armstrong's best lug or
14,
from
of items,
varieties
of
kinds
all
find
to
attend
to
Plan
deep well.
be seen at 410 South fah or phone CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25', traction type truck tire.
EIGHT ACRE TRACT of lendable land, -a good bailding site, later from a
some new merchandise-Never- and
isnxieni,
to
antiques
MC
1,753-7840.
Located near Underwood Crossing, approximately 2 miles S.W. of Hazel, Ky.
and treated fence posts. Murray 600 a 16 -6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56
been opened or used.
Lumber Company, 104 Maple 670 x 15 - 6 ply, $72.09 + $2.89
chairs,
bottom
stand, several sets cane
wash
oak
Golden
Two
equipment.
SHOP
BEAUTY
SEVENTY ACRE FARM with 2-bedroom mobile home, good well, outbuildings, fruit trees,
Street.
A7C 700 x 15 - 6 ply, 823.30 + $3.33
love seat, couch, golden oak high back
nice
and
small
real
five
two
units,
chairs,
hydraulic
plenty of road frontage on Old Murray-New Concord Highway. Approximately 35 acres
750 x 16 - 8 ply, 830.18 + $4.12
Victorian double bed, trunks, portable sewing machine, --. dryers. Phone 75,3-7132.
A5C
sowed down in prmanent pasture.
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST 825 x 20 - 10 ply, $63.89 + $7.25
antique sewing machine, wicker sewing basket, jewelry box,
several small tebles, Boston rocker, oak arm rocker;
.21" MOWER, Briggs di Stratton variety of pistols. Buy now while 900 x 20 - 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51
90 ACRE FARM,located on Shoemaker Road, approximately 6 miles S.E. of Murray. Has
1000 x 20-12 ply, $83.21 + $10.53
magazine rack, unusual wood turning stove, small and nice.
engine, NSA& 5 H.P. Tiller. you can still get them at.'
about 30 acres of permanent pasture. Priced at less than $200 per acre.
Old firerlace tools, golden oak half bed,hand carved headBriggs & Stratton engine, power reasonable 'prices. Country boy 1000 x 22- 1,2 ply,$87.61 + $11.50
board, a beautiful piece of furniture and in excellent coilreverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles Roby Sales, Highway 68,
200 ACRES OR MORE, has not been tended or mowed for many years. Needs soneome that
May 9C
victor
large
acre.
table,
per
$150
tavern
leg
at
Priced
Tapered
farm.
class
complete.
first
a
dition.
into
it
make
mower, 25" cut, Briggs & from Hopkinsville Junction 117 Benton, Ky.
and
up
it
would be willing to clean
bracket'
and
wall
Open
4:00
164.
until
Sundays
one
lamps,
kerosene
several
frame,
and
mirror
Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P.
A7C
and reflector, complete, One Aladdin, one power miniatureriding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & p.m.
RESIDENTIAL LOTS: (Take your choice of the following
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
- -- ' colored glass and beautiful, Also two clear glass. Old chest of-- Stratton engine, 1323.95. 7 H.P.
Mayfield, Kentucky, on thf
NUMBER OF LOTS
drawers, original pulls and in excellent condition, gas iron-in ' riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & THREE BEDROOM double- Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
LOCATION
•
OK
complete.
everything
original box and all instructions,
Stratton engine, electric start, wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile pickup camper, toppers. We also
46hand fans and lots of them. Some wickers, feather beds,7"1"$399.95. Roby Sales Highway 68, Homes, South Beltline Highway, rent campers by the week or
Fairview Acres Subdivision
21 _
pillows, quilts, linens, new dress material, boxes and boxes of
May2C Paducah, Ky. Phone 443-6150. A7C weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489Benton, Kentucky.
Lynnwood Estates Subdivision
r ---- . different things. Box of jewelry, wicket baskets of all sizes,---""
Wiswell Estates
A7C
2303.
World,War Two ration stamps, soup cases, four old pocketi7"' MOBILE HOME, 12'14V-1972
4
knives,boxes of old books,large stack of old newspapers,sad -, Luxury, double insulated. Two
Meadow Green Acres Subdivision
VA LOANS, no down payment for
a
bedrooms carpeted throughout,
.,_ iron, Pocket size picture frames in closed cases, milk glass-Jackson Acres Subdivision
qualified veteran. 12 years to
-range
electric
refrigerators,
7
vases, walnut dinette table, two
heavy duty G.E. washer and
Panorama Shores
pay. Drive on out almost to
on
apartment size. Pots, pans, dishes silverware, boxes of new
dryer. Large parlor bedroom.
rks River Bridge on Beltline.
dress material, two electric irons, shoe lass, old bartlettes
Lake.
Kentucky
Located on
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
Bibles
old
combs,
hair
and
blacking-small box. Keys, old fans
Phone 753-0016 or 753-5475. A1OP
Grove Heights Subdivision
Homes, 3900 South
and song books, straight razors, lots of cooking utensils and
ru the Month of April Mobile
Lakeway Shore Subdivision
Beltline
Paducah, Ky.,
Highway,
cooking ware, including silverware, everyday dishes, good
CARPORT SALE,Thursday,and
Pine-Miff Shores Subdivision ,
A7C
443-6150.
fruit
sign,
artists
FOR
CALL
glassware,
bowls,
painted
utensils, hand
Friday, 6:00 a.m. till COO p.m. at
furniture
country
309 South 15th Street, Murray.
jars, jugs, crocks hand tools, lawn mower,
Sherwood Forest Subdivision
TWO DOUBLE knit sport coats,
2
and accessories plus box after box of good small items. Also
Two 14" Ford rims and tires,
Keniana Shores Subdivision
never been worn, red and navy.
stuff
of
5
preponderance
a
and
sale
in
items
unusual
this
Many
clothes,
items
household
and
i„....,
Kirlisey•Stella Road
$10.50 each. Phone 753-6602. A7NC
without
live
and things you can't possibly
baby items galore.
ABC
13
Denham Mobile Home Estates
Terms-cash day of sale. This is an outstanding sale of fine
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag SEVEN YEAR old kid broke
4
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
US-641 South
merchandise. Don't fail to attend this sale. Unusual and
A-a'
specialist that adjusts to any mare. Phone 767-2603.
rug
desirable items will be selling every minute. All merchandise' Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo carpet. New and used vacuums
Piano Company, across from
sell to the highest bidder, no exceptions. The above listing is
for sale. For free demonstration UPRIGITrPRACTICE piano,
Post Office, Paris, Tenonly partial.
purchase phone 753- fair c!ni:440h, $35.00. Phone 489fir-.•
Realty
nessee.
A6C and gift with
For fuitheiThiformation phone Marshall County
i..'
-t- A7C
April 12C 2114.
or
0752
753-0359.
.,- •
Auction, Office phone 502-527-9397 or residence 527-7068. Mr.
two
LIGHTNING
SAILBOAT,
Joe I.. Washburn, executor
RIDING MOWER, Mustalif=7. TRAVEL TRAILER, 1.3;--72966
sets of sails and Spinnaker. Also
Seven H.P. Briggs & Stratton model witlijiatio,good condition.
Holernan
and
trailer.
Nichols
Sale conducted by
2"
/
231
. cut. $169.99. Two full blooded female German
Excellent condition. $2500.00. Can engine,'
A5C Shepherds, 7 weeks old. Phone
be seen at 107 Hickory Drive or Lerman's,
753-7833,
A7C
'phone 753-4644.
A6NC
SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy
Auctioneers and Real Estate Brokers
duty, full size. Regular $79.95. GAS TRACTOR-DTrAr., w
NEW 19" color Television, $299.95
Joel Sullivan auctioneer.
Write or call collect for the
Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig zig. flat bottom plow. (3 at 16").
HighSales,
Roby
last.
while they
sale date of your choice. Private sales and public auctions.
Factory three point adaptor kit.
way 66,Benton,Kentucky. May regular $99.95. Sale $63.96.
-We cry for you." "The sellingest team you've ever seen."
Deluxe zig zig. Regular $139.95, Welton Gallimore, Puryear.
2c
Lovett Building, Benton, Ke-ituck:,-.
Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig zig. Tenn. two miles west of Puryear
AUCTION SALE
7_Mill Road. Phone 247..1100
b)
eg
uTasrale$s1511
. ,5
used Ro
9.i9g5h.waSa
GOOD
y la
SEVERAL
11n4t.o3n7_,
t 110
ABSOLUTE AUCTION; selling AUCTION SALE, due tio ill AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April automatic washers and dryers.
A7F
store building and antiques, health, Mr. Montell Paschall :s ;
7 10:00 a.m. at the Herbert Also good used electric ranges'. Kentucky.
yfI
Mar
.
Saturday, April 7, 10:00 a.m., selling his farm equipment, Underwood farm, three miles See at Wiggins Furniture, 2/
AKC.'IONE of the finer-things of life2
1
GOLDEN RETRIEVER,
between Paris, Tenoessee and Saturday, April 7, 1:30 p.m., rain west of Crossland, Kentucky.
ai-- clearier,ltentp
Blue Lustre'pet
miles, north of Murray on Hwy three
years
old
A WORLD OF
obedience electic shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik
Paris Landing Park on Hwy. 79 at or shine. Turn west on Jones Mill Sharp 801 Ford tractor, plow, 641. Phone 753-4566.
A5C
trained,spayed. Phone 753Roosts old store. Selling fur- Road at sign on 641 in Puryear, disc and cultivator, Ford mower,
RESULTS
Market. Five Points.
A'slc
4907.
A9C
niture, glassware, old trunks, Tenn. Follow sign to Jones Mill cultipacker, rotary hoe, two row MOBILE H
1971 Stanford
A
Thomas
it:
sale
1 .!....
t:
:
91111411
TR 'Ck LOAD
everything will be sold, regar- turn north at sign on blacktop at tobacco setter, tractor drag 12'x60',
furnished
MOBILE
-gS Fop
1971
HOME,
Fleetwood,
air
Edison
AC
conditioners.
66
10,000
planter
row
two
dless of price.
harro*,
Jones' Mill and follow signs '1'2
and dryer.
includi
12'x64', three bedrooms, 1'2 EITI1, $184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
I Bought My farm Through o
Sale held rain or shine. miles to farm near Paschall combine, one row Ford mounted Excellent
tion. Phone 753WAWIAg
baths, 3 ton air conditioner. 20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
Auction Service, graveyard.
picker, two rubber tire 8855 after
Beecham's
corn
m.
I &Ali My Born WO Motoruol
Completely set up at 209 Riviera 1285.00. 26,000 BT1r, $318.40..Roby
Gitly Beecham auctioneer, Will offer 1963 Massey wagons, manure spreader, 220
Advertised .n a
Courts. Trade considered. Phone Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
WANT AD
"-Tarts,Tennessee, phone 642Ferguson tractor, good Condition, gallon gas tank, on stand. 12 hole
I Bought My Tractor Through a
A9P Kentucky.
1TP plow, disc, pull type combine, hog feeder, one lot of tobacco 50 H.P. MERCURY motor, 1968. 812) 336-2548.
0919.
May 2CWANT AD
with electric start, alternator
My Forndy Loves Bettor Socauso I
Orin, bushhog, hand -made boom scaffolds, rotary tiller, lawn
,
M)4
KE
BEATEN down
, carpet
.
short shaft, completely nes% PING PONG table,'good conRoad and "ivy Through rho
AUCTION SALE, every Friday and blade. 1954 Chevrolet truck, mower, wheel barrow, extension
WANT API
unit, $650.00. Phone 753. dition. Net and paddles included. nap at doorways bright and fluffy
night on Highway 641 north of grain bed, new tires. Practically and step ladders, water tank, lower
after 5:30 p.m.
MC Phone 753-5387,
AC again.sTiih Blue Lustre. Big K,
Paris, Tenn. This 'veek another new Case wagon, new round hop; shop and hand tools of all kinds, 8.721
Belaiee Shopping Center.
A7C
cans
of
lots
cooler,
Don't
milk
Louis.
can
St.
from
feeder, chain and skill saw, 12
good load
equipment, WHITE'S MINERAL-metal 14' STARCRAFT poat and .
milking
know what, come and see. Shorty channel for sliding door, posts and
12x60, 3 bedroom, Green Field*
McBride-247 and James E. dipped in creosote, two large numerous antique items.
detectors. "World's largest. and trailer, 15 H.P. Evinrude motor.
Mobile home. Call-762-2505 or 753phone finest line." Priced from $49.50 to $200.00. Phone 492-8169 after
A6C dipping vats, lots of pole barn For Information
6:00
Travis-278.
,
A7C
A9P 9707.
4"x4" and lengths 9' to 15'. New Chester & Miller Auction Service, $595.00. Find coins, jewelry, pm.
few •••••••41~01:1,141114111 A11111
lumber, some cedar, Concrete I.ynn CI-nye, Ky., Otto Chester artifacts and other buried
BOAT INSURANCE. Broad
blocks and miscellaneous iterm. Auctioneer, 435-4042. Dan Millet_ Area sures. Authorized-defiler. HUSTLER CAMPER, sleeps 6.
coverage. Good claim 'services.
435-4672.
auctioneer
apprentice
1604 Sunset Drive, phone 753-1575 Has stove and refrigerator. 1972 Lowest
Douglas Shoemaker in,charge
rates.
Galloway lnof sale. James E. Travis-278 "It Pays to Sell the Chester & Monstay through Saturday, day model. Phone 753-8162 after 4:00
surance & Realty. - Phone 753e
Way."
Miller
or
auctioneer.
night.
A6C p.m.
A5C 5842.
.16 11 April 11C
filtc

I

4

FOR SALE

:MARSHALL COUNTY REALTY
and AUCTION

w AftrIEI

RETIREE
acreage le
Owner ge
when leas
P.O. Box 3

WAN1

WANT TO
house, pr
unfurnishe
4721.

WANT 73
three bedr
May. Phor

WANT T(
bedroom
Lake, Jur
Phone 767
WA

WILL BI.
used gun
753-6940.
WANT
aluminum
8326 after

WANT
fiberglas
-.Contact(

WANT.
stroller. 1

WANT T
Larger w
Phone 474

WANT T
with or v
details t
River E
Murray,]

,EI

THREE
apartrner
College F
1600. Nor
preferrec

THREE
alsoone
proximal
Phone 75:
p.m.

CALL
"ACTIO0 une“
753-19 16

SUITE(
Street, gi
rooms ai

The
Ledger & Times

FURNIS
living rc
and ahoy
bedroom
ments,
6609

pAracp,

APRIL 6, 1973

;1%1' '

916

Call
A 753-1916
FOR SALE

st line of 4 piy
:es.
116,60 + $2.11
117.11 + $2.27
118.14 + $2.43
am supreme 4
ries whitewall

$17.40 + $2.42
$18.27 + $2.60
119.51 + $2.80
$19.70 + $2.89
$22.70 + $3.13
lest line of
Red whitewall

$20.30 + $2.54
$20.89 + $2.73
$21.98 + $2.96

$22.43 + $3.02
$24.73 4 $3.13
>est line of
Red whitewall
$23.13 + $2.68
$2.87
VA.27
$25.58 + $3.10
yester glass
es with raised

$23.01 +$2.86
$23.81 + $3.09
glass belted
h raised white

$25.53-+ $3.18
$28.44 +
est highway
ube type.

$20.93 t $2.58
$20.89 + $2.40
$21.67 + $2.80
$28.07 + $3.69
$54.16 + $6.14
$65.43 + $7.33
176.68 + $9.10
$80.26 4- $9.98
best lug or
truck tire.
$21.83 + $2.56
$22.09 + $2.89
$23.30 + $3.33
$30.18 + $4.12
$63.89. + $7.25
$69.92 + $8.51
$83.21 + $10.52
$87.61 + $11.50
Highway 68,
May 9C

tMPER Sale,
icky, on thr
['ravel trailers,
ppers. We also
the week or
7-8187 or 489A7C

rm payment for
. 12 years to
)ut almost to
ge on Bealine.
ni spot. Bill's
3900 South
Paducah, Ky.,
A7C
lit sport coats,
red and navy.
753-6602. A7NC

103.

kid broke
A7C

:TICE piano.
.00. Phone 489A7C
-1966
ER, 13',
good condition.
emale German
Its old. Phone
A7C
1117-A
:i3 at. 10").
nt adaptor kit.
re, Puryear.
est of Puryear
hone 247A7E
Nolo of life: cleaneOtenta
' $1. Kwik-Pik
A7C
Is.
ale Thomas A
ltioners. 10,000
10 BTU,$233.00.
I2. 23,000 BTU,
$318.40.,Roby
68, Benton,
dowq.carpal"
right and fluffy
Lustre. Big K,
7enter.
A7C
Green Field'
49,405Or 733A7C
NCE. \Broad
iahn lattices.
Galloway lesi
Y.',bent .753i

April iro

RABBITS:
FRYERS
and
breeding stock. Reagan's Rabbitry. Phone 753-4011.
A6C
SPORT COAT, boy's size 12,
cranberry, double knit. Like new.
Phone 753-2765 after 6:00
A7C
p.m.

COMPLETE AMATEUR radio
station. Phone 489-2316 after 6:00
p.m.
A7C

SEARS 14' boat with 14 H.P.
Sears motor and trailer, $350.00.
See at 1617 Cataline Drive or
phone 753-7765.
1TC

TV Towers
and
Antennas
Lowest Prices
Ever!
Limited Quantity
20G ROHN
40 Foot $6000
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OP THE WANT ADS W
SERVICES OFFERED

Another View

SERVICES OFFERED

LEGAL NOTICE

Nellie Rubene Lassiter, Dec'd
Cathy Sledd, 108 S. lOtti St.,
Murray, Ky., Administratrix

(and Make it Safer!)
By Adding

Raymeold B. Tidwell, Deed
Richard L. Tidwell, 1619 Michelle
eircle, Memphis, Tenn., Administrator

ORNAMENTAL
-IRON-RAILINGS

Nelle Neubauer, Deed
John C. Neubauer, 1101 W. Circarama Dr., Murray, Ky.,
Executor

Free Estimates
Residential - Commercial - Industrial

Maureen Abernathy Jones, Deed
Raphael Jones, 1406 Sycamore,
Murray, Ky., Executor

MURRAY MACHINE
and TOOL CO.
Industrial Road

Phone 753-3474

45

;•

HELPiiiiriscp

Lingle
Corporation

NOTICE

Property Owners in
Hazel
-Property Tues4 tar Stickers,
Occupational Licenses, are now
due and payable at the City Hall
from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
Hazel City Council

Sfee5

Sherman R. Mayo, Deed
Richard S. Mayo, 1827 Wagner
Ave., Evansville, Ind., AdCEASE-.. ministrator
"8""

I WOULD CELEBRATE 1H
I FIRE AGMENiENT IF I COULD STAND UP

I DEPENDABLE WATCH and
.
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,'
..
dirt„1
clock repair. See Clifton Paschall
also
off Murray-Lynn Grove
gravel' fill
bank
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
way mile north of Scotty's
or 354-8181, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
A7P
Grocery.

NOTICE

NOTICE

Lora Lillian Rogers, Deed
Annabelle Stone, Route 1
AdKentucky,
Murray,
ministratrix

Beautify Your Home
or Business This Spring

753-.1916

AUTOS FOR SALE
CHEVROLET, 1965 Sports Van,
step in windows. Ford Fairlane
500, 1963. Both very good condition. Solos Market, Highway 69
North, Cottage Grove,Tenn. A7C

Barber Boyd, Deed
Elsie Boyd, 901 Doran Road,
Murray, Ky., Executrix
Wartilue Grogan, Deed
Mrs. Fedelia Grogan, 113 Spruce
St., Murray, Ky., Administrator

200 REWARD!!

A $23117,111111111-affered to information leading to the
arraigned enatetten of the person or persons responsible
ter the theft of a TV, stereo-tape and records from the
nom of my son, Bill Bowling, on the weekend of February
23, 1973. These music instruments were stolen from Room
'317 White Hall at Murray State University. Any information should be given to the Murray Police Department.

George Bowling

I

FREE ESTIMATE on spectic CAR BROKE down? Going on a
tank installation. Phone 753vacation? Business trip? Rent a
Firm Haneline, Deed
3460 Yeiser Street Paducah, K. 42001
TFC new Plymouth. Taylor Motors,
7850.
William L. Haneline, Route 1,
Has immediate opening for
A7C
753-1372.
Experience
draftsmen.
Murray, Ky., Administrator
VOLKSWAGEN BUG, 1970, red.
SUMMER HEAT won't stop-but
GOOD NEWS! A Gospel Meeting
desired, but not necessary.
Reg. '69.95
or
$900.00
Phone
best
436offer.
If You
not
if
will,
conditioner
your air
MUSIC LESSONS; voice or
is in progress at the West Murray
Gels E. Thompson, Deed
Send resume of your
2186.
A5C
Morris
$3995
serviced properly. Call
piano. Contact Mrs. Linday
qualifications to
James F. Thompson, Route 1, church of Christ, 7:30 nightly,
Refrigeration Sales & Service, Wright,489-2553.
A7C
and you are invited.
Murray, Ky., Executor
Ken Smith
May2C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
753-7205.
PleOse Phone
1059
Box
P.O.
Range-175 Mies
WANT YARDS to mow. hISU
Paris, Tenn. 36242.
Sarah Alice Kimbro, Deed
Your
BUILDING'? CHOOSE We 334 Woodrow Hicks, Route 8, Benton,
WILL MOW yards. Experienced. student has own mower. Free
NOTICE
site
highway
frontage.
Acre
with
bet767-4948
Kentucky, Administrator
For more information phone 753- estimates. Phone
We Will Be Closed
A6C ween 1:00-4:00 p.m., Monday- INTERVIEWERS WANTED for Already has two ponds and shed
6075.
Each Saturday
A11P part time telephone survey work. for the ponies. John Randolph
Friday.
April 7th
Beginning
claims
having
All persons
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
Open Monday - Friday
Not a selling Job. Give phone Realty, John or Joretta 753-8382 against said estate are notifed to
If No RPsults:
Central Shopping_Center manufactured and installed by HOUSE PAINTING-exterior, number
THE MURRAY
and state if private or or Keith Hays 489-2488.
present them to the AdGutter Installation, interior-city or farm. Quality party line. Air mail letter inAtkins
Phone
INSURANCE AGENCY
Phone 753-5865
ministrator orExecutors verified
Murray, phone 753-M07 or 753- work, reasonable priced. C & J cluding education, work exCenter
Shopping
Air
Bel
according to law, same to be
APRIL 13NC Painting Contractors. Phone 4378992
Murray, Kentucky
perience and names of references
presented to said Administrator
4712.
May 4P
Before 5:00 p.m.,
to
Surveys
Overnight
Departof
course
clue
in
Executors
or
WANTED TO LEASE
WILL DO painting, interior or
ment, American Research
3 Bedroom Brick, Den,
law.
ROOFER
will
EXPERIENCED
Then
Free
hour.
or
job
exterior. By the
Utility, Carport, Large
This 5 day of March, 1973.
RETIREE WANTS long-Small estimates. Phone 437-4534 or 527- furnish shingles and put on for Bureau, 4320 Ammendale Road,
After 5:30 p.m. and
Beltsville, Maryland 20705. A7P
Living Room with Stone
Marvin Harris, Clerk
acreage lease at $250.00 annually. 9714.
April 24C $16.50 per square. Phone 489(1110 C.O$sNEi Ws*. GLASS
Fireplace, Electric Heat,
Owner gets all improvements
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
ASP
SCADS We444.11 MASS A qUiti
Until 6:30 p.m.
IT? og,K,Aur ION Ye., Gina des&
when lease or my life expires. KNIGHT'S SHOP; lawn mower,
WANTED SOMEONE to do , Wall to Wall Carpet,
OW& '004 AT' ;
P.O. Box 32-T, Murray,Ky. A6NC tiller repair, blacksmith work, KENT WRIGHTof H & R Block -housecleaning, one day a week. 'Drapes, New GE. Appliances. Call or See...
welding. Gene Knight, Route 3. will do bookkeeping for new or Phone 753-2384. References. A5C
CARD 01' THANKS
Baxter Bilbery
12P
April
are
Prices
WANTED TO RENT
old businesses.
Phone 753-4035.
N. 7th
MI
ApLADIES:
ATTENTION
reasonable, and all work
Plane 753-1257
WANT TO RENT apartment or
guaranteed. Phone 753-9204 or plications now being accepted for
I would like to thank Rose's
your
or
Set
time
full
part
work.
house, prefer two bedrooms,
Murray
in
Block
R
&
H
by
Department Store for finding and
come
FOR RENT
unfurnished. Phone 502-957MC own hours. For interview call 753- OPENING BUSINESS? Consider returning
Hopkins'
Brian
for a personal interview
A6C TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
2:00 and 5:00
0206
4721.
this site in the -heart of tourist glasses. TOSeS' cooperation was
A9C
apartment, wall to wall car1TC
AIR t OMPRESSORS
traffic. Call for details. John very much appreciated.
WANT TO RENT unfurnished peting, good location. No lease
--Sales & SenieeAuction
&
Realty.
Randolph
WANT A second incozne? Torthree bedroom house the last of required. $120.00 per month. t
11 !AND CHNIPRESSOR
A6C We wish to express our deep
opportemity to weekpart times_et Canapes*.76343112.
-A8C Phone 753-433V--April 33C
bi*.Phu*753-7289
appreciation for the many kind
,own hours, have financial
J.3-3014 Day or Night
and visits during the il
cards
lots,
_wooded
two
JOE BEDWELL
E. NEALE
security. Phone 753-1470. April 51::" BY--OWNER;
k Guat ante* d
WANT TO RENT three or four
All
and loss of our loved one Amos
nark.
beside
Street,
apartments
TWO
Sharpe
bedroom
NEW
bedroom cottage on Kentucky
-and
Clark,
Dr.
Especially
center,
Dick.
489-2630
898-3692
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS for near schools, shopping
on large lot. Central heat and air,
Lake, June 1 through June 10.
the sweet nurses at the hospital,
549(606)
Must
neat
Phone
be
shift.
&afternoon
dishwasher,
and
university.
carpeted,
all
JERRY'S REFINISHING
A9C
Phone 767-2549.
May8C to Rev. Lynn Walker his pastor
disposal, range, refrigerator, Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles fast Approximately 35 hours per 2494.
and Rev. Jack Jones for their
carport, patio. $140.00 per month. South of Murray on Hwy. 641 week. Good working conditions.
kind words,to Robert Walker and
three
brick
new
Colonial
No
Apply
A5C
Phone
OWNER
phone
BY
calls.
753-7550.
WANT TO BUY
Jerry McCoy, owner. (5112) 492the Poplar Spring Choir, for
room.
living
with
A 1 OC bedroom house
8837.
TFC House Smorgasbord.
playing the
kitchen and utility room, built-in Barbara Walker for
WILL BUY or trade old guns, TWO BEDROOM furnished
piano, the Blalock-Colemen
windows.
and
doors
storm
and
stove,
WANTED
WAITRESS
Phone
guns.
used guns or new
house. $60.00 per month plus ROY'S LOCKSMITH-Service
Apply in person only at
Located 1612 Catalina Drive. . Funeral Home for their wonA9C utilities. Couples only. Phone 492753-6940.
Phone Paris,642-6551. --TFC
To see this house derful kindness, for all our good
Points
Bar-B-Q.
$17,500.00.
A6C
8494 after 5:00p.m.
AlOC neighbors, friends and relatives,
753-0675.
phone
WANT TO BUY 10' or 12'
-for all the food and flowers. May
aluminum Jon boat. Phone 498- FURNISHED APARTMENT
AUTOS FOR SALE
God bless each and everyone is
wire
woven
A5C
acres,
FOUR
FIFTY
6:00
after
p.m.
8326
our prayers.
Married couples only. No pets
1965 convertible, V8 fence around entire farm. 40
MUSTANG,
The wife,
Phone 753-5013 or see at 221 South
four speed, 65,000 miles, 8500.00 acres in permanent pasture, the5 1.70
Etta Dick
A6C
WANT TO BUY aluminum or 15th Street.
door
1969 Impala Custom two
Orders
1TP
reat in good timber. This is an
and families.
fiberglass canoe, 16', 17' or 18'.
hardtop, 350 engine, power and ideal cattle farm. Good well,
Contact Charles at 753-7271_ A5C TWO HOUSE trailers on lake
WE ALSO SERVE
air,$1300.00. Phone 767-2458. AlIC large metal garage, small house
_
Phone
436water front lot.
-Gomplete
Home
ponds,
good
water,
running
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH with
baby
A6C
We wish to express our thanks
WANT TO BUY used
2427.
PONTIAC 1966 Catalina, power stables, corn crib, good loading
Remodehng
A5C
deep appreciation for the
and
stroller. Phone 436-2277.
SEAFOODS - COUNTRY HAM 'CHICKEN -1-7
steering, power brakes and air chute. Blacktop road to farm, 12
FOUR ROOM house with bath,
many acts of kindness shown
FREE ESTIMATE
Phone miles from Murray, East 94, turn
Reasonable.
conditioning.
- PLATE LUNCHES - SANDWICHES
son,
my
nice
of
back
in
yard.
porch,
glassed
or
loss
during the
WANT TO BUY 1000 gallon
A7C Palestine Church Road. If in753-7609, after 5:00 p.m.
Wartilue Grogan. Special
larger water tank with pump. Garden if desired. Phone 492interested phone 753-4838, ask for to Dr. Lowery and the third floor
AlOC
753-0961
A7C 8356.
Phone 474-2756.
GMC 1965 Pickup, long wide bed Alfred Duncan. I can show you
nurses and all of our friends a
will be sold in the Herbert Un- the farm most anytime.
,A7C neighbors for their prayers
WANT TO BUY 15 to 40 acres CLEAN FOUR room apartment WIL DO trash and brush hauling.
derwood auction, three miles
flowers,food and each expression
with or without buildings. Write located at 509 Poplar. Phone 753- Reasonable rates. Phone 753west of Crossland, Saturday,
that was given to us,
A5C 6130.
details to Lon Kernley, Blood 4866.
TFC 1000 a.m. For information phone EXTRA LARGE lot' in the of sympathy
Remodeled also Rutledge Funeral Horne
River Boat Bock, Route 5,
Newly
Country,
Otto Chester's Auction Service,
A7P TWO BEDROOM furnished
Fred O'Neale and Rev
Aurora, Ky.
Murray,Kentucky.
ITC Frame House, 3 or 4 Bedrooms Rev.
your additions- 435-4042.
ALL
FOR
,
trailer, air conditioned, I mile
offer. John Drew.May God bless each of yott.
reasonable
a
Make
remodeling, residential or
Mrs. Fedelis Grogan
from Murray. Garbage pick up
84, Auction
commercial. New or old. Free VOLKSWAGEN 1971 Super Randolph Realty
FOR RENT
1TP
and Water furnished. $85.00 per
and Family
or Keith Hays
Company
753-8382
radial
YOU ARE invited to the Gospel
TFC
belted
753-6123.
steel
estimates. Call
Beetle. Has
month. Phone Cadiz 522A6C
Meeting now in progress at the
Phone 767-4461 or see
radio.
tires,
.
A46Cfurnished 6332.
ROOM
THREE
West Murray church of Christ,
A7C
JOHN'S REPAIR 4ervice. at 401 College Courts.
apartment, air conditioned. 1610
BY OWNER; House, 1318 Poplar,
A7C
7:30 nightly.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
bedroom
two
CLEAN
753NICE
MUSIC
Effective April 1st
College Farm Road. Phone
Phone 753-5897 days or DODGE 1969 RT, 383 engine, three bedrooms, living room,
carpentry.
garteachers
mobile home, city water,
1600. No pets. Couples or
TFC power steering, and brakes, fo'ur dining room, kitchen, utility
753-7625 nights.
Dr. Denham's
A7P bage pickup, and mowing furpreferred.
tape, $1250.00 room, fireplace, garage, ill& lot erANo TUNING-Repair
nished. $70.00 per month. Couples KELLY'S TERMITE and 'Pest speed, factory
dish
serincluding
expert
Prompt
appliances,
all
rebuilding.
see
Phone 762-3746 days. Can
office will be closed
-phone 753-3914, 100 South
stove vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
THREE BEDR6f)M house, or two persons only. Phone 753- Controli.
anytime at 1625 Hamilton. AI1P washer, refrigerator,
A7C
p.m.
5:00
after
8216,
apDyer
you
W.
"Every
day
13th
trailer,
Street,
753Ben
Phone
pianos for sake.
all day Saturcley
alsoone bedroom
washer and dryer.
delay lets bugs have their
A9C Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753proximately Smiles from Murray
0871.
maple, way."
rock
SUITE.
BEDROOM
open Mon. thru Fri.
TFC BY OWNER 1968 Buick two door
."
Phone 753-6753 after 4:00
$911.
436-5571.
Phone
A7C $75.00.
hardtop,Skylark Custom,factoo.
p.m.
TFC
9-5.
A7C
5571.
ORCWARD,
ACRES,
HELP WANTED
power and air, local car Im- 2
3
Patch,
Bedroom
Strawberry
PIANO TUNING and Repair
maculate. New tires. Exceptional
SUITE OF offices on South 5th
la. 04.\\K\vN.
buy. Must see to believe. If in- house, east of Murray. Call Jobe Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered COME' HEAR the Gospel
Street, ground floor. Consists of 5 TWO BEDROOM house, water
WAITRESS
terested phone 753-5970 after 4 00 Flandolph Realty & Auction craftsman Piano Technician preached nightly at the West
rooms and private bath. Contact furnishetl. On Concord ,Highway
FOR SALE OR RENT
A6C Guild.
AM' Company 753-8382.
WANTED
A7C about /
p.m. daily and weekends.
4 mile from city limits.
1
TFC Murray church of Christ, 4:30
I..D.Miller, 753-5000.
p.m.A7C
A7C
Phone 753-7143.
HAZEL CAFE
PF-ST CONTROL
GARDENING TIME South of
pov.er
1967
BUICK
RIVIERA.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
978
MOBILE HOME, Itrx42', nice,
Ph ne 492
Acresa
steering, power brakes air Murray. House and 2
living room, kitchen, bathroom MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms, Ava
YOU hard-iti-eatch at air conditioned. Located in
ARE,
limits
city
of
control
FOR -THE best in pest
conditioning, tilt steering wheel, within 2 miles
and shower and bath. One or two two miles south of Murray on MI.
Or don't have an Anon 'University Heights Mobile Home
Rspdolph Realty & service and termite control cal home?
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- Phone 753-4645 after 4:00 p.m., WANTED BABY-a,SITTER vinyl roof. Can be seen at 641 Call John
Call 753representative?
Park. Sale price $1850.00. Phone
Phone 753-6345 from 8:00 a.m. till Super Shell Owner can be Auction Company 753-8382, or Superior Exterminating Cow 7284.
A 10C 753-6406 or 753-1566.
A9C
ments, South 16th Street, 753- weekdays,anytime SaturA6C
3(
May
489-2488.
pany, 753-7266.
A7C 3:00 p.m. awl after 9:00 p.m. A7C reached through the station_ .A6(' Keith Hays
May9C day.
6609.

- ANTENNA

Miss Your Paper

TV Service
Center

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

House For Sale

FILIGREE BEADS
j

•

eL4e10.4

*

753-7278

ATTENTION FAR/VIERS-1For Your Grain Storage
Call
Your READ Dealers

W.

SPECIAL!!

-HADDOCK BONELESS FILLET

• apermg
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

All You Can Eqt
2
1
/

$245
'
sitAKs

-

Bill Houghton

All Itleasonabte- Prices
Kentucky Lake- Lodge
t- wo! Restaurant
-NOTICE

4.

•
•

,
.

-

•

March
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Rev. Leo Lesser addressed
about 100 persons who gathered at the Jefferson County
Courthouse in memory of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., calling
for a "rededication" to the
principle& and programs for
which Dr. King fought.
King, who was president of
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, was assassinated April 4, 1968, in Memphis, Term.
The Black Workers Coalition
sponsored the Louisville march
Wednesday in Dr. King's memory and to protest cuts in federal funds for programs to aid
the poor."We are losing money
for programs that Martin Luther King worked so hard for,"
the Rev. Mr. Lesser said.

.....")......P..
7•••••••••••••••
•••
•-'•••••••••••..•••••.
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Lowes High School Wins
In FFA Competition Here

Building Industry
Profits Up In 1972

NEW YORK, N.Y.—Record
volume, improved productivity,
and higher prices brought the
nation's building products
manufacturers a banner year in
1972. As the pace of construction
activity soared to a new high,
makers of products and
materials used in construction
posted 1972 profits and sales
gains of 36 per cent and 16 per
cent respectively, it was
reported today by the F.W.
Dodge Division of McGraw-Hill
Information Systems Company.
The firm, noted for its
authoritative Dodge Reports on
construction activity and
Sweet's Catalogs of building
information,
product
periodically , reviews the performance of a representative
group of major building
Appointment
products manufacturers in 14
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — different product categories.
Secretary
of
Kentucky
"In the two years since the
Transportation Elijah Hogge
has announced two appoint- 1970 recession, the construction
ments in his department, nam- industry has experienced more
ing Danny Shearer as executive expansion than in any comassistant in the office of staff parable period since the great
aervices and Larry G. Dalton building boom that followed
World War II," said George A.
as personnel director.
The 30-year-old Shearer, a Christie, vice president and
Wayne County native, is a Un- chief economist of Dodge. One
iversity of Kentucky graduate result of that surge was that
of
construction
who joined state government in profits
1966 as a manpower adminis- materials manufacturers intrative specialist in the state creaseil almost twice as fast as
program development office. profits of all manufacturing
Later, he became an adminis- corporations during 1971 and
trative assistant in the High- 1972."
•
way Department.
The Dodge economist said
Dalton, 33, a native of Nancy that although most of the recent
in Pulaski County, worked in building boom greatly favored
the Highway Department's per- firms producing products for
sonnel division for seven years. the
housIng
market,
nonresidential building has
Drug-Alcohol
recently recovered, adding tc
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — the bright profits picture.
Edward Alderetle of Lexington,
Coupled with 1972's strong
formerly executive director of
the Louisiana Narcotics Re- demand for building materials
was an improvement in the cost
habilitation Commission, will
picture. Productivity, or output
Kentucky
Mental
head the
per man-hour, in the private,
Health Department's drug and
non-financial corport sector
alcohol programs.
Alderette is a graduate of St. increased 4.7 per cen al 1972.
Thomas Seminary College, This rise was significantly More
Denver, Colo., and of Tulane than the long-run average of
three
per
cent
annual
University in New Orleans,
productivity
gain. At the same
with master's degrees in educatime, labor rate increases were
tion and social work.
smaller than in the previous
Hospital
FALMOU'lit- -Ky. I AP) —
The Pendleton Coanty Hospital
Board has said it will decide
this week what action to take
on a petition carrying some 1,000 signatures which demands Federal, State Market News
the resignation of hospital ad- Service April 5, 1973
ministrator Mrs. Ann Palmer.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Three doctors, Dr. Robert Market Report Includes 9
McKenney, Dr. William L. Buying Stations
Townsend andlkhrastulo Gonzalez, have contended that Mrs. Receipts Act. 742 Est. 500
Palmer was not -doing her job Barrows & Gilts 75 to 1.00 lower
properly." The three have an- Sows mostly 50 to LOD lower.
nounced they are taking a US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 35.50-36.50
leave of absence from the hos- US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 35.00-35.75
pital and will not refer future- US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 34.50-35.00
US 34 260-280-,
34.00-34.50
patients there.
A 10-man citizens committee Sows
submitted the petition demand- US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 32.00-32.75
ing Mrs. Palmer's resignation US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 31.00-32.00
to the hospital board Tuesday US 2-3 450-850 lbs., 30.00-31.00
some bidding at 28.00 to 30.00
evening.
Boars 23.00-27.00
Trial Of Alleged
Car Theft Ring Is
Resumed Today

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — With all jurors ChoNen,,
the trial of 24 defendants in the
4
case 01 an alleged 14-state car
theft Ping resumed this morning.
The selection of 12 jurors and
six alternates, which began
Monday, was completed Wednesday in U.S. District Court.
Government sources have
said the trial of the 24, expeed.hfohratt several m
- onths,
will be one of the biggest in
U.S. history in terms of the- number of witnesses to.
'be
called and of defendan
The 24 were indicted last An.
gust by a federal grand jury
and charged with conspiracy in
the formation of a ring to steal,
alter and resell autos,
h'rhe indictment contended
that the ring had been operating since 196. in about 14
states, including Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Tennessee, Arkansas, North Carolina, Alabama, Georgia, Missouri and
Mississippi.
The indictment named 22 persons, two of whom have died
since August and two of whom
have not been apprehended.
Asst. U.S. Dist. Atty. Fred
.Partin has said he expects to
call more thah 900 prosecution
witnesses, including several alleged co-conspirators, "aboffr
half the county clerks . in -the
state of Kentucky," persons
whose automobiles were stolen.
and others.

year. As a result of increased
more
and
productivity
stabilized compensation. the
increase in unit labor costs
showed the smallest annual rise
since 1965.
Prices of building products
were up an average of six per
cent last year. Most of that
increase was due to the sharp
rise in lumber and plywood
costs. Price increases of most
other building products were
held to a range of between two
and three per cent.

-Sanctioned
-Horse Show
To first
Be Held

The Lowes High School
chapter emerged the top winner
Tuesday in the Purchase Future
America
of
Farmers
Federation Day competitions
State
held at Murray
University.
The Graves Countians, whose
vocational agriculture instructor is Don Spicer, far
outdistanced all opposition with
30 superior ratings in the 31
contests in which they were
entered. They also received 11
first place awards.
winningest
The second
chapter was the Lyon County
High School group with 22
superior ratings in the 28.
=tests in which they werel
entered and eight first place
awards. Their instructors are
Ray Fowler and Gary Shaffer.
In third place among the top
chapters was Reidland High
School with 18 superior ratings
in 27 contests and eight first
place awards, Tom Moore and
Donald Howard are their instructors.
More than 450 FFA boys,
representing 21 chapters in 11
West Kentucky counties,
participated in the competitions, which included 43
different categories.
With exception of seven
district-level contests, the
winners will represent the
Purchase area in the state-wide
competitions, scheduled for
June 64 at The Galt House in
Louisville. The Purchase
Federation is one of nine FFA
federations which make up the
state organization.
Joe Keith, a member of the
Lowes chapter, is president of
the Purchase Federation.
Judges were members of the
agriculture faculty at Murray
State and area agriculture
teachers, all under the supervision of Robert Cox, Frankfort,
secretary of the
executive
Kentucky Association of FFA.,
The events and the winning
individuals and chapters were:
Outdoor Recreation, Danny
Draffen, Reidland; Soil,
Water and Air Management,
William Lynch, Jr., Lowes;
Fish and Wildlife Management,
Timothy Joe Wilson, Lowes;
Forest Management, Roger
Dale Jonee, Lowes.

GIRL SCOW'S—Girl Scout Troop Five from University School completed one of the requirements
for the Active Citizen badge when they weretaken on a tour of the courthouse ba county clerk Marvin
Harris. The scouts were told of the different functions of the courthouse offices, and observed voters
re-registering to vote, and were Instructed on the use of the voting machine. Members of the troop
4
participating were Lynne Beatty, Susie Harrington, Becky Hough, Lisa Johnson, Amy NoMInger,
horse show ever Martha Lyle Pitman, Julie Sams, Beth Taylor, Stacy Smith, Charlene Tucker, Margaret Warren,
The
sanctioned in West Kentucky by and Sharon Whaley. Leaders are Mrs. Bill Sams and Mrs. W.J. Pitman, assisted by Miss Gail Lyons.
the American Quarterhorse
Staff Photo by David Hill
Association will be held April 7
County
at the Calloway
Fairgrounds, three miles west Many Balloons to be
of Murray on Highway 121.
Thirty-two classes will be Released On Campus
offered, and show officials are
A skyfull of balloons will
expecting entries from many
sections of the nation, according hearald the opening April 18 of
to Tom Walker, vice-president the annual student art show at
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (AP) — has reachedsome $25 million.
of the 35-member Murray State Murray State University.
The balloons-1,487 of them— Floodwaters of the Mississippi
The Mississippi crested at
University Horsemen's Club,
and Missouri rivers have stabi34.5 feet at Winfield on Wedneswhich is sponsoring the event. will be released from the _fifth
lized, giving a respite to
day, 8.5 feet above flood stage.
Walker is a sohpomore at floor fire escape of the Price
thousands of volunteers who
The river is expected to crest
Murray State from Butler, Pa. Doyel Fine Arts Center at 11:25
have waged holding battles
at St. Louis on Friday at 40.5
Bobby Brown, Colliersville, a.m. Friday, according to
against the swollen streams.
feet. the highest water at St.
Term., Will judge the events, the David Howard, a sophomore art
But a Corps of Army EngiLouis in 129 years and 105 feet
winners of which will receive major from Florence.
spokesman
at
Winfield. above flood stage.
Traffic will be blocked on neers
trophies or ribbons. The
Mo , said the situation was still
The Mississippi crested at
competitions are Scheduled to South 15th Street and no Parking
begin at 9 a.m. with halter will be permitted on the east critical, with levees which have Hannibal and Louisiana. Mo.,
back
surging
river
curheld
north of St. Louis, Wednesday
classees, and will continue side of the Fine Arts Building
between 11:15 and 1145 a.m. for rents soaked and weak from and began slowly receding.
throughout the day.
days of pounding by heavy rain
-Boy, that Mississippi looks
Each winning horse will be the balloon release Howard
and floodwaters.
said.
AOA's
70
firstlike an ocean!" commented
awarded the
"So far we're holding," said
"We hope to have a mad
Herbert Bittick, a geologist for
place points for application
one Civil Defense official at St.
the Corps of Army Engineers.
toward their national rankings scramble of students- going
Charles,
Mo.,
where
the.
?die-The flood situation had its
as recorded in the association's after the baloons which will be
souri pushed 9.7 feet above
start in early March when =headquarters in Amarillo, filled with air and not a gas,"
he said. 'They'll float to the flood level at 34.7 feet on Wed- usually warm temperatures
Texas.
nesday.
and heavy rains caused the
Other officers of the Murray streets below and we hope all
The known death toll stands
students
will
try
for
one."
the
State club, organized in 1972,
Mississippi and the Missouri to
Movies of the event will be at five. An estimated 4,000 per- overflow The usual spring
are: Dale McCuiston, junior,
sons
have
been
driven
from
for
showing
at
thaw in the north brought in
Pembroke, president; Jana made
their homes in Missouri and Il- more
Jones, freshman, Ogden, Iowa, ceremonies opening the art
water before the rivers
linois alone.
could recede to their normal
secretary-treasurer; and Paula show April 18.
Engineers
estiThe
Army
In the event of rain Friday,
levels.
Nall, New Orleans,- La., the
the balloons will be released mate more than seven million
reporter.
The immediate futore apAdmission willabe $1 per Monday, April 5, at the same acres of land have been in- pears brighter. The Weather
undated by the Mississippi and Bureau said
time.
person.
no further rain is
Missouri and their tributaries
expected for at least a day.
in seven states from Illinois to
Gov. Christopher S. Bond of
Louisiana. State and federal ofMissouri, who toured flooded
ficfals-aay the damage already
areas in St Louis and Cape Girardeau Wednesday,authorized
shipment of 40,000 pounds of
emergency federal food stocks
(Continued from Pagel)to stricken areas.
WASHINGTON—A national
The education van has
WASHINGTON
f-AP
:tour of a mobile resource previously been displayed in lea Hale has no opposition..br__
Wholesale prices soared 2.2 per
recovery
demonstration Washington and in New Orleans nomination to this post.
cent in March, posting for the
program will get under way in while the air classifier unit was
second month in a row the
City Prosecutor—City Judge
St. Louis, Mo. in mid-April, undergoing final testing on the Don Overbey will not seek a
sharpest climb in 22 years, the
National Center for Resour
west coast. On April 11-13, the return to his present post, but
government reported today.
Recovery
President' Dr. education van will be shown to faces no opposition in the
Richard. I.. Lesher announced the public in Memphis, Tenn., prirriary
city
race _ for
Miss Ruby L. Wilson of Route
today. The demonstration prior to joining with the air prosecutor.
Two, Buchanan, Tenn, died
consists 'OF two units—an classifier unit in St. Louis.
City Judge—William B. Tuesday at eleven p.m. at the
an
education
van
and
Harris and Stephen C. Sanders_
While
in
Henry County General Hospital,_
St.
Louis,
the
air
operational air classifier.
will vie for nomination for city
Paris, Tenn.She was 83 years of
Demonstrations of the research classifier will be positioned at judge.
the
city
shredding
facility
for
and development air classifier
County Attorney—Sid
Eas1°
' The deceased was born April
will also be conducted in other tests and demonstrations. The in his first term as county
ateducation
van
will be located at torney, faces no primary op- 9, 1889, and was the daughter of
cities
having
refuse
shredders.
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale, April
Mrs. Manual Dora ) Cope of
this site as well as in various of
the late Joseph Wilson and
The education van depicts—
position for another four years.
4, 1973. Total head 65. Compared
Dexter Route One passed away
the
city
Betty
Etheridge
Wilson.
school
districts
for
City Council, Ward A—With
to last week theyhsold $4.00 to through models, photographs student tours and public groups.
Survivors are five nieces, this morning at at 12:05 a.m, at
and animated illustrations—the
six to be elected, eight persons
$6.00 higher.
The
Mrs.
Thelma Hutchens, Mrs. the Murray Calloway County
vans
will
also
be
shown
in
collection and disposal of
have filed for council from the
U.S. 1-2 25-34 lbs., $70.00
The—h
h
Ruth
Runner, Mrs. Reba Hospital. She had been stricken
cdnjunction
with
the
National
municipal solid waste and the
north side of the city.
U.Shk 1-2 35-44 lbs., $65.00
Education include James Pete Rutledge,- Christenberry, Mrs. Max ill ar home and rushed to the
potential values to be gained Environmental
U.S. 1-2 55-64 lbs., $73.50
Wonnter, and Mrs. Hope hospital where she expired
from recovering materials and Conference, April 30-May 2.
Art Lee, incumbent Rex
U.S. 1-2 over 65 lbs., $35.00O'Brien,
arid two nephews, Bill shortly after her arrival there.
After the St. Louis visit, the Alexander, Herbert Perry, Jo
energy from trash and garbage.
The deceased was 75 years of
Jenkins and Rex Jenkins.
The iair.. _classifier will two units:wW go to Madison, Crass, H. Ed Chrisman, inU.S. 3 26-34 lbs., $68.50
Miss Wilson was a member of age and had been in ill health
separate shredded refuse at a Wisconsin, -for demonstratio,... cumbent Dave Willis, and
U.S. 3 35-44-'4bs., $58.00
the Blood River Church of for sometime. She was—a_
rate of ten-tons-per hours into and tours from May 13-June 2.- Philip Tibbs.
U.S. 4 over 100 lbs., 825.00-31.00
Christ where funeral services member of the Dexter Church
light( primarily organic) and Scheduling arrangements are
City Council, Ward B—Ten
of Christ.
heavy (primarily inorganic) now underway in other cities persons have, filed for the will be held Friday at one p.m.
Mrs. Cope and her husband,
Burial
will
be
in
the
Wilson
where
refuse shredders are in Democratic nomination from
components. The heavy fraction
Manuel, who survives,- were
Sheepshearing
Cemetery
with
the
can be cleaned and further operation. Candidate cities for. the south side of the city, In
_
married December 2, 1917. Born
separated into marketable visits during 1973 include.: cluding Howard Koenen, "in- aarangements by the McEvoy
April 2, 1898, in Calloway
likineral
Hon*
of
Paris,
Tenn.
Demonstration
-metals and glass; one such Wilmingtonh _Del,h_Providence
unbent Melvin Henley,
ounty,she was the daughter of'
process is being developed by R.I.; Milford, Conn.; Syracuse Marshall Jones:lei
-6* Henry,
the late James Oscar Thorn and
and
Elmira,
National
Center
for
inthe
N.Y.;
Furches,
William
R.
incumbent
Greensboro;
Conducted
To Be
Millie Caroline Hunt Thorn.
stalllition in a major demon- N.C.; DeKalb County I near. incumbent Fred Workman,
Suvivors are her husband;
old ashioned sheep- stration plant in New Orleans Atlanta), Ga.; and Pompano Gerald Tabers, Ronald Jones,
one daughter, Mrs. Izell
shearing an4 demonstrations in early next year. The lighter Beach, Fla.
*incumbent Paul Mansfield, and
(Dorthy Mae) Williams of
how to card and spin raw wool is fraction can serve as the basic
The mobile demonstration Hugh Thomas Rushing.
Chicago, Ill.; two sons, James
tentatively stheduled to be held.' feedstock for a number of program is one of the majorMagistrate, District One—
Cope of Nashville, Tenn., and
Sunday April 15, at 'Empire' energy recovery systems or can efforts ni the Washington- laemocratic candidates for this
_Raymond
Cope._
Farm in Land Between the be disposed of in sanitary based, non-profit Na
position incIude
Washington, Ky,.; four- sisters,
landfills,
lakes. The demonstrations will
WOUNDED KNEE. S.D.
Center. Founded in 1970 tar Wayne Flora, Joe Ed Pritchett,
Mrs. Eva Morris hnd Mrs.
In St. Louis, the air classifier industry
start at 1:30 p.m. and run
andlabor,
this Carroll Guy, Cleo Colson, and (API -- Settlement of the Thelma Powell, both of Illinois,
through 4:30 p.m. Similar will be used by the City to technology research Charles T. Bogard.
armed
confrontation
at Mrs. Lida
Powell of Union City',
demonstrations will be held 'for produce some 300 tons of the organization
Wounded Khee could come
is
seeking
Tenn.,and Mrs.,Molene Bennett
Two—
District
Magistrate,
school groups later in the week. light fraction far burning tests solutions to municipal solid
today despite a minor snag that
of Hazel; three brothers, Victor
this position are
Those who would like to bring at the Union Electric Power waAe management problems. Candidates for
has developed in peace talks,
McCuiston,
Thorn of Dexter, Milton Thorn
classroom groups for the Company. The City is con- Its main focus is to hasten incumbent KB.
the government's chief negotiaHopson,
and
Gil
G.
Ted Thorn, both of Illinois;
and
Russell
J.C.
demonstrations or who would ducting an energy recovery development of systems to
tor says. •
seven grandchildren; six' great
like additional information project with Union Electric and recover materials and values
Magistrate, District Three—
Asst. U.S. Atty. Gen Kent
U.S. .14avironmental from trash and garbage.
about the program on April 15 the
spot on the Frizzell said he had expected to granehildren.
Battling for
should contact TVA, land Protection Agency to demonThe funeral has been
NCRR president Lesher November ballet from district reach an accord on Wednesday
Between the Lakes, Golden strate the use of shredded stated; "With these vans, we three are Joe Pat Winchester, with leaders of the American scheduled for eleven a.m.
Pond,
Kentucky
42231, refuse as a supplementary fuel hope todemonstrate to citizens Dan Dunn, incumbent lannis Indian Movement, which led. a Saturday at the chapel of the
in converted UE beilers, rower of many U.S. cities
telephone 502-924-5602.,
takeover of the hamlet by arab- Max Churchill Funeral Mime
that. Hale and Ralph Bogard.
company and city officials are lheproblems associated
Magistrate, District Four— ,tant Indians Feb. 23.
with Bro. Henry Hargis of'width
ronsidering the addition to
Democratic
But Frizzell said the peace ficiating.
our trash and garbage' - are Seeking
FREE KTITIT,N
classification to the operation, manageable and that resource nomination from this area are talks adjourned when disInterment will be in the
Black kitten, female, six and the NCRR portable unit will recovery will prove to be a Charles Edward Windsor, agreement arose over minor le- Stewart Cemetery with the
weeks old,is free to sorrieone4geo4(wive as a research—tool for posi•tive•-inearashaof reap4ng
Charles Dan 134izaelihhi ncurn bent gal terminology in the final arrangements by the Max
a pet For information call 763- testing, evaluation and, further benefits from, the things we
Henry M. Young, annVifliarif
hrrirapeinf TRIOT Irattan-—fhwertili Funeralitdme where
development.
2729.
demands friends may call;
throw away."
H. Brown..
•

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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Kentucky
Roundup

,44%

Floodwaters Stabilize
Mississippi, Missouri

Resource Recovery
Unit To Tour Nation

Home Improvement, Ronnie
Faulkner, Lyon County; Farm
Safety, Lowes; Secretary's
Book, Treasurer's Book and
Scrapbook, Lewes; 'Novelty
Instrument, Danny Thomas,
Lowes; Chapter Music, Lowes,
and American Institute , of
Cooperatives, Reidland.
Chapter Meeting, Lyon
County; Public Speaking, Jim
Wilson, Livingston Central;
lmprpmptu Speaking, Dairy,
Stan Colley, Farmington;
Impromptu Speaking, Reef,
Bright, Lowes;
Michael
Impromptu Speaking, .Horticulture, Steve Wyatt, Lowes;
Impromptu Speaking, Swine,
Charles Sagui, Reidlagh
Speaking,— Mark
Creed
Johnson, Wingo; BOAC, Fulton
County; Burley Tobacco,
Robert Davis, Symsonia; Hay
Crops, David Futrell, Trigg
County; Corn, Larry Wooley,
Lowes; Soybeans, Jim Wilson,
Livingston Central; Hogs,
Dennis Redden, South Marshall.
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Beef, Randy Barnett, Lyon
County;
Sheep, Anthony
Stovall, Lyon County; Crop
Production, Jim
Wilson,
Livingston Central; Darby
Production, Garry Wilson,
Lowes; Livestock Production,
William Lynch, Jr., Lewes;
Placement in Agriculture
Production, Jerry Lamb, Lyon
County,

1c
4e

Poultry Production, Philip
Irvan, Reidland; Placement in
Sales and Service, Donnie
Wright, Lone Oak; Agricultural
Mechanics, Byron Fuller,
Reidland; Agricultural Electrification, Ricky Neeble,
in
Reidland; Placement
Coley,
Processing, Dale
Reidland, and Ornamental
Horticulture, Gerald Reed,
Reidland.In the seven district contests,
the winners were: Air Cured
Tobacco, James E. Adams,
Trigg County; Dark Fired
Tobacco, Bruce Hays, Lowes;
Cotton, Mike Rushing, Hickman
James
Canine,
County;
Lockhart, Heath; Okra, Larry
Bean, Heath; Green Beans,
Larry Bean, Heath; and Small
Ballard
Grain, Rex Powell,
Memorial.
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holesale:Pices
ast Month

Election . ..

Ruby L Wilson
Dies Tuesday

Mrs. Dora Cope
Expires Today
At Hospital

wounded Knee
Settlement
May Be Today

4

•

The surge 'in'peices, led by a
4.6 per cent jump in the wholesale costs of farm products and
processed foods, offered no letup in consumer prices at the
retail level for at least the next
several months. It also forecast
further troubles for President
Nixon's efforts to curb inflation.
Industrial commodities shot
up 1.2 per cent last month, the
steepest rate since January
1951. Wholesale prices of finished manufactured goods
jumped 2.1 per cent, a rate unmatched since August 1951, the
Labor Department's Bureau of
Labor statistics said.
Nearly everything in the government's wholesale prices Index was up, with processed
foods rising 4.6 per cent on a
seasonally adjusted basis, the
highest rate on record.
Big increases were posted for ,
livestock, poultry, eggs, petro-____
leurn products, lumber and
various textile products.

Boycott ...
(Continued from Page 1
specials, some firms offered
help to the protesting consumer:
Bohack of New York City,
which advertises itself as "The •
Meat People,''' inducted .14-16
weekly ad three recipes for
meatless meals — Easy Cheese
Souffle, Macaroni-Tuna Loaf
and Eggs Divan.
Meanwhile, an Associated
Press survey shows that 19 of
the nation's governors are following_ the path of President
Nixon and continuing to serve
beef.
Of the 38 chief executives
contacted, Ian are eating no
beef, lamb or pork and nine
were noncomrnital either way,
Arizona Gov. Jack Williants
said, ''Half of my friends are
supporting the meat boycottand half are not supporting ith
and I'm NuptIrting- tortf-nrcor.
friends."
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